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OLD GUYS PLAY GOLF

The Courier-Gazette

LIGHT AND DARK
and all the shades between—that is
what you will find in our complete,
up-to-date clothing stock. Only the
leading .and best makes handled in
this store. We can fit you—we
have your size; no charge for
necessary alterations.

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

THREE TIMES A WEEK
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BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

No Age Too Far Advanced To
Enjoy This Game of All
Games.

it >

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3 00 per year payable In adrance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday aud Sat
urday mor/.tag, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

When that joyous spirit and shrewd
observer of men, John L. Donohue, on
a recent occasion wrote to The CourierGazette from the golden, sunny land of
Florida that he had been observing
John I). Rockefeller and Gen. Adelbert
Ames playing around the golf links, he
called attention to a fact that more and
more is impressing itself upon the at
tention of the world, namely that golf
is a sport not set apart to the young
alone.
John D. Rockefeller was born In 1839
and will be 84 years old next July. On
Oct. 31, 1835, Adelbert Ames was born
in Rockland, and therefore is in his
88th year.
And they still play golf, with all the
mental ardor of young men.
Grantland Rice of the New York
Tribune recently watched a golf match
of four men at Bellaire, Florida, and
this is what he wrote about it:
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He who desires naught will always be —
free—Lefebvre.
•••
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Reduced Rates on AU Railroads for the
PORTLAND and STATE OF MAINE

AUTO

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For Mayor

SHOW

EDWARD E. RANKIN

EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE
FEB. 26th to MARCH 3rd, inclusive
PLEASURE CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS,

CYCLES and ACCESSORIES

Of Ward Two

Ward One
A Merman—Cliarles L. Chase.
Councilmen—Frank D. Healey, Wil
liam Holbrook, Wilbur Bisbee.
Warden—E. B. Crockett.
Ward Clerk—Frederick J. Hull.

STAGED UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

Ward Two

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association

Alderman—Frank M. Ulmer.
Councilmen—Harold C. Simmons,
Putnam I’. Bicknell and Floyd L.
Shaw. "
Warden—
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.

22-25

HOWARD B. CHANDLER, Mgr.

Ward Three

THE ALL SPORT SHIRT
Made for the U. S. Navy of blanket material, with
hood, all wool, sizes small, medium and large.
Good for Hunting, Motoring1, Working,
and all kinds of winter sports.
WARMEST SHIRT MADE
We have a limited amount, each...................... $3.23
U. S. Army Officers’ Dark Brown Dress Shoe
plain toe, rubber heel, 100% leather, pair $4.25
Navy Shoes, black, pair.................... $4.00 and $4.35
U. S. Army Working Shoe, pair...................... $3.35
A few Girls’ Knicker Pants in Tweed, pair. . $3.75
Genuine Army and Navy Shirts, each............. $3.00
Heavy All Wool Underwear, double front and
back, each . . . .................................................... $1.25
Army All Wool Long Pants, pair $2.75 and $3.25
Army O. D. Wool Breeches.............................. $3.50
Army Leather jerkins........................................ $3.50
High Grade Honor Sweaters, V neck, browh $6.50
All kinds of Clothing and numerous other
articles at the same low prices.

SHAPIRO

BROS.

ARMY AND NAVY STORE
59 Tillson Avenue, Rockland. Opposite John Bird Co.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
OPEN EVENINGS
1
Th-tf

LIGHT-SIX TOURING CAR (1923 Series) $975

The 1923 series Light-Six Touring Car has been a
dominant feature of all the automobile shows.
It is handsome in appearance with a harmony of line
previously confined to high priced cars. It is exception
al in economy of purchase and maintenance.
The new body is all steel, even to the framework,
and is finished in baked enamel. Cushions are ten
inches deep and upholstered, as usual, in genuine
leather. There is generous room for five.
The chassis remains practically unchanged. It is
essentially the same splendid automobile that has
delivered satisfaction to a hundred thousand owners
throughout the world.
'
The new one-piece, rain-proof windshield gives un
obstructed view to the driver. The quick-action cowl
ventilator and the tight-fitting curtains are among
many unusual items of equipment.
1923 MODELS AND PRICES-f. o. b.
LIGHT-SIX

112' W. B.
40 H. P.

J-ffan..

Taurine................ $ 975
Roadster (3-Psu.).. 975
Coupe-Roadster
O-Pase.).............G25
Sedan..... ............... 1550

SPECIAb*SIX

5-p»sa.. nr w. b.
50 H. P.
Touring................... $1275
Roadster (2-Pass.)... 1250
Coupe (4-Psss.)____1875
Sedan........................ 2050

factories

BIG-SIX
7-Pass.. Ilf W.

iO H. P.

B.

Touring................ $1750
Speedster (5-Pass.) 1835
Coupe (4-Pass.)....2400
Coupe (5-Psss.) .... 2550
Sedan.................... 2750

Terms to Meet Your Convenience

ROCKLAND GARAGE
DISTRIBUTORS
PARK STREET

THIS

IS

A

CO.

TELEPHONE 700

ST UDEBAKER

a « a a

YEAR

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Alderman—Ralph W. Hanscorn.
Councilmen—Edward
O’B. Gonia,
George A. \Brewster and Miss Ethel
Payson.
Warden—E. B. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie Simmons.

Ward Four
Alderman—Maynard S. Marston.
Councilmen—Harry
H. Hanscom,
Carl E. Morse and Oliver F. Hills.
"Warden—J. F. Cooper.
Ward Clerk—
Ward Five

Alderman—Walter B. Knowlton.
Councilmen—Ralph B. Loring. Bur
leigh C. Nash and Hebert M. Waldron.
Warden—L. A. Wellman.
Ward Clerk—Avaughn L. Ames.
Wad Six

Alderman—Ivan L. Trueworthy.
Councilmen—Samuel B. Aylward.
Ernest A. Gamagc and Harold Coombs.
Warden—Daniel McLoud.
Ward Clerk—Edwin H. Maxey.

Ward Seven
Alderman—William N. Benner. Jr.
Councilmeh—William E. Brown, Donold H. Farrand and Fred E. Harden.
Warden—Walter S. Benner.
Ward Clerk—Earle Bartlett.

THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE SPECIAL
Furnished Most

Enlivening

B-r-r-r-l Bing! Five o’clock and
Big Ben says it's time to get up and
hustle for Lhe Kennebec Bridge Special,
leaving, or supposed to leave, at 6.40.
'rhose hardy Rockporters and Camden:tes are already aboard their special
electric car enroute to Rockland. Main
street was dark except for an occa
sional lighted store, and the people go
ing to and from work and waiting for
the "lafik” cars for neighboring towns
were mostly unknown. But as the time
for leaving drew near figures appeared
in every street, all headed toward 'the
station, among them Mayor Dag
gett, who had walked all the way from
The Highlands.
The 6.40 pulled out promptly at 7.05,
with but three casualties. Danny Cole,
Hunt Trainer’s sea-going chef, had for
gotten those hubl.fy days when he was
Cook on the Vinaihaven, and had not
lashed the coffee urn. When the "2&5"
bumped Into the baggage car with all
the good natured vigor characteristic of
railroad engines, the urn did a somer
sault. This damage was promptly
remedied, and the train was well under
way when the second catastrophe was
discovered.
Hungry patrons must
have dogless hot-dogs, for the frank
furters were safely reposing in the
coolness of the Trainer refrigerator.
The third blow fell in the shape of an
announcement received by Secretary
IS. W. MacDonald that the long "Ken
nebec Special" signs could not be hung
on the sides of the cars.
The train, consisting of the “235,” fol
lowed by a combination baggage, din
ing and smoking car and ttve coaches,
was well tilled, entirely with men.
Stiango to say not one of the "more
deadly” was present. There were some
85 from Rockland, a dozen from Rock
port and nine from Camden. It was a
jolly crowd, and promptly began to en
joy itself act^irding to Hoyle, with
Velvet Joe, the Dill Brothers and Bull
Durham sitting in. Walter C. Ladd
qua lifted as train boy, distributing The
Kennel ec Bridge Advocate, special, re
ceiving several tips and a few kicks.
At Thomaston a very substantial ad
dition was made to the count, and at
Warren were nine more loyal support
ers, some of whom had walked the two
miles from the village to the station.
This brought the total aboard up to
143. The engineer found no difficulty

To have your films promptly

developed and printed
send or bring them to

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

Feature

of

the Legislative

Session—All Maine Now Knows How Much We Want
That Bridge At Bath.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

BORN FEBRUARY 22, 1732—DIED DECEMBER

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

in hauling all those picked up at Wal
doboro, but a considerable percentage
of the population of Glendon was on
hand. This man had the proper spirit.
He telephoned three times to Secretar y
MacDonald to obtain the privilege of
going. At Damariscotta 20 loyalists
were added and at Wiscasset 15 more,
which gave a well crowded train, total
ing 178.
About this time some 100 out of the
178 gravitated toward the dining car
which they found to be a baggage car
parted off by a long table, behind which
Mont P. Trainer and Daniel E. Cole dis
pensed huge quantities of the best
sandwiches and coffee ever served. It
was without doubt the quickest and most
modestly priced dining car service in
the history of the Maine Central Rail
road.
Crossing the river was a feat given
much more attention than usual, owing
to the nature of the day’s trip. It was
three-quarters of an hour from Wool
wich to Bath and conditions were fa
vorable. While on the ferry, tho cry
arose that one of the cars was afire.
It developed that some “imbecile” had
opened one of the ventilators and per
mitted some of the tobacco smoke to es
cape. At Bath two more cars were
added, containing 200 men and women,
bringing the , train total to approxi
mately 400.
No stop was made at
Erunswick but the shortcut up the “Y”
to the main line was taken instead. On
this Y the engineer got a whiff of cof
fee from the Trainer car, hurriedly un
hooked the engine and trundled ofT to
Brunswick to get dinner at the Star
I.uich, so some said, though others
claimed he went for orders.

Arriving at Augusta about noon the
company detrained and marching four
; breast under the marshalship of A. C.
McLoon told Augusta and probably
neighboring towns that "We Want a
Eridge! We Want a Bridge! We Want
a Bridge! At Bath!”
At 1 o’clock the parade reformed in
twos and marched to the State House.
The line was a quarter mile long und
surely must have impressed the ob
servers with the seriousness of the
marchers’ purpose.
The House of Representatives, where
the hearing was held by the Public
Utilities Committee and the Committee
on Ways and Bridges, was jammed
to the doors. One attendant said it was
the largest hearing ever held in Au
gusta. Senator Taber Bailey of Pe
nobscot county presided. The appear
ance of Senator Carleton was greeted
with tremendous applause of several
minutes’ duration.
The hearing soon developed into a
duel between lawyers Cyrus Ttipper
of'Bcothbay Harbor and Thomas Leigh
of Augusta, in which Tupper had a
monopoly on fact and statistics, and
Leigh on rhetoric, dramatics and wit.
Mr. Tupper opened for the propo
nents of the bridge with a survey of the
situation. He was followed by Mayor
Torrey of Bath, who took an unequiv
ocal stand in favor of the Carleton re
solve, and sipoke for 95 per cent of the
people of Bath. In his sharp cross ex| amination Lawyer Leigh was palpably

1

fered from Senator Taber's gavel, and
hi^ strident voice was heard calling for
order.
Mayor Wescott of Belfast brought
the solid hacking of his elt.v which has
leeognized the great value of its own
recently completed bridge.
Samuel Dunbar, a lawyer of the old
school, representing Newcastle and
Damariscotta, delighted the crowd
when he went after the opposing attorey in his own style. Mr. Dunbar
showed that 80.000 people who pay tax
es on 955.000,000 worth of property
were asking for the bridge.
* a a ♦

The appearance of George B. Wood
of Rockland was the signal for another
long outburst of applause. Mr. Wood
presented Rockland's situation strongly
and stated that his corporation would
play to the extent of furnishing many
bridge materials at cost.
Judge O. H. Emery of the Camden
Board of Trade was going strong and
made a line impression on the meet
ing lie stressed particularly tlie bene
ficial effects of the proposed bridge on
summer resident growth and declared
Camden's summer folk to be in favor
of it.
Ex-Senator Gardner was armed witli
facts and figures and with a quick wit
that even Lawyer Leigh could not
counteract. "If you figure the loss of
Maine people's time at the ferry at the
rate the plumber charged at my home
yesterday you would liave money
enough to pay for the bridge easily,”
said Mr. Gardner.
Other expected speakers for the
bridge, including Engineer Frank Mar
shall, Z. M. Dwinal of Camden and.
strange to say, ex-representat'ive L.
True Spear of Ttockport. were not pres
ent when called on. Mr. Tupper closed
by summing up the arguments of his
colleagues which have lieen frequently
discussed in these columns.
Mr. Leigh alone spoke for the opposi
tion, and his clients, the Rich
mond Chamber of Commerce.
He
1 roved himself un orator of parts and
a satirist par excellence, liut as to solid
facts ill favor of the Richmond bridge,
he seemed deficient. At one time he
threw a copy of “The Kennebec Advo
cate" high in the air only to have to re
trieve it later .n a most undramatic
manner.
He had veribal duels with Senator
Gardner, Mr. Tupper and Mayor Torrey
over various tine points of the bridge
issue. Mayor Torrey got a bit upstage
over some of Mr. Leigh’s pleasantries
and only Chairman Bailey's ever-ready
gavel averted a lively minute.

The general reaction of Ihe members
ot the visiting party was that Ihe ■ex
pedition had lieen a successful one and
that the necessity for the bridge, the
huge capital affected, the certain fu
ture increase in valuation and the ear. tstness of the affected counties had
been impressed on the minds of the
committees more strongly (hail ever,
arid that their report on the Carleton
resolve will be “Ought to pass."
A roster of the Knox County mem
bers of the party shows from Rockland
Mayor M. W. Daggett. W. I). Talbot, A.
C. McLoon, E. W. MacDonald, 11. E.
Robinson, C. W. Sheldon, A. B. Higgs,
L M. Lawrence, It. W. Hanscom, <!. F.
Berry, W. C. Ladd, .1. G. Dimick, F. L.
Linekln, W. E. Spear, S. N. Spear, F. C.
Black, A. S. Rankin, T. E. Hull. G. H.
Blethen, E. C. Curtis, C. II. Duff, G. A.
Lawrence, B. B. Smith. G. W. Roberts,
W. A. Glover, V. Chisholm, F. T. Veazie,
R. U. Collins, H. E. Comins, F. F. Trafton, N. B. Cobb, G. A. Wood, J. A.
annoyed by the vigorous heckling of Jameson, D. G. Hodgkins, A. S. Baker,
the crowd and the Speaker's desk suf A. L. Bird, A. P. Richardson, F. A.
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Richardson, J. A. Frost, H. W. Keep,
W. A. Sampson, W. H. Rhodes, G. M.
Simmons, C. I. Burrows, W. S. Bishop,
J. .1. Perry, E. P. Ahearn, V. A. Studley,
E. R. Keene, H. H. Howard, C. E.
MorSe, J. N. Southard, G. W. Barbour,
Jacob Green, David Rubenstein, E. C.
Moran, J. D. Fiske, T. Anastasio, A.
M. Moody, F. C. Dyer, F. A. Tirrell, Jr.,
E Otis, A. L. Orne, R. S. Bird, H. A.
Buffum. J. C. Perry, A. B. Allen, A. P.
St. Clair, W. H. Buller, W. C. Bird. F.
S Young, E. W. Pike,J.7A. Trueworthy,
M. E. Plummer, C. Doherty, A. S. Pe
tersen, A. F. MacAlary. .1. M. Richard
son, L. C. Jones, G. C. laidd, R. J. Was
gatt, L. C. Benner, R. W. Richards, H.
Dunbar, W. Thorndike, E. C. Davis, A.
T. Blaekington, E. M. O'Neil, R. L.
Knowlton, M. M. Cbndon, R. M. Pack
ard, F. M. Blaekington, W. H. Spear,
F. W. Farrell, M. F. Weymouth, A. A.
Gay, W. E. Sweeney and C. S. Bever
age.
f rom Tenant’s Harbor caine Ernest
and Al Rawley and F S. Smalley.
Rcckport sent Dr. C. W. Steward, A.
B. Packard. B. H. Hall. E. B. Hall. F.
C Robinson, C. A. Larsen, B. F. Small,
L T. Spear, “Pcwee” Collamore, K. F
Knigfit and C. A. Richards.
Camden was represented by O. II.
Emery, .1. A. Leach, P. E. Thomas. A
V Elmore, E. F. Knowlton, .1. H. Hobbs,
Z. M. Dwinal, C. I'". Dwinal and J. C.
Hobbs.
Thomaston’s quota included E. W
Peaslee, l„ H. Dunn, W. I’. Wiley. C. A
Creighton, W. 1’. Strong, Edwin Keat
ing, .1. L. Paquin, R. E. Dunn, C, A.
laivejoy, Thomas McPhail, Adelbert
Benner and C. C. McDonald.
From Warren came .1. S. MacDonald
If. W. Starrett, A. T. Norwood, W. R
Vinal, S. E. Norwood, S. V, Weaver,
Stanford Watts and E. M. Cunningham.
COAL TO BURN

More Ilian 20,000 tons of bituminous
coal are at Portland for distrbution in
various parts of the State in the holds
of tlie live big sailing vessels. This
licet consists cf the six masted schoou
er Wyoming, the largest six masted
vessel afloat, the six masted schooner
Edward .1. laiwrence, commanded by
Captain Joseph H. York of South Port
land and manned by a crew composed
entirely of South Portland men; the
live masted schooner Dorothy Palmer,
!he four masted schooner Courtney C
Hoick, and the tour sticker Ella Pierce
Thurlow.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may he and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do no
fall In secure at least a few minutes every da
for refreshment of your inner life with a bi
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton

Tlie feature of this match was that
Ihe combined age of the four golfers
was 328 years, an average of 82 years to
Ihe man. The oldest was 85 and the
yAungest was 76.
"Why not,” some one may ask, “since
golf is an old man's game'#’
In the first place, these were not to
lie railed old men. since they were still
in Ihe competitive arena of sport. In
tiie second place, one might mention
this: Sarazen, open champion, twentyone; Sweetser, amateur champion,
twenty; Miss Collett, woman’s cham
pion, nineteen. The combined age of
the three leading American champions
was twenty-two years under the aver
age of this four-ball match. The aver
age age of the three champions was
less than one-fourth of the average age
of these four veterans. The three
hampions still have more 'than sixty
years to go before they come to tho
amp Twilight Inn.
if these four veterans had been mere
ly ambling in aimless fashion around
the course it would have ibeen a differ
ent matter. But they were not. They
were hitting the ball, just as keen
bout the result as any youngster. It
was one of those days of blue and gold,
something worth living for, and in
watching those four golfers one could
visualize the painted picture, to be
known as "The Road Back to Morning."
The trip around a golf course is about
live miles, considering the fact that not
ven the select can walk in a straight
ine down the middle. It's no small
part of a cheerful idea to know that at
ighly-live the human frame is still
capable of competing over a five-mile
stretch and finding the competition all
that the youngster of 'twenty can hope
to know.
Golf is capable of a greater age vari
ety than any sport yet devised. What
other sport could find four competitors
with an average age of eighty-two?
The man or the wo/nan around thirtylive or forty begins to think this over
in the knowledge that It is worth some
thing to have a game to play after on«
has passed sixty or seventy. Only a.
year or two ago one of the major gen
erals of Civil War days was still play
ing golf at Ormond. (It is probable that
Mr. Rice here alludes to our own Geneal Adelbert Ames.—Ed.] About the samo
time Pinehurst had its veteran of nine
ty-four. And probably but for golf few
of these would have reached any such
age. It was again worth a Southern
trip to see men of seventy and seventylive, sun tanned healthy looking,
marching to battle with the alertness
and 'the springy stride of kids. Many
of those around sixty, burned brown by
the sun and winds, looked to be around
forty. And at sixty tliey were still hit
ting Ihe ball about as far as ever, well
over 200 yards.

Within the last four years the Janu
ary Bellair tournament has been won.
twice by golfers around the sixty mark.
W. A. Alexander, of Chicago, won tho
first sixteen in 1920, while Hugh Halsall, of Dallas, Tex., won this year. Mr,
Alexander was playing at a 78 clip,
while Mr. Ilalsall in liis final round hail
a par 4 for a 73 when the match ended.
Roth Sarazen ar.d Hagen have 'taken
more than that km the Bellair course.
John Ball was close to sixty when lio
reached the ifourtli round In the British
championship of 1921. And there was
a gap of twenty-four years between his
first and last title. It Is something to
remain in the championship lists for
twenty-four years, as the usual order
is less than ten.
One of the outstanding features of
golt is that such voterans as Martin
Condon, of Memphis; Hugh Halsali, ot
Dallas, and others from the seniors’
Ian can get such line distance from tho
tee, something out around 240 and 250
years, only a notch back of the longest
hitters. At sixty or more their swings
are still as free and as elastic and as
well timed as the better players’ around
twenty-one or twenty-two, and dis
tance or length of course Is no part of
a handicap to their play. They hit tho
ball and hit it with as much power as
they ever did, with much more power
than younger golfers who lack the ele
ments of timing can ever know.
EDWARD N. DINGLEY’S BOOK

"Unto tlie Hills” is the title of a book
just published by tire Stratford Com
pany, Boston, in which Edward Nelson
Dingley deals with some of America's
LOVE'S WAY
economic problems, tn plain and popu
Love makes the heart so light, so light,
lar language, and from the view-point
Like thistle-down its upward (light;
of national, moral and spiritual de
Earth seems so very far away,
Ami Heaven so very near, the day
velopment. Partisanship Is wholly
Love comes a knocking at our dour.
eliminated, and an appeal is made to
And whispers all his cunning lore—all, both in and out of politicai life,
Care cannot hurt, nor sorrow blight
The heurt that love has made so light.
who love their country amd its Insti
tutions, to lift their eyes unto Lhe
Love makes the world so bright, so bright,
hills" for help and strength. Tho
As silvery moonbeams do the night ;
Though storms may come and winds may blow author is a well-known son ot former
As through tll'ls weary world we go,
Congressman Dingley. with a large in
Love sees the sun behind Ihe cloud.
heritance of. the father’s Intellectual
Nor cares If north winds 'bluster loud—
Ko much there is that gives delight,
qualities and an ability to discuss
Li the world love makes so bright.
questions of high national moment
from the viewpoint of the citizen who
Love makes the way so clear, so clear;
No slumbling in the dark, no fear,
cherishes an optimistic belief in the
The path Itefore me lies so straight.
destiny of bis country. Mr. Dingley’s
And at the end the shining gate.
well-written book will appeal to the
II Is so easy to do right,
To toil, to hope, to climb the height.
thoughtful citizen. The price is 2.50.
Since I have walked with you, my dear,
It can be had In Rockland at Huston*
Along the way love makes so dear

—Irene L. Dearing.

TuLUe'e, or by mail of tbe publisher^
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The GourierGazette
Rocfclaud, Maine, Feb. 22, 1»23.
Personally appealed Frank S. LydCLie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier <;ai£«fte or Fob; 29.
192S there was printed a total of 6.082 cdples.

GREAT EXPANSION

FRANK B MLLLER,
Notary Public

BIBLE THOUGHT!
—FOR TODAY.
Bible

Thoughts met-oriwd. will prove a |
priceless heritage in after yearn.

PRESERVED FROM EVIL:—The
Lord shall preserve thee from all evil:
he shall preserve thy soul.—Psalm
121:7.
—---------------------------1---------------

the okl home? Can you not see now in
your mind's eye the furniture, dear with
the chairs and “ham
associations, f
mock, 1 which adorned the piazza to the
three-quarter bed and dresser which was
“your room.’’

And so we love you. rugged State;
We lore your smiling skies ;
We iovo you for yoifr deep-piled snows;
Your jagged coast wc prize.
We love you for die lofty sea:
You've reached near Heaven's dome;
But best of alt. we love you Maine,
Because you're .Maine—and Home.

It isn’t true that the public is in
terested in nothing but murder, rob
bery, evil things ar.d tragedy generally,
with which the first page of the
modern newspaper is usually disfigured
in the hugest scare headings. This is
disproved by the fact that tlie first
page feature now for some time run
ning has been tlie absorbing story of
the discovery of an Egyptian tomb, the
resting-place of Tutankhamen, the pha
raoh of 3000 years ago, whioli has so
caught the world’s imagination that the
completest details of the story aro de
manded in tlie news despatches every
day.
Below zero again this morning of
Washington's Birthday, prolonging a
cold spell tliat for consistency estab
lished a record that the weather sharps
will have to cast back for a consider
able time to find equalled, On January
1st was a brief note of thaw tliat set
water running. No suggestion of that
kind has since visited these jrarts,
making a total of 52 successive days
witli the mercury in the regions of
zero and running occasionally as low as
3(1 degrees be'ow that ominous point.
In tlie language of the day. can you
beat it ?

The Courier-Gazette was particu
larly interested in the story printed in
its Tuesday issue telling of the new use
to which "Camp Durrell” is fo be put
tlie coming season. Knox County lias
already* become tlie home of three
summer camps for girls and boys and
the-attractions tliat ttie Cushing prop
erty offers make it possible for yet anothcr >to be conducted upon a large I
■and satisfactory scale. Wc welcome
the coming of Mr. Stokes and wisli him I
the largest measure of success in hisj
commendable enterprise.

Knox County's extensive blanket of
snow may account for the cumparat.vc
lightness of tlie varieties of influenza
with which these regions arc being
visited—not only that, but the number
of oases run far lie low tlie registration
of some former wintors. Much lighter
indeed than in Massachusetts, where as
high as two thousand cases are re
ported from some communities smaller
than Rockland. (Business of knock
ing on wood.)

ENAMELED
MEDICINE CABINETS
A handsome bath room fixture;
plate mirror in door, slightly im
perfect. Reg. price $3.25.
Sale Price.............................. •I/O

QQ

FOLDING WALL
CLOTHES RACKS
A substantial six-arm hardwood
rack that is always handy. Regular
price .50 Sale Price .

THURSDAY
THIS

FOLKS,

THE

IS

TIME

TO

.29

BUY

FURNITURE

O’CEDAR MOPS

AND

One of the most essential articles
in the home. Regular price jCQ
$1.25. Sale Price.................

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

GALVANIZED
FLOOR PAILS
A large, strong heavy galvanized
pail. Regular price .50.
QC
Sale Price..............................

Such an opportunity as this may never come again. In order to care
for our rapidly expanding business—an increase of 400 per cent in four
years—we are about to make certain alterations on our store. To do this
it is necessary that part of our stock he moved, either stored in a ware
house or moved by special price inducements. We prefer the latter method,
hence the remarkable price cuts which we are going to quote you.

There is some piece of furniture,
probablv several, which your home now
needs and has needed for a long time.
Better sacrifice in other quarters and
secure now these wanted articles than
wait till you and your family are past
their enjoyment.

DAVENPORT AND ROCKER,
NOW

S126
OC

GLENWOOD RANGE
To Be Given Away
Absolutely

FREE
See Particulars In Saturday's Paper

And mind this, a price reduc
tion in this store means more than
a price reduction in the ordinary
store and here’s why. We are
members of a syndicate. Our buy
ing facilities are as good as any
store in New England, bar none.

THREEPIECE

BED OUTFIT
Was

$55.00
NOW

$

OO

LINOLEUMS

At Figures That Make Big City Prices Seem Extravagant
Six only, Beautiful Axminster Rugs. 9x12 feet, in pleasing
patterns and colors. Regular price $60.00.
Sale Price..........................................................................
Ten only, Wilton Velvet Rugs. 9x12 feet. These are all the
very latest designs and colors. Regular price $54.
Sale Price..........................................................................
Ten more, Heavy Tapestry Rugs, 9x12 feet; many of these
rugs are the equal of Brussells. Regular price $30.

43.20

36.20

21.00

Sale Price..............................................................
Also a fine assortment of Fibre Rugs. Just the article for bed
rooms, etc. Large carpet sizes at a special price of

4.29

Besides this, remember we have reduced every rug in our de
partment. For instance, a beautiful Genuine Wil- QQ OO
ton, 9x12, reduced from $125.00 to..................
OJ7.UV

36

The most economical
outfit ever produced.
Handsome
finished
Brass Bed, well round
ed Cotton Mattress,
finely
drawn
Steel
Spring. A world beat
er.
Only a limited
number at

We do a large volume of businessthe fourth largest of any furniture
house east of Boston-yet our over
head expenses are smaller, much
smaller than the average. That is
why we have been able to quote
you lower prices throughout the
year. And that is why we say to
you, take advantage of these dras
tic reductions on already low
prices. It’s an opportunity that
comes to you, not once a year, hut
few times in a lifetime.

A set of two well proportioned overstuffed pieces. Have
Turkish pillow arms, the davenport has three-panel section
back, both pieces have the full spring construction. Cushions
removable. Covering in rich tapestry. The set—Davenport
and Rocker, regular price $210.00. For the sale 1
Extra Chair if wanted, $42.00
_____

RUGS AND

Burrows’ quality; green or felt top.
Regular price $3.50.
O
QQ
Sale Price...........................«•«!/

MARCH the 1st

Tell us not therefore! that home and
its environments have not the greatest
influence of any one thing on the char
acter of a country’s people. A home
need not be expensively furnished but it
should be attractive and the furniture
selected with care and taste.

Was $210.00

FOLDING
CARD TABLES

—coiurESJxrojssi----------

’Member the table you used to study
hy and “father’s" chair and the mat on
the “sitting room" floor, and the pictures
on the walls, throughout the house? They
are all, even now,! numbered ih the
pigepn holes of your hraiti.
«

WiUi this tissue is printed the con
clusion of "A Maine Family of Smiths,"
the striking biography written hy Ben
jamin F Smith of Warrenton Park, reprinted in The Courier-Gazette by the
author's permission from the book
privately published by him last autumn.
From the reports received at tlie office
a great number of our readers have
followed the chapters with profound
interest and confirm the opinion tliat
Mr. Smith’s story of the career and
success of the four brothers is a not
able contribution to the field of Maine
biography. The Courier-Gazette con
gratulates the gentleman upon the
achievement and expresses its thanks
for his courtesy in allowing its pub
lication in the columns of this paper.

You're just a nigged hoiueepuu State
Perched on die Nation's edge:
A stretch of woods, of fields and lakes,
Of ocean-rounded ledge.
But rugged deeds and rugged men
You've nurtured for your own
Much good die world lias harvested
From broadcast seeds you've sov n

ALE

RECOLLECT

A highly satisfactory feature of Ihe
movement just completed for the rais
ing of a fund to provide Rockland with
a proper athletic field. Is the fact that
the school boys ahd girls were them
selves actively enlisted in the enter
prise and labored enthusiastically for
its success. Thus they are made to
realize that the great playground,
which is chiefly for their use and
pleasure, comes into existence partly
through their individual and collective
effort. that is belongs to them because
they contributed the best in them to
bring it to pass and they will be there
fore the more inspired to maintain its
full efficiency because it is theirs. And
this is infinitely better than as if the
playground were given to them out
right. There is no more wholesome
lesson to be taught the young than to
be go-getters. The boys and girls of
Rockland can have any good thing they
want if they are willing to get out and
work for it.

When tho other day tlie State of
Maine Society of the South held a
meeting in St. Petersburg, Florida, a
ixiem was sung to the tune of Auld
Lang Syne that stirred the hearts of
everybody with memories of the
Northland. Lester Hart, who was
Governor Milliken's secretary and has
many friends hereabouts, wrote the
verses, which under the title “Maine"
ore as follows:

Every-Othcr-l/»y

URPEE FURNITURE CO.’S'

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK

Before me,

1923.

36.00
A L S O
FLOSS MATTRESSES

SILK

A soft, durable. Pure Silk Floss Mathtress, two parts; hand
some ticking. Regular price $30.00. Sale Price

19.00

COTTON

FELT

MATTRESS

Fine grade of resilient cotton felt, very thick and restful, will
wear for years; two parts; fine tick. Regular
price $20.00. Sale Price..........................................

1 CA
l^tsvv

COTTON

AND

FIBRE

MATTRESS

A durable and comfortable mattress, filled with fibre and cot
ton felt. Regular price $9.50. Sale Price...............

NOTE------NOT A PIECE OF FURNITURE SN OUR STORE THAT HAS NOT BEEN REPRICED FOR THIS SALE

LINOLEUMS
Genuine Armstrong Printed Linoleum, a large assortment of pat
terns for the kitchen, living room, dining room, office, etc.

Sale Price

Regular Price

95
•.

»
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1
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.76
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*195_______ 1.39

0

PLAN

Congoleum Prices to be announced in subsequent
advertisement

ROOM

Ok

&SY

Heavy Inlaid Linoleum. Many patterns of Genuine
Inlaid Linoleum. You know how this wears—a lifetime.
Regular Price
Sale Price

WALNUT BED

Many other grades of Mattresses from $6.50 each to Wonder
ful Pure Hair Mattresses at $45.00 to $55.00
AND ALL PRICED AT NEAR FACTORY COST

SUITE

WALNUT DINING SET

This handsome Walnut Suite, Large Chifforobe, Toilet
Table, Bed and Dresser. Regular price
$150.00. Sale Price...................................
1

IQ

1

lU.UV

A beautiful eight-piece Genuine Walnut Dining Room
Suite—Buffet, Dining Table, five Chairs and large Arm
Chair. Reg. price $225.00. Sale Price 1 A
China Closet extra. $36.00.
T1»VV
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FREE
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DELIVERY C

FREE
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KITCHEN

3

DELIVERY

CABINETS

A Fine Line
Reduced
each and more
$18.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY ROCKLAND.
MAINE
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 22, 1923.
A wonderful mother story is “The
Old Nest," which is to be shown to
day and FrWav at Park Theatre—
greater than "Over The Hill," many
-itles say. Be that as it may, the plcltre has returned three nr four times
to many of the larger cities in reponse to Insistent demands.

Calk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Arcade.

22 (Polo)—Rockland is Bulb, at lhr

Feb. 22 (Polo)
Arcade.
Feb. 22—Country Club, ladies' and gentle- I
men's supper at 6 30, followed by auction.
Feb 22—Washington’s Birhday.
Fob. 24 -Food sale at Fuller-Cobb 4>avi« store ;
„ Feb 22—Knox County Liurarlans* Association
ar Rockland Public Library. 2 30 p in.
Feb 26-Portland Automobile Show begins
March 2—Rubinstein Club meets at tin* I'nitorsalist church.
March 2 (7.15 p in )—Address on “Marriage
r.no Divorce by Mrs. Maud Williams Smith of
Portland before,Woman’s Educational Club
March 2 (7.15 p. tn )-—Address on Workmen’s
Compensation at Methodist vestry, auspices
Woman's Educational Club, by Major Arthur I.

-------

March 2—Partial eclipse of the nteon, be-in*

t'lng 8 13 p rn

M.irrh 4—Observance ot State Sunibiv Hcli.sd
Day.

March i>—Municipal Election.
March 7—Country Club, ladles
12 36, followed by auction.
March 21*28- State conference,
Waterville
March 16—Country Club, dunce
March 16—Ruckiand laxlge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
March 17 —HU. Patrick's Day.
March 25—Palm Striata v
March 26-30 -Farmers' Week. Vnlvnsliy
Maine
March 30—Country Club, Indies' and geulleIben's snpfter at 6.36 followed hy auction
March ,u—flood Frldpy.
April 1—Easter Sitndsj
Abrtl 13—Country Club dance
April 19—Pa trims' Da y
April 26—Dell. Knoi Chapter of Rose trail
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country (.'lull, ladies' luncheon at
12.36, followed hy auction
May 11 -Country Club dance

May 25—Country Club, ladies' and gentle

men's snptret at 6.36, followed by auction.

The Street Ratilway crew wits busy
yesterday removing the marcel waves
lrnm Main street.

An examination for elementary ami
secondary teachers' cerbifb ati s will lie
held Saturday in the McLain building,
commencing at S a. m.

Wc have amended our U. S. Con
stitution from time to time since
Washington's day but have gone
still further as regards
our
clothes—discarded ruffles, wigs,
velvet coat3 and satin brfeeches for
business suit, and sport clothes
that are more practical and com
fortable than anything the “Father
of our Country” ever donned.
Today some new styles to encour
age the coming of spring which is
due in 30 days.

A medium weight suit with a touch
of spring in color $35. to $40.

Some with extra trousers.

J. F. Gregory Sons Company

Ensign Otis, who recently passed the
Tlie Cummandery will have a dance
The Young People's classes at the
State Bar examination, will at once cnpqge in law practtice, sharing the office in Temple hall next Monday evening. First Baptist Church will be resumed
tomorrow evening, with a social hour
of A. S. Littlefield, where his studies
One thing noted by the visitors to to follow.
,
were successfully conducted.
Augusta was the absence of snow. Il
John T. Young of Matinicus is act
The current issue of "Our Navy” is good motoring witli about half the
ing as keeper this winter of Alderbush
contained a picture of U S. S. Wright's snow foufid here.
Farm, which is located nearly opposite
football team. In Ihe hack row is
"If you get a trad fire take every "Roxmont ' in Rockport.
easily distinguished the familiar face
of a Rockland naval official, Lieut. horse in my stables." was the offer of I
a local coal dealer to Chief Pettee. j Thirty-five Odd Fellows from Cam
Tyler W. Spear.
Happily the offer litis not been taken j den swooped down on Knox Lodge
The funeral services of the late Isaac' U|i but its spirit is appreciated none Monday night, and proceeded to show
the local Three-Linkers how well they
A Brown, who was killed Munday the less.
can work the second degree. Using
whet: run into hy a Lime Rock Rail
Richard C. Hall, the well-known the same candidates—Leslie C. Dow
road locomotive, will be held at the
grocer.
retired
from and Milton A. Philbrook—and Knox
'roiler-Bowes funeral parlors on Bout-hend
Claremont street Friday afternoon at 2 from that business this week, and has Lodge then worked the third degree.
gone to Fall River. Mass., to enjoy a Supper was served.
o'clock.
richly earned v.ltation with his daugh
ter. Mrs. E. C. Herrick. Mr. Hail has
3 hat the hand tubs of Maine are
The seat of ionor this month be
been proprietor of the store near the
longs to Capt. M. B. Cook of Bridgton. fool of Pleasant street 55 years and looking forward to a busy and active
His subscription .to The Courier-Ga- nobody will regret t.he closing of the summer is shown by the fact that 1(1
companies have already elected dele
yette didn't expire until March 1. but
doors more than the old sea captains
here already his check is in hand, wiio used to meet there daily and dis gates to meet and form the new Maine
Mate League. The Tigers of Warren
squaring the yards until March 1. 1924.
cuss current gossip and the “good old ; re also interested, and rumor has it
He'., a good old-fashioned New Eng days."
that Camden is going to enter a hand
land deep-water sailor and understands
tub in the contests the coming season.
exactly how to treat his home paper.
The annual federal inspection of the The R. V. F. A. will hold a meeting
Maine National Guard is now in prog Friday evening.
At the regular meeting of Golden Rod ress with the following officers detailed
Chapter Friday evening supper tyill lie tby the army for the work: Infantry in
Excitement aplenty but little real
served hy the men 4ith Walter C. Ladd spectors, Capt. H. W. Frissell and Capt. damage resulted from last night's
as chairman. Art elaborate program '('. M. Adams; Coast Artillery. Lt. Col. chimney fire at 35 Tillson avenue. The
has (been prepared and 'Ben and Grace C McGlaughlin and Lt. Col. Stafford: chemical respondeel but found great
will be among the entertainers. Re Field Artillery, Capt. .1. A. Luke. The diiliculty in reaching the high slippery
sure lo get a drink out of the well. inspection dates for Knox county are: roof with the short ladders carried on
Wrrk lg expected, .and the new officers Can den—303d
Company.
Monday, the truck. The non-appearance of the
will render th-'r pares for the first March 5. Rockland—305th 'Company
hook and ladder truck was explained
time.
and Hqrs., 1st Ford Command. Tues by the fact that in some manner a
day. March 6. Thomaston—304th Com tug broke as the piece swung out of
A three-gam-- scries between Rock pany, Wednesday. March-7. Vinalha- the double doors and swung the other
land -and Camden High Schools would ve-i—-302d C-nipany, Thursday, March horse into the building. The heavy pole
he a great drawing card. Camden beat 8.
raked the windows of the city store
Rockland in Spear hall, and last week
and it took' some little time to un
Tin .Maine Press Clipping Bureau, es tangle the resulting snarl.
Rockland turned the tables in the Camds-ii Y. M. C. A. after three overtime tablished a little more than a year ago
jle/iods. Such a seuies. played in the in Gardiner, is doing excellent work for
Arcade and possibly in connection witli Chambers of Commerce, industries,
Bath’s new s -mt-professional polo
some strong girls’ games would suit politicians, etc. Particularly are the team, having won two out of three
legislators finding the'bureau helpful in from Rockland last week, is now a
thy basketball public.
keeping track of the sentiment of the claimant to New England champion
people on important bills and resolves ship honors. How the two teams com
Twenty-one first-year students, who
which ary befor- that body at present. pare on a regulation surface will be
miH'intained an average of B. or above,
Miss Alice D. W. White is a woman of shown at the Arcade tonight. The
llave "made” th • dean's 1st at the Uni
t mg experience in the newspaper game
versity of Maine. Trygve lleistad of knows all ends of the business, having floor has been thoroughly pumiced, and
the tans will see a contest which wil!
Rockport and Delbert Moody of Wal
been and naw is connected with the t emove all the heartaches caused 'by
doboro are included. Others who are
leading Maine dailies, corresponding the Woonsocket game. The crowd has
on the dean's list from this section ate
for Poston papers. Miss White his 'been wanting to see Bouchard in action
Eunice Winslow of Rockland. College
done much political work through the again, and he will play opposite St.
cf Arts and Sciences; and Donald 1’.
state and at Washington and is well Aubin tonight, while Jolly is devoting
Hastings of Rockland, College of Tech
known to a vast number of people.
his attention to Skinner. Other stars
nology.
in the Bath lineup include Cusick and
The restaurant at the brook now Lovegrcen. It will be a battle from
A food sale by Class 3 of the Meth known as the "Brookside Lunch,” after the minute the first whistle is blown.
odist church will he held at the Fu-ller- t cing newly painted and new electric
chhh-Davis store Saturday.—adv.
lights, is now open for business. All
The American Legion will serve a
home cooking. All cordially invited.
Prices reasonable. Chase A- Tarr, man public supper in the Legion hall. LimeR. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
rock street, Saturday evening from 5
agers. 47Q Main St., Rockland, Me.
making income tax returns. 375 Main
to 7. A feast for 33 cents.—adv.
*
23-tf
SIJreet.—20-tf

BEEF—SATURDAY
RIB ROASTS, FANCY WESTERN BEEF................................ 15c, 30c
CHUCK ROASTS............ ..................................

.... 12c, 14c, 16c, 18c

POT ROASTS, Lean and Boneless ....................................................... 15c

CORNED BEEF—LOOK!........................................................... 5c, 7c, 9c

•

Made To Measure Clothes

A Uourier-Gazette reporter found
Postmaster Blethen deeply engrossed
in a Congressional Record yesterday,
and marvelled at the unusual idea of
anybody on earth being interested in
that publication.
What claimed Mr.
Blethen's attention was the report of
the joint committee on reorganization
if government departments. If Con
gress acts in accordance with the reommendations of the coimnittee the
Post Office Department will henceforth
lie known as the Department of Com
munication. and the Postmaster Gen
eral will have the less warlike title of
•cretary of Communication.
A visitor at Hotel Rockland yester
day would have gained the impression
that the house-cleaning season had ar
rived.
Proprietor Wiggin, who lias
lately taken charge of the house has a
crew of painters and cleaners at work,
and when everything has been made
spandy clean from basement to attic
new carpets will lie laid and other im
provements will he madMr. Wiggin
has been so long a hotel mail—and a
good one—that it comes second nature
to him to nave everything in apple pie
irder. He likes Rockland and its peo
ple. and promises to give the city the
best service he knows lmw.
Thomas McGuire of New York, who
has been in this city the past week,
and Frank McGuire of Stonington are
twin brothers, whose resemblance to
each other is even more striking than
the proverbial peas in a pod. They tell
the story of how Frank once called on
the local agents of a tailoring concern,
and after examining several hundred
samples, selected the one from which
he desired to have a suit made. A day
two later. Tom visited the same
agency, went through the same pro
cess, and, amazing as it may seem,
picked out the same sample. The
agent's eyes were bulging Jrom his
head about this time "It's a nice
suit," said he, “but it's the same one
you picked out yesterday." And then
came explanations.
Folks who have
known the McGuires only a short time
cannot tell them apart. Folks who
have known them a lifetime, can’t do
any better.

Major Arthur I.. Thayer of Augusta,
who is coming to oddres t ie Women’s
Educational Club at its next meeting
March 2. is a young man who lias seen
war service in which he distinguished
himself and has had a career of great
est efficiency and service. People in
general first heard of him favorably
when he was selected. June 1918, for
appointment as Sheriff of Penobscot
county to fill an unexpired term. To be
sheriff of a “wet" county in Maine is
no sinecure and1 especially when public
sentiment seems to uphold wetness and
when your predecessor has been re
moved from holding the office. This
was the ease then, for Mr. White, who
had been duly elected sheriff, was re
moved from the office which Major
Thayer held most courageously and
acceptably. He spent his early life in
Charleston, Maine, attended Higgins
Classical Institute, was graduated from
Harvard College in the class of 1904.
He studied in Harvard Law School,
served two years as Secretary of the
Cornell University Christian Associa
tion, was secretary of the Phillips
Brooks House Association In Cam
bridge. Mass; went to Marquette.
Mich., as director of the Guild Hall
Association, a social and athletic or
ganization, including men, women und
children. Mr. Thayer returned to
Maine and in 1912 was admitted to the
Penobscot county Bar. since which he
has practiced law in Bangor besides
being sheriff and a soldier. He was a
member of the Bangor Machine Gun
Company which went to the Mexican
Border in 1916 and in 1917 was ap
pointed by Gov Milliken as Judge Ad
vocate of the Maine Notional Guard,
which office he still holds. Gov. Bax
ter has recently reappointed him as
chairman of the Industrial Accident
Commission of Maine. The Edu
cational Club counts itself fortunate in
obtaining this speaker, who is an en
thusiast on workmen’s compensation
matters and who has charge of hear
ings throughout Maine.
A limited quantity of winter

meats are being sold at reduced pi
.at the Davis Garment Store, corne
Main and Elm streets. Rockland. S
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-

CHICKENS—FOR ROASTING, BROILING or FRYING

SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMS- Small sizes, 30c
THE BEST NAVEL ORANGES OF THE SEASON....................... 5c
Regular $1.00 dozen size
WONDERFUL FLORINAS, 4 for 25c
DELICIOUS BERRIES, CAULIFLOWER 25c and 35c
VERY LARGE HEAD LETTUCE, 20c

ICEBERG LETTUCE, CELERY, SPINACH
ANCHOR DATES—NEW LOT

..................................... 10c package

TRY OUR OLD FASHIONED MINCE MEAT

OUR FISH DEPARTMENT IS FLOURISHING

WE WANT YOU
TO USE

WEAR-EVER
ALUMINUM
We have 100 extra large WEAREVER PIE PLATES that are going
to sell NEXT SATURDAY for

27c each

COBBS
iWiV'/lYy >v < ft i'ivi'iw

SERVICE

The regular price is 40c.
We will also give to the first 50 cus
tomers a nice Wear-ever Combina
tion Rule and Letter Opener.

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE CO.

IHECORNER GROCERY

New Spring Woolens

TELEPHONES 796—797

New Suit and Top Coat
AUIA/Uart. (a UL u

PEIRY’S

Announcing showing of

Easter this year falls on April First
Be measured now for your

*1

With tlie erection of new poles on
the south side of Park street and the
changing over of the sea of electric
wires at that point it was considered
a good time to install a new trolley
wire system at tile corner of Main and
Park streets. To use a homely old ex
pression it was no slouch of a job. but
It was expeditiously done and the car
service was uninterrupted. Incident
ally a number of superflous wires were
(-moved permanently.

DELICIOUS FOWL, 35c—Fine for Roasting

> QUALITY

G. K. MAYO

There was a tragic occurrence on
Main street yesterday forenoon when a
pedestrian dropped a quart bottle*
which contained booze, to judge I
from ihe odor which arose from theruins. The man kept on his way un- I
concernedly, but his thoughts would j
probably have scorched an asbestos!
diary.

Thayer.

Page Three

Big line of Suits and Top Coats at $25.00

G. K. MAYO
TELEPHONE 304-J.

22 MASONIC STREET

WHICH DO YOU SAY?
Is the better polo team—

ROCKLAND or BATH
They’re playing—

At the ARCADE TONIGHT
With the gallant Bouchard at the fore. St. Aubin isn't saying a
word—but watch.

THE MOON JUMPING COW
Never Had Anything On Athletic Stunts of Fresh Fish,
Ju3t Now—Haddock In High; Scallops Priceless; Snipe
Strikes It Rich.
The combination of Lent and the ice
blockade has sent fish prices soaring
this week, as Philip Thomas, The Bronk
dealer, learned tn his sorrow when he
was obliged to pay $15 per hundred
weight for haddock which he ordered
from Portland. The fish cost him
about $17 a hundred weight when de
livered here, and 24 or 25 cents a pound
wholesale, when dressed. The previous
top price this winter was $10 a hun
dred weight (whole weight) f. o. b.
Rockland.
Clams are practically off the market.
Two scallop fishermen are still cling
ing to the Monroe Island beds, finding
reward for their arduous labors in the
fact that they are being paid $4.25 to
$4.50 a gallon at the boat. During the

season there has been an average of
12 beats on these grounds, and they
have been getti tg better catches than
last season. The fishermen begin to
see the advantages of the restrictions
which were placed on these beds.
Georges River smelts, caught with
hand-lines, are coming in a little more
plentifully. They are delicious but the
price is 35 cents a pound, which seems
rather milliona/rish in a community
where at certain seasons one may buy
a bushel without becoming "busted."
Trawler Snipe of the Deep Sea fleet
is back from Boston, where she re-,
cently discharged 120.000 pounds of
cod and haddock She caught the mar-'
ket just right and stocked $7300. or;
nbout $125 to each member of the crew.
The Snipe is now here for her annual,
inspection.

THE FROZEN BAY

making a trip to Dark Harbor. The
smack was found in the darkness by
the combined means of the cutter’s
searchlight, and a flare burned on the
smack.

Naval Tug Comes To Assist
Ossipee In Lifting Embargo
—Bodwell Still a-Going.
The ice situation in Penobscot Bay
has changed very little since Tuesday’s
issue. The steamer Gov. Bodwell made
a trip to Vinalhaven yesterday, and. is
undertaking to negotiate Stonington to
day. Reinforced by the naval tug
Mohave, the cutter Ossipee made its
reappearance in the outer harbor yes
terday afternoon. The two craft ap
peared to be engaged in breaking up
the ice field, but were not here at day
break. The two objectives just now
seem to he the getting of the coal barge
to Stonington and the two schooner
loads of coal into the lime company's

Several months ago Maynard R. Bird
& Co. took a blanket accident insurance
contract with the Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corp, and an idea of the service
rendered may be gained from the fact
that $1000 of the insurance of the late
Isaac A. Brown was paid inside of 48
hours after his death.

In full keeping with today’s anniver
sary is the cover design typed by Ray
mond Thompson, a High School Junior,
with unusual artistic tendencies. It is
entitled “George Washington, Our First
and Most Worthy President,’’ and
shows what may be accomplished with
a typewriter if one is clever enough.
Raymond is a pupil of Mrs. Lena K.
Sargent, head of the Commercial De
docks.
partment in Rockland High School, and
« « « .
The Associated Press announcement is a credit to her ^cachings.
from Portland, published in yesterday
Myriads of candles lighted the sup
morning's papers, outlined prospective
per tables in the Baptist vestry last
relief operations thus:
"The Ossipee, which has been buck evening, and under their glow the
ing the ice-clogged channels and re members of the Men’s League van
lieving ice embargoes at eastern quished vast quantities of baked sour
points as well as In Casco Bay and the krout, baked beans, whipped cream pie,
lower harbor here the past three etc. They certainly gave the cooks a
weeks, will be reinforced soon by tlie good name. J. H. Brubaker delivered
ilohave.'the navy department's largest a lecture on “The Economic Value of
tug. whic’i is especially equipped for Birds,’’ showing that he has given the
subject a great deal of personal atten
ice-breaking operations.
"The cutter's first call will be at Port tion as well as study. Man exhibits
Baldwin, at the mouth of the Kennebec hardly a trait that is not found in
river, to leave fodder for the horses birds, said the speaker. Shakespeare
of the small detachment maintained makes more than 600 references to
birds. Mr. Brubaker gave some amaz
there by the army.
"Then they wi'.l proceed to Rockland ing statistics as to the migratory pow
and, after trying to release two four- ers and habits of the feathered crea
masted schooners now locked in the tures, and said that migration today is
ice in the lower harbor with coal car as great a mystery as it ever was. The
goes for a lime corporation'there, will Arctic tern is the champion traveler.
break out the ice surrounding the Man has never gone so far North or
larger islands of Penobscot Bay and South as not to find them, and they
deliver 1000 bags, or about 30 tons, of are known to make round trips of
grain to Vinalhaven, North Haven find 22,000 miles. The golden plover is
known to make a flight of 2400 miles
other island towns.
"Attention then will be directed to without resting. Mr. Brubaker also
relief of the fuel famine at Stonington, gave some astonishing facts as to what
off the eastern entrance to Penobscot would happen on earth if the birds
Bay, the cutter towing a barge of coal, and elements did not restrict insect
now held in the ice at Rockland, to life. One new member was admitted
that town. By that time Lieut Com. last night—Albert E. Chartrand.
Randolph Ridgely, Jr., of the Ossippee.
expects to hear from the coal-laden
MR. COUSINS’ STATEMENT
schooner Annie Preble, which left
To whom it may concern:—This is to
Sandwich. Mass., a week ago, and will
tow her into Dark Harbor at Islee- notify all persons that the man who
lioro. where he temixtrarlly relieved the made collections Tor Fred L. Cousins
coal shortage on Jast week’s trip by did so without my consent or knowl
Fred L. Cousins.
taking over three tons of bagged coal edge.
from Rockland.
BORN
"The cutter expects to join forces
Seavey—tRockland, Feb 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
with the tug Mohave, which was re
I-rank
li.
Reavey,
a
—Kvelvn Marie.
ported as having left Boston for Scars- I Elwell- Long Cove.daughter
Feb. 12, to Mr. and Mrs
on the ice in that section of Penobscot I Austin Elwell, a daughter—'Everol May.
ixtrt, in a joint attack about Saturday i Reed*—(Rockland, Feb. 17. a: Sil&by Maternity
to Mr. and Mrs. benjamin B Reed, Jr.,
Bay. which now blocks the railroad | Ik-spital.
a son—Donald Everett, weight 8’^ pounds.
termnial through which coal, fertilizer,
M cutworth—Rockland, Feb. 20, at Silsby Ma
and general freight are shipped to ternity Hospital, to Mr and Mrs Ralph (’.
cf Warren, a son—James Carleton
Bangor and a large territory in north Wentworth
Whitney—(Rockland, Feb 18, at Sllsby Mater
eastern Maine. Two steamers with nity Hospital, to Mr and Mrs. Holt Whitney, a
coal, one from England, and the other da ugh ter—He 1 en Beverly
Hall—Rockland, Feb. 20, at Slbby Maternity
from Norfolk, and two barges with coal Hospital,
fo Mr. and Mrs Francis W. Hall, a
and fertilizer are due to reach there son—Willard Carleton.
Lentest--Medford Hillside, Feb. 20. to Mr
the last of the. week, and it 1s hoped to
.•;.«i Mii Arthur bet!test, a son
afford them an opportunity to dis
\ ew hert—Newton, Mass., Feb 22. to Mr.
charge their cargoes, although the ice and Mrs. Walter E. New’bcrt, a daughter
I harriers lunge from 16 inches to two: Ross—Wtarren. Feb. —, to Mr. and Mrs
Ross, a son.
feet as the result of temperatures run- Montell
Hobbs—Hexpc, Feb. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
ining as low as 30 degress below zero' X. Hobbs, a son.
< during the long continued cold wave.
DIED
“Belfast is completely isolated with
Dawson--Bisbee, Ariz., Feb. 18. Mrs Louie
the harbor and Penohscot Bay frozen
Dawson, formerly of Washington
over, and it is almost impossible to Johnston
burang--Matinicus, Feb. 16. William H Du
break out a channel to that city as ra ng of Middletown. Conn., aged 'about 68 years
Thomas-Jtockland, Fdb. 18, Bhirley M . wile
there is r.o place fcr the ice to go."
of Herbert Thomas of Warren, aged 27 years,
• • • •
11 months.

One Rockland firm which is very
grateful to the cutter Ossipee is A. C.
McLoon & Co. With disabled engine
the company’s smack. Silas McLoon.
got caught in the ice field, two miles
from Hurricane, the other day. Her
plight \vas seei^ hy the Heron Neck
lightkeeper, who reported to the owner
i by telephone. Mr. McLoon solicited
the services of the cutter, which towed
the helpless smack to this port, ufter

Watts— Warren, Feb. 19. Martin Watts, aged
80 years.
( ahierwood—VinaWroven, FeJ». 20, JJtnes W.
Culderwood, aged 60 years
Holbrook—Vinalhaven, Feb. 17. Hiram Hoi
brook, aged 67 years
Amiro—Vinalhaven, Feb. 19, Ervin Amlro.
aged 21 years.
IN MEMORIAM

• In memory of my mother, Mrs. Georgia E
Perry, died Feb 21. 1922
(S.xied)
AGXEK PEURY RADLEY

PORK
PORK ROAST,
PORK CHOPS,
PORK STEAK,
HOME MADE SAUSAGE,

21c
25c
35c
30c

BEEF
ROAST,
j 0c, 12c, 15c
EONELESS
POT ROAST,
20c, 25c
SIRLOIN STEAK,
35c
STEW BEEF,
15c, 20c
PIGS LIVER, 2 lbs.,
BEEF LIVER, 2 lbs.,
SMOKED SHOULDERS,
COTTAGE HAM,
HAM—whole or half,

25c
25c
15c
25c
30c

BACON WH0LE-

25c
30c

SLICED,

CLOVERBLOOM
CREAMERY BUTTER, G8c
ANCHOR DATES, 3 pkg. 25c
BULK DATES, 2 lbs.
25c
FLOUR, per sack,
85c
FOWL,
38c
SEEDED RAISINS, pkg. J Co
MINCE MEAT, can,
18c

RADIO
10 Per Cent Cash Dis

count on all Radio Sup
plies during this week.

HOUSE - SHERMAN
INC.
NEXT TO FORD BUILDING

ROCKLAND. ME.

STRAND THEATRE
Rockland’s New Picture House

Opens 7o Large and Highly
Pleased Audiences.
The opening of the new Strand
Theatre, near the corner of .Main and
Winter streets yesterday was a tre
mendous success. The entile seating
capacity was taken in the afternoon,
while in the evening the crowd was so
large that scores had to wait for
the scoond show. To handle this cotigestlcn required most diligent work on
the part of the ushers, whose efforts
were supplemented by the attention
which th<* proprietor, Joseph Dondis
gave personally.
Judging front expressions heard on
every hand the first impression of the
new theatre was an eminently satis
factory one. and it Is sure to improve
when the walls have l>een tinted and
other flushing touches hive been
added. The arrangement fee lighting
the aisles attracted special attention,
the ventilation was well* nigh perfect,
and nobody could say that tho audi
torium was not thoroughly warmed.
The fireproof qualities of the building
also commend themsplves to the
patrons.
In the audience were large numbers
of-out of town folks, who seemed to
feel almost as much pride in the new
theatre as though it were an establish
ment of their own.
Tiie music by Mnssh's Orchestra
proved also a pleasing feature, and will
be continued evenings until the new
organ is installed.
The opening picture Is a popular one,
Larry Semon, the cometlian, seems In
lie making a special effort in the
Strand's behalf, while Tom O'Malley
and a well balanced cast found much
favor in the feature.
• * • •
"My Wild Irish Rose,” which was
selected as the opening bill, and wltleli
will again be shown at the three holi
day performances today is called one
of the biggest productions of the year.
It is a screen adaptation of "The
«haughraun." Dion Boueieault's great
Irish melodrama of nearly fifty years
ago. and which is particularly timely
in view of the present political situa
tion in Ireland. The Boucleault play
lends itself admirably to screen pro
duction. being spectacular and melo
dramatic to a degree. It was directed
by David Smith, who has caught tlie
true Irish spirit. The title role origi
nally played by Mr. Boucleault Is as
sumed by I’at O'Malley, one of the best
known screen actors In this type of
role, and Moya, the Shaughraun’s
sweetheart, is in the capable hands of
Pauline Starke, a role that fits her 1,0
perfection. The remainder of the cast,
which includes llttie Richard Daniels,
who made such a hit in "The Little
Minister." lias been selecteed with
equal care.
The feature for tomorrow and Sat
urday is "Back Eire." a dramatic pic
ture with intensely realistic situations,
featuring Jack Hoxie.
Heading the program for next Mon
day and Tuesday will be Alice Calhoun
in "Rainbow " The story deals with a
young girl whose eluim to a mine is
disimted. The ypitih who owns the
mine comes to claim it. and after
numerous eomplieattons the girl finds
he is the rightful owner to the prop
erty. Bhe wishes to abandon her
eluim, but three old men, each one a
type, who act as her daddies, refuse
to let her give it up. She and the
youth, however, compromise at the
climax.—adv.

uie to tell you. Anthony, that In taking
up this attitude as to the marriage of

j

Fvery-Other-Day

1923.
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BELFAST'S FIRE

FOR THE HOME

SSTSlilS XSI Colonial

Knox and Lincoln Women
Studying How To Improve
the General Conditions.

Theatre and Other
Buildings in Business Sec—
*
tion Destroyed.

2^ Joy of Livind
Sidney Gowing O
6YN0PSI8

“Tliat means Aunt lias got to know
who 1 am. anil who Georgie is; aud—
and all the rest of It.”
"There's no way out of that. I'm
afraid.”
"I know. But I do rather funk It.
Billy. The worst If it is poor old
(ieorgle is in a tighter place than I
am."
"We'll have to see her through it.
‘T'on’t you think,” said Aimee, dis
tinctly worried, "that it would be best
if Georgina arranged to cut short her
visit and went home—and Amy Snooks
gave notice, or just cleared out. You
as well. Then we—we could explain It
all liv letter, or something. I think It
would look better that way.”
Billy looked at her a little oddly.
“I am in a funk, Billy," said Aimee,
trembling slightly. “I don't care for
myself, but It's awful to think of poor
Georgie having the storm break on her.
She Isn't built for It. I believe if tlie
thing isn't sprung on us suddenly, and
we manage It at the right time, we—
we might get away with it."
"Bight again,” said Billy, “hut I
shan't go. I shall stay and put it
through myself.”
"Xo!" said Ahnee quickly. "I won't
hear of that.”
"You just leave It to me,” said Billy,
soothingly, "there’s another way. I'll
show you—”
.
The whirr of a motor Interrupted
him. A large automobile was ap
proaching up the park road. Aimee
looked at it. Such an expression of
horror came over her features that
Billy was startled.
"What’s the matter?”
“That's absolutely torn It 1” said
Aimee in strangled tones.
“Eh!”
“It’s Dad!”
Aimee dived hack Into the room like
a rabbit retreating into Its burrow.
The automobile swept up to the main
entrance; tlie Very Reverend I.ord
Scroope descended.
"Is Lady Erythea in?” he said, al
most curtly, to tlie butler. "Announce
me at once, please. Lord Scroope.”
Mr. Tarheaux showed him into the
empty drawing room. Lord Scroope
deposited his hat among a cluster of
Dresden ornaments. His brow, usually
white and serene as alabaster, was
clouded. Lady Erythea entered ma
jestically.
“Anthony!” she said.
Lord Scroope, omitting any greeting.
regarded lier fixedly.
"I received your letter by last night's
post, Erythea, announcing Aimee's en
gagement to Alexander. I borrowed
the bishop's car, and I have been trav
eling front Closeminster since seven
this morning.”

iii Grders, and an extreme Ritualist.
Sliall 1 remind you that if }Ou had not '
married Dellclti—and an excellent thing
it was for you—this situation would
Fire which started in the Eaton block
never liave arisen!”
I next door to the t'olonial Theatre.
“I ant not conscious of having ex | breaking out at 11 o'clock Monday
pressed any such argument.” said Lord light, raged for more than six hours.
Scroope very stiffly, but with a certain Iestroying property whioli will, it was
pinkness about tlie ears. “As for Alex I stated, early Tuesday morning, a-pander, lie Is In every way an excellent Iproach the $200.goo mark,
young man. But if he Is to marry, the I Colonial Theatre, built abont ten
lust thing I should have desired Is his
"S" • thp
«>• «.f the Belfast
alliance with my daughter. Their tern,r
rujn(u
peraments are so opposed that I am
Habiu blopk rebui|t a fPW yeai.s ago
convinced nothing but unhappiness
whl(.ll was ,O(,atP,i a bowling alley
could result—in fact, your news seemed I
Men's -hall and a dance hall, is
to me almost Incredible. I do not know I practically a total loss. Clarence Paul's
what to do—the position is very dlffl- I garage was destroyed, a few new Maxcult fur me, if tlte child has really be- cel] ears being saved. Dr. A. W. Lothcome attached to him,” concluded Lord “P- a <«-r.tist. and Miss Georgia llall.
Scroope. with visible distress.
>'ad “
r',r J" au,s, 7*ar,’
1

,

.

...

I I p Then ire building, lost I aeir furnish-

'Good gracious, man, what did you ngs nnd equipments, while tlie Charles
expect.' exclaimed Ills sister-in-law. I p.iaok building on tiie south side of tlie
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of
'It never entered my head,” said jeatre, occupied by Green Bros.'/ Five
• month's visit to her austere aunt. Lady
I.ord Scroope. emphatically. “I thought I ind Ten Cent stare and G. G. Trussell's
Erythea lambe, at Jervauix abbey, and
that your influence, anil that of Alex-| a.rdware store, with apartments of
her cousin. Alexander lambe, Aimee, vi
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
tinder, would liave a steadying effect Mrs. Harry Gordon on the second floor
Viscount Scroope, la In a rebellious mood.
practically ruined by flames, smoke
on Aimee, who was in some need of it.
nd water.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
But this—!”
park, there encountering a strange youth
George Dunbar. a chimney-sweep,
Lady Erythea showed increasing ex .vas overcome by smoke. Chief En
ff» trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
ingly introduces himself as “Billy,” Amer
asperation.
gineer Shute of the Belfast Fire Deican. The two cement the acquaintance
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying
“You are talking rubbish!” she ex lartment was town nearly across the
Sphinx,’’ and part. With Georgina Ber
claimed, sharply. “Of all the girls street from the Colonial, when a terners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
known to me. no more suitable mate . iflt explosion recurred in that build
vauix. On the way she decides that Geor
gina shall impersonate her at Jervauix.
could be found for Alexander. Indeed, ng He had b >en on the second floo
white she goes on a holiday. Georgina’s
Di. Ansel Lathrop’s dental office,
during lier sojourn here Aimee lias en
horrified protest is unavailing.
deared herself to me scarcely less than nto which flatnfr hurst through the
CHAPTER III.-Happy in her new free
Wdl'.s from the Eaton Block, and with
to him. Her piety, her quiet devotion— Mr. Dunbar was just going through the
dom. Aimee again meets Billy.” He tells
her ills name is Spencer, and she gives
the complete absence in her of all heatre door to the street at the time of
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest “out of a
slanginess—all these speak eloquently I ;hp explosion.
Job.” Billy offers to take her into part
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit
in her favor.’
It was the first big fire Belfast has
of madcap advanture, she accepts. The
Lord Scroope gazed at her in bewil had since the purchase of the new tire
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
ngine and Chief Shute says that half
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
derment.
"I really do not follow you. Erythea he town would have gone, with low
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visits
Georgina and learns that tlie deception
And I am greatly disappointed," said water pressure, intense cold and the
real draft of wind, created by the lire
has not been discovered. By her dominant
Lord
Scroope heavily, "greatly disap
personality she compels Georgina to con
tself. though tlie firemen did not. fortu
tinue the subterfuge.
pointed. I did not foresee this.’
ateiy, haven heavy wind to fight.
"I am not responsible, m.v dear
Tlie origin .of the lire, is unknown.
CHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next day
Anthony, for your lack of foresight,” When the firemen reached tlie Baton
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost
collides with a carriage in which are her
said his sister-in-law, acidly. A shadow block the interior was a sheet of flame.
aunt, Georgina add Alexander. The pair
darkened tiie window, anil she turned The firemen forced their way in and us
escape unrecognized.
"But your daughter can answer for her they did so, have g scarcely gained the
CHAPTER VI—Georgina learns that
rterior. there came a terrific explosion,
self.’ ’
Lord Scroope Is coming to visit I-ady Ery
thea and, realizing what will happen on
(ieorgina stepped In through the ?ing;i.g several i.f ihem from their feet,
his anival, is in hopeless bewilderment
it was that explosion .which lias not
open window, followed by Mr. Lambe
et been accounted for, thai flung open
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee Is secretly
Suddenly observing Lord Scroope she he front doors if tlie theatre, aceomvisiting Georgina at Jervauix, the place is
halted and became rigid. Every scrap lanied by a terrific hurst of flame,
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
of color left her cheeks. Alexander preading the fire and all but driving
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with
halted also, and slowly turned a deep lack the fire fighters.
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
For the next six hours. Chief Shute
plunt color.
CHAFFER IX.—Police Inspector Panke
“Since it is a fait accompli," said nd his men had a difficult task laid out
decides that the robbery is the work of
“Jack the Climber” and "Calamity Kate,’
Lady Erythea to her brother-ln-law. 'or them to save that portion of the
noted thieves, who travel on a motoicy
altpost with a touch of pleading, “be usiress sect!.in. Mystery .surrounds
de.
he start Ot the fire, for with the deamiable, Anthony, and bestow your cartment but a few rods away the
CHAPTER X-Billy, aware of hk
blessing
on
the
happy
pair.
’
•‘partner’s” nocturnal jaunts. Is troubled
lames had great headway, starting,
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
She raised her ear-trumpet as though some believe,, far in the interior or
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once
to share in tlie benediction. Lord
ilh.in the walla of the Eaton Week
suspects burglary, and follows two dgures
on a motorcycle who are apparently In a
Scroope looked at Georgina dumbly and I »rd spreading long before the alarm
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy
,vas sounded. Colonial Theatre, when
then stared at Lady Erythea.
knocks out a man who attempts to shooi
him, picking up a package the fellow had
“What did you say?” lie asked diz nat.y thought at first that the flames
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive
had their origin, was a mass of
zily.
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she
| flames not long after the audience
•trikes him with a stone, rendering bin
“The happy pair!” said Lady Ery which had just attended "Way Down
unconscious, and the pair escape.
thea, loudly and irritably.
Hast" was out of tlie building.
CHAPTER XI-Recovering, BlUy dis
"Where is my daughter?" exclaimed
covers the package he had picked up is a
Lord Scroope with consternation. “Ery
TRUTH BEATS FICTION
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
Ing they must be part of the loot from
thea, where is my daughter?’
Jervauix. he starts for the abbey. On the
Lady Erythea started. She glanced Take These Facts and Make a Best
way he meets Aimee, with the police in
Seller Out of Them
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave
nt
Georgina's horror-stricken face, and
among the crag pits. Aimee teils him the
then, with deep concern, moved to her
whole story. He urges that she make a
An Oklahoma nun, part Cherokee Infrank confession to her father, but on re
brother-in-law’s side.
llan, having -silent ?- years in jail for
flection both realize Aimee's good name
'My dear Anthony," she said in a i murder he did rot commit, has been
has been compromised by her two nights'
•Lay at Ivy cottage.
low voice, "come upstairs and lie down. eleased to find himself almost a milIt will soon pass off. Do not he i< naire. Hid release came when one
CHAPTER XII—Assuring Aimee he
has a plan to save her, Billy leaves her in
alarmed, Aimee. Lean on my arm, f the chief witnesses against him adthe cave and, proceeding to Jervauix, re
nitted that lier own husband had cornAnthony.”
stores the emeralds to the astounded
fitted the crlm •
Lady Erythea.
Lord Scroope shook himself free.
There is rAenSly of material for the
"Are
you
in
your
senses,
Erythea?
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re
iiamatisl in this story The woman
ward, after explaining how the emeralds
This is my niece hy marriage—Geor Ide pf it alone would make a great
came into his possession, Billy accepts the
gina Berners. What is she doing here?' ■lay. Tjje innorent‘victim's psyeholposition of chauffeur to Lady Erythea,
seeing In the situation a promise of a way"Y-yes,” gulped Alexander’s fiancee. gy would provide many interesting
out of the embroglio.
dtuations. Taken together, they would
Ladv Ervthea received the news u Ilh "I'm Georgina. I couldn't help it.’
CHAPTER XIV—Realizing what her
provide all the "meat” any writer
Site
collapsed
into
an
armchair
and
father's visit to Jervauix would mean, . a smile of approval.
.eeds. But they are not so far novel.
Aimee goes secretly to her home, disables
The silly child wished me to delay burst into tears. Alexander stood over
There is, however, one element in
the family auto, thus pre~enting his jour
lier
like
a
large
and
protective
dog
;
lie
his story which does not usually ap
ney. and induces a parlormaid to let her announcing her betrothal. But that, of
-ake her place at Jervauix.
course, I could not consent to. I wrote laid a hand on lier shoulder and glared pear. It is the manner in which the
at the others with defiance.
•emmunity is making amends for its
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes to you at once, Anthony. I commend
Lady Erythea turned pale. It was 'ailure to see justice done in the first
Aimee as the woman on the motorcycle the energy you have shown in hasten
which ran Into the lambe carriage, de
disconcerting to find two members of| nstance. We don’t refer to any spirnouncing her as "Calamity Kate." Geor ing to congratulate them—and me. One
the Scroope family simultaneously t.'.ai growth the innocent man may
gina divulges Aimee's identity. Hearing so seldom sees you in a liurry.”
lave heiil in jail. But all the time he
tier story. Alexander consents to keep tne
smitten
with insanity.
Lord Scroope deliberately placed a
secret.
was there the community, without
'Where
is
Aimee?
”
insisted
Lord
pair of gold-riramed pince-nez on Ids
knowing it, was building up the value
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds hlinScroope, turning upon lier. “Where is if his property. The demand for nil
nose and stared at his sister-in-law.
self very much In love with Georgina.
las made his land valuable without any
"The news of this engagement," he my daughter?"
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis
"Dad!”
help from him. Justice can not always
it of Alexander's sister. Lady Diana (who. said earnestly, "is unwelcome to me.
The disheveled parlor maid darted In etrieve her steps, but she sometimes
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster Entirely unwelcome.”
nation to the two girls.
Lady Erythea stiffened in every limb. through the door. Aimee’s cap was nakes a remarkably good attempt to do
-o. notwithstanding her blindness and
CHAPTER XVin.—Another visitor to Her ear-trumpet was presented in one awry, her face was pale, her eyes very
the blindness of her devotees.—New
Jervauix ts the Vicomte de Jussac, Di
bright;
the
top
of
her
apron
heaved
ana's suitor. Diana recognizes Aimee and hand; with the other she raised tier
York Evening Mail.
threatens to denounce her.
lorgnettes and directed them at Lord tumultuously. She stopped short, as
Lady Erythea glared speechless nt this
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested In the
irruption.
I-atnbe collection of armor, De Jussac.
during the night, tries on a suit. Dana,
"Don't cry, Georgie,” said Aimee; “it
investigating an alleged ghostly appari
wasn’t your fault.”
tion. meets him. He declares his love,
and ts accepted. Aimee finds them to
"Have I been transported Into Bed
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con
lam?” asked Lord Scroope, dizzily. "Or
cerning her affairs.
are you rehearsing a charade? What
CHAPTER XX —Alexander ami Geor
gina become engaged. I.ady Erythea, be
is she doing in this costume?"
lieving Georgina to be I.ord Scroope's
Lady Erythea struggled for breath
daughter, is delighted.
"This,” she said grimly, “is my par
CHAPTER XXI —Billy and Aimee reach
lor maid, Snooks, whom I foolishly en
an understanding as to their mutual love.
gaged on your recommendation. She
CHAPTER XXII.-A Scotland Yard oflias engaged herself again, however, to
ficjal arrives and demands to see Billy
m.v chauffeur.”
Aimee overhears him Learning Billy’s
whereabouts, the officer goes after him
Lord Scroope looked at his sister-inlaw with commiseration.
CHAPTER XXIII.-Billy finds "Jake
the Climber," his leg broken, in the crag
"This,” he said, in the soothing tone
pits. He hears the thief's story and lias
They Die While They Sleep
with which one would address a de
a feeling of something like sympathy.
The only good corn is a dead corn. A few
"Jake" is arrested and the police search
lirious person, "is my daughter, Aimee. drops
of “Gets-It” will quickly start any corn
tin "Calamity Kate "
I mu rather glad to find her—in any
or callous on the way to “the happy hunting
ground
’’ “Gets-It” brings instant relief from
costume. I began to wonder what you
CHAPTER XXIV.-Aimee. hastening to
ail pain and hurting. One bottle contains
the crag pits to v arn Billy of ids danger,
had
done
with
her.
”
enough
“Gets-It” to remove a dozen corns,
meets "Kate" and. touched by the girl's
hard or soft, old or new. Costs you nothing il
I.ady Erythea's frame slowly stiff it
devotion to her husband, allows tlie wom
fails
—
but it doesn’t fail. Let your druggist
an to escape on the Sphinx.
ened. Her fingers clenched the eartell you why millions demand it. E Lawrence
ii
Co
,
Mfr.,
Chicago.
|
trumpet as though it were the handle
CHAPTER XXV.-The capture of
"Jake" of course clears Billy of connec
of a club. Her eyes were terrible. Be
tion with tlie Jervauix robbery. But tliey
fore the storm could break, Aimee in
are not yet "out of the woods.”
tervened.
“it wasn’t Aunt's fault, Dad," she
A RELIABLE
Begun in January 25th issue, Back
said breathlessly, "nor Georgie's—nor
numbers can be supplied.
Alexander’s. It was all mine. And if
COMMISSION HOUSE
you all want to heat somebody, It hud
(Continued)
better he me! I—I’m here to explain!”
CHAPTER XXVI
Regarded Each Other Glassily.
“Some explanation,” said Lord
DRESSED CALVES
•‘Where Is My Daughter?’
Scroope. The two regarded each other Scroope quietly, "seems to he called
for.”
“Why can’t we stay on for another glassily.
LIVE AND DRESSED
Aimee, avoiding lier aunt's eyes, ad
week, Billy?” said Aimee, leaning a
"1 do not understand you,” said Lady
little farther out of the study window, Erythea with frigidity. "Alexander is dressed herself to the quivering earPOULTRY
duster in hand. "Go to Aunt—the a young man of unexceptionable char trumpet.
"I didn't want to come here. Dad
Missus, I menu—und ask lier to let you acter and prospects. Jervauix will he
liis. The Scroope Estate is entailed, and made me. I was—frightened of you.
keep the job. She'll jump at it."
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
‘‘Nothing doing!” said Billy sternly.
I am sufficiently au fait with your af Anyway, I didn’t think Jervauix would
Aimee sighed. The hour was nearly fairs to know that when your two sons suit me, and that you'd hate me. So I
noon on the day following the Odyssey in the Service are provided for there skipped the car at Burn Ash,” said
of the erag pits. No news had been will be no overpowering fortune left Aimee, her speech pouring from her like
PROMPT RETURNS
henrd of Calamity Kate, who appeared for Aimee. it appears that if there is a torrent, "und made tlie chauffeur
to have drifted out of history on tlte any complaint, it should come from bring Georgina on here. And 1 went
off on my own !
Sphinx. A brief interval of peace had me."
“Georgina arrived here, nnd yon
“Tlie financial aspect of the question
settled upon Jervauix.
"There'll be a vacancy for a parlor does not weigh with me,” said Lord took her for me. You Insisted she was T. H. WHEELER CO.
maid an’ chauffeur," announced Billy Scroope with asperity. "I object to me. And she didn't dare explain, for
with decision. He was standing on tlie tlie matcli itself. If Alexander is to fear of getting me into a row. That's
93-101 Clinton Street
wliat Georgie Is ! She can't lie—she
grovel Just outside the window. “All marry at all—’’
can
’
t
even
act
—
but
slic'd
let
you
cut
"if tie is to marry!" Interrupted Lady
the bother with the police is wiped off
BOSTON
the slate. It’s only a fool that backs Erythea warmly. “Of course he is ti her In pieces before she'd get me Into
Ida luck too fur. And it's time to quit marry. Though I confess I was very trouble 1
(To be continued)
much afraid he never wqjtld. Permit 1
the.game and turn thejjghts out,"

“Gets-H” Friendly
Enemy of Corns

The women of Knox an!?

Lincoln

1 11,untie* are interested. In the food
meetings which are being held In nearly
, every organized Community. In connec
tion with Home Demonstration Work,
EMORIALS being erected in all parts of
be ause 'the women see that there Is a
the country today in honor of the heroes
of the great war, arc modern expressions of lhe
real connection between the kind of
mod the family eats and:the. health ot %
world old custom of honoring and perpetuat
ihe family. Hy filling out .wore cards
ing the memory of the conspicuously worthy
It will lie easy to see what food habits
life.
'need to he improved. Are you drink
What the fdritr.unily feel-, anil docs for its
ing enough water, eating,enough coarse
heroes, the family that has been bereaved feels
Oreads, fruits, etc.? Is the family’s
and strives to do for that member whose
! s -ore excellent, good, fair, or poor?
worthiness they see so clearly and whose life
j Can the scores he raised in the next
ii w months? Will the heaiih of the
they wish to honor.
! family he benefited as a result?- These1
The lonscietitiuus funeral director recognizes
are some of the questions lo he faced.
the fundamental human instincts which seek
New dishes will be tried out so as to
expression at such a time, and strives to give
lo Ip solve lhe problem of meal planto those in all statjpns of life facilities tliat will
jt.iitgmeet every demand and, being perfect
All women are not interested in tho
in every other way, will be
work the extension service has been
perfectly consistent.
doing in the sewing line;, hut at least
they are all anxious to serve the kind
ftefroduud b j .rmum jn t/ 7 he ( im innati Coffin Com
pany) ’vm a (of/yrtthted message vHiih eppeared t.i Tht
of food which will keep the family’s
Saturday Everun $ roil oj Au^. 26, 1<J22.
lualth up to .standard. And since the
(extension service is ready to.help it is
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
expected that large numbers will at
Undertakers Since 1349
tend tlie food meetings that are to be
Nifh-1 Trlephone 781-W ROCKLAND. Day Telephone 450.
1 held as follows and the .subject in each
( case to be considered; ,
Herder. Symbol front Tennyson's "Cresting the Bar*
A/r’jiii'r s-m’-r f/iir ,tn ( <?y'i i.:,J it.'.' C.C ( 0
Feb. 23, Hope, Mrs. Alice True’s, food.
Feh. 24, West Rockport,.Mrs. Geneva,
, C'ollamore’s, food.
Feh. 20, Union, Methodist vestry, food.
Feb. 27, Dresden, Mrs. C. G. IiaH’s,
- food.
Feh. 28, South Thomaston, Mrs. I,. B.
UNION
ROCKPORT
Smith's, food.
March 1. Montsweag, Mrs. A. G. Gro
The Ladies’ Auxiliary cf Lhe C.,111ns- | ver’s. food.
Mrs. Charles Stanley ami Miss Etta
Cain were guests of Mrs. Stanley’s Sinrer Post No. 10, American Legion, I March 2, East Bnothbay. church ves
(laughter, Mrs. Leslie Itieli in ltoekland at Union, met Monday afternoon, l>b. | try. waist pattern and dress finishes.
12. at the home of the chaplain. Mis.
Sunday.
M.n. h fi. Bunker Hill, dress forms.
I.’. E. •Brotton has returned from J.-hn I., Howai I and held » very im- j March 7, Camden, Grange Hall. food.
Searsport, where he has been employed, j pirtant meeting a this was the annual
March S, Washington, Masonic hall,
.Miss Elsie Ixxne of Barrington. K. 1.. meeting ar.d election of ofthu rs for tbe food.
is the guest of her parents. Capt. and coining year. The following officers
March 9, Damariscotta ijijls, pettiMrs. George Ixiue.
.
’were chosen: Mrs. Ele.tia Lucas, presi- coats.
dent;
Mrs.
Lillian
Alden,
vice
presi

Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Thurston uf New- .
March 9, South Thomaston, in-befi»dd are in town, called here by the se- dent; Mrs. Mary Ferriss. historian; tw-en meeting, dress forms and houserious illness of Mrs. Thurston’s sister, J Mrs. Marion Alden, secretary; Mrs. - leaning hints.
Marion Burghess. treasurer; and Mis. March 10. East Union.Grange hali, food
Mrs. Marion Gray.
There will be no meeting of the Re- ' Addie M. Howard, chaplain. There was and planning meeting.
lief Corps this week on account of the a goodly number present afid the mei-tMarch 12, East Waldoboro, Mrs. J.
supper which is- to be served by 'the 1 ing was very enthusiastic and a lot of A. Rhinos', food.
members of the Corps to tbe Twentieth | good constructive work was planned
Feb. 13, Winslow’s Mills, Mrs. W. A.
Century Club at the G. A. R. ball on I for tiie coming year, everyone seemed VannahXfood and planning meeting.
willing to do all they could. Light re
Friday evening.
March 13, Jefferson. In-between meet
Mrs. Walter Bowden and daughters freshments of fancy crackers, cookies ing, flowers.
Barbara and Pauline of Camden wen- and cocoa were served.
Feb. 14. Nobleboro, food.
Mrs. Edith A. Overlock of Washing
recent guests of Miss Etta Cain.
March 15. Warren, Montgomery rooms,
The regular meeting of Harbor Light ton, who happened to he visiting at Baptist church, food.
Chapter, (). I!. S., was held Tuesday the place, played the part of hostess in
March 16, North Edgecomb. •hall, mil
evening. Degrees were conferred upon a most pleasing and acceptable manner. linery.
There were four visitors present. The
two candidates.
March 17, North Edgecomb. Mrs. M.
Raymond Pa :e has gone to Whitins next meeting will lie held on Monday ' V. [.earns’. Girls’ club meeting.
ville. Mass., where he has employment. afternoon, Mari h 5, when, tt is hoped, i March 19. Friendship,. Mrs. W. H.
Wilder Sellers of Vinaihaven is in every member will make an especial ,,ay,n
Girls' club meeting.
(
town called h-re hy the illness and effort to be present as it needs the com, i March 20, Friendship, Methodist ves. .
death of Mrs. Sellers' mother. Mrs. Em hlned efforts of all to make these meet- ,fv fOO(j
ings a success and show to our noble i ' '.<Iar,.h '22i „
,n.b„iwwn meetingi
ily Wentworth.
.-.
,
”
LeroyS. 1-71 well, keeper at Indian Island hoys of the Legion that wc arc ready , dresa forma
light and Blanchard Moon walked from aUany cost to show our appreiqation March 23 and 24, Union, Methodist ves
the light to the main land twice Mon of them.
try, millinery training clasff.
The next meeting wiki be held in the
day for groceries and grain. Wednes
March 27, Dresden, Pownalbbm hall,
Grand
Army
hall
unless
otherwise
an

day morning Mrs. Elwell walked across
millinery.
nounced
later.
Please
remember
the
from the station to Rockport.
March 28, Aina, Erskine’s hall, mllMr-. Leroy S. E'.well is visiting her date and come and endeavor to get i linery.
- ' •
every
member
ou>t
at
this
meeting
sister. Mrs. Ifioyd Thomas in Lincoln
.March 29, West Rockpofit, Grange
without
fail.
Don
’
t
forget
it.
ville.
hall, millinery.

M

« • • •

Mrs. Emily E. Wentworth
Emily Elizabeth Wentworth, widow
of the late Simon II. Wentworth, died
early Monday morning at her homd on
Spruce street, after an illness of sev
eral weeks. Mrs. Wentworth was horn
in Kockport April 17. 1X4.\ and was the
daughter of tlie late Jeremiah and Am
oriel (Wallace) McIntire.
She has
laen a Rfe-long resident of Rockport
and was beloved by many who were
saddened to learn of her death, tier
life was full of kindly apts, and no
mother could have been more devoted
oi self-sacrificing. She held a large
i>la<e in the hearts of her neighbors
and friends of whom she had many.
She leaves two daughters and three
sons. Mrs. Zadoc I.. Knight of Bucklint, Mrs. Wilder Sellers of Vjnalhaven, Reuben F. of Staten Island, N. Y.,
Chester P. and Ralph S. of Rockport.
She also leaves 11 grandchildren and
rev' i: great grandchildren. Three sis
ters, Mrs. Belinda Griffin of Danville,
X H., Mrs. Vesta Freeman of l.incoln• die and Mrs. Charles Berry of Rock
port also survive her. Funeral services
j v ere held Wednesday afterpoon at 2
'o’clock at -her late residence. Rev. A. F.
Leigh of the Methodist church officiat
ing. Inte. ment was tn the family lot
in Amsbury Hill cemetery.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Julia Miller and Mrs. I.aura
Sleeper of Waltham, Mass., have lieen
guests of their sister. Mrs. Eisia Giles.
Swain Wagel is ill.
Albert Slingsby, Sr., is seriously il!
at his home at Long Cove.
George Walts, who died very sud
denly in Portland one day last week,
was brought here Friday for burial.
The funeral was held from the home of
iiis sister, Mrs. Eisia (tiles. Friday at
1.30.
Mrs. Julia Miller and Mrs. Laura
Sleeper left Saturday for their homes.
They had been called here by the death
of their brother, George Watts.
Peter Mont, who is spending the win
ter with his son Aaron in Hartford,
Conn., is in the hospital sick with fiu.
We hope to hear of a speedy recovery.
Capt. I-'. K. Torrey left for Boston
and New York Saturday. While here
he was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brown.
Mrs. Nancy Davis who has been sick
several weeks is improving.
Colds are quite prevalent in our vil
lage.
Mrs. Wm. Hastings is confined to
Ihe house with a bad cold.
.Mrs. Rena Andrews was called home
•rom Springfield, one day last week, hy
the illness of her son-in-law, Joseph
Simmons.
Owing to the drifted roads we did not
re-cive any it. S. mail from Mondayuntil Friday.
Forrest Wall and family are staying
with his mother the remainder ot the

winter.

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

BEAUTIFYING THE HOME
GROUNDS '
'

A. A. Bartlett, was in Somerville two
days i >■-i-ntly eii-^ ig.-d wiih the other
Women in Khox-Liiijeoln counties are
town iifii-i- s in settlement ait the town; also intensely interested in the subject
a counts.
of flowers and shrttbs. Therefore the
Glenwood Hopkins lias gine to Ro k- | communities which tvifl have the ofiland where lie expui.. tu liave em- pnrtunity to hear Mrs. Iva Jewett of
ployment in thy linn- quarries for an Aina talk on the "Care and Cultivation
indefinite time.
of Flowers” feel particularly fortunate.
S. I. liartl -f was in Washington ' Mrs. Jewett has had years of experjSunday to rail on Mrs. Lizzie Cargill, ence raising flowers right ‘here in
who is quite i-!l. Mrs. Cargill lived in Maine, so thak she knows the problems
this place many years and her old gardeners have to face in“ this dlimate.
aiends and neighbors are very sorry - Ph c will be glad to answer - questions

for her illness.
Mrs. Maud Woodbury of Jefferson
was a weekend -guest of Mrs. Elia
brann returned to her home Sunday
afternoon.
.
Mi's Emeline Ja -ks-m, an -fit! lady
who lives alone, is very ill. She is lieing eared for as well as possible bv tla-

and give all the help she can. Warten is the first community'to take up
|
i
:
j

the subject of beautifying the home
grounds. Thd meeting will be held In
the Congregational church parlors.
Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 1.30. The meeting
is open to the public,
....................

leighhors.

LIBERTY

R. IT. Uoliinu is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20- tf

Pierre Cartier’s

11 A. Fuller lias installed new mahinery in his machine shop.
Roswell Pinkham is visiting friends
in Washington.
John Overlook is caring for Horace
Nash who is Ill.

j

John Light called on relatives

in

Washington Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles .Ludwig, who
have been ill are much improved.
Mrs. S. T. Overlock has finished a
quilt of flags of all nations.
Missionary W. E. Overlook was in
; town Saturday and called -on Horace
j Nash, who is ilL

Charles Esancy, who has been stop
ping at W. W. Light’s, has returned to
O. K. Fuller’s.
,
>
We miss UncJe Sam when we don’t
i have any mail for a week.
Wood is very scarce here, and some
arc obliged lo rut shade and a^ple
! trees.
Bernard Leigher visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Leigher Sunday.
S. T. Overlock has made by hand 17
I dozen axe handles this winter and sold
them all. Think of the large pile of
shavings which ^cam« from that

amount of lumber.'
Miss Maureta Ia>igher is knitting
i sweaters for dolls.

Medicine

DUTCH NECK

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY

i Miss Ada Winehenheugii. who teach' e<- school in Quincy, Mass., is spending
lier vacation with her parents. Mr. and
j.'.Irs. .1. G. Winchenbaogh.
| Mrs. Millard Creamer and little son
Liver
Arthur have returned home after
spending a week with her parents, Mr.
and Honey
and Mrs. William RoScde, Waldobdro.
Miss Theresa K. Burns-is spending a
Build up a reserve power to
few days ayith her sister, Mrs. H. R.
withstand cold and exposure.
Winehenbaugh, Rockland.
Those in a run down condition
Miss Eva Genthner of South Waldo-

Cod

Oil, Rum

are most susceptible to colds and j horo, who was the recent.guest of her
[ at nt, Jennie Creamer, has returned

sickness.

home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns of WaldO• oro spent Sunday witfi Capt. and Mrs.
FOR SALE BY
G. A. Burns.
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
Leroy Creamer has gone to, Bath,
whi re he has employment?
Those small ads in The Courier- WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
I Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gfnthner, Mrs.
Gazette are read hy every body. That BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
Frank Pitcher and Mr. Sei'ders ot South
is why they are so popular and And at all other Good Drug Stores
Waldoboro were guests at Thomas
effective.
lA-t-May 3
_____ Citamer’s Sunday.
— I Mrs. P. C. Winehenbaugh and chil
dren of Back Cove were gueots or her
(parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Burns,
i ecently.
( Carl Hilton oi Broad Gove- was a
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our tecond
guest of Verna Creimer Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slingsby, Jr.,
have been guests of their parents at
Long Cove.

Pleasant to take and harmless.

WANTED

hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; aleo ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

68-tf

8. No need suffering any more with
catarrh. All druggists.guarantee that
if a Hyomei outfit does not relieve
you, tliey will pay for it themselves.—
adv.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 22, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Many .Timely Questions An Cost of Kennebec Bridge
swered In the Quiz At the
Reasonable To Taxpayers,
,W. C. T. U.’s Open Meet
Says Bangor Commercial.
ing.
Tuesdays Bangor Commerc’ial had
The open meeting of the W. C. T U., the following to say editorially conheld in the Methodist church was feat- eerning the Kennebec Bridge propoured. by a quia on Bolshevism, con-jsition:

ducted by Mrs. Hope Brewster. Under
thls topic the following questions were
answered:
“What is Bolshevism?” Mrs. Hope
Brewster. .
"What IB the nature of the Govemfnent provided in the Russian. Soviet
constltuiioh?” Mf«. Myra liodgdon.
"Is the Russian Soviet Government
according to section 1?” Mrs. W. F.
Braun.
"What disposition is made of private
property in the Russian Constitution?”
Mrs. Mary Adams.
“What ts said in the Russian Con
stitution about religion?” Mrs. Vesper
A. Leach.
"Does Section 14 of tbe Russian Con
stitution
provide for freedom of
speech?” .Mrs. Abbie Richardson.
"What should be the attitude of all
patriotic dtlsens toward Bolshevism
or Rtvoltrtiqndry Socialism?” Mrs. H.

W. Frohock.
"What is the opinion of Americans
who have seen Bolshevism at work In
Russia?” Mrs. Hope Brewster.
The entertainment program given in
connection with the quiz included these
numbers, which were most pleasingly
rendered:
Solo by Mrs. Wisner, accompanied
Ity Mrs. Armstrong; residing, Mrs.
Stewart, "Mrs. S------ at the shoe
store;” remarks, Miss Clara Farwell,
"Is It easier to enforce law now than
formerly?" reading. Madeline Rogers.
"The New Pastor;" paper, Mrs H. A.
Dunton, "Illiteracy;” remarks. Rev. E.
W. Webber, "Remaking Citizens;"
reading, Mrs. Stewart. "The small boy
entertains tbe minister.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich had charge of
the program, which was under the gen
eral head of '‘Christian Citizenship."
At the close refreshments were served
and an hour was pleasantly passed in a
social pursuits.

PARK THEATRE

One of the big hearings of the ses
sion is being held at Augusta today,
that is relation to bridging the Ken
nebec. There are five bills before the
legislature that Save to do with this
project. One provides for a State
built bridge across the Kennebec
Bath and there is an accompanying re
solve to make possible a J3.000.000 bond
issue for this bridge construction. An
other provides for a commission to deide upon the relative merits of Bath
and Woolwich and Richmond and
Dresden locations." The other two
measures propose the Incorporation of
private individuals with power to erect
bridges ut the two locations proposed.
We do not expect- that it will take
the legislative committee long to de
cide that if any bridge Is built It shall
bq erected ut Bath, which Is the sen
sible location. There is likely -to be
more hesitation on the general propo
sition, particularly that providing for a
bond issue of J3.000.000. As, we un
derstand the proposal as made the
promoters claim that in the event of
bond issue, the same would event
ually be token up by the rental secured
from the Maine Central for the use of
the bridge and by figuring in the ex
pense of ithe present state ferry. If
these figures are correct and would be
borne out In the future, the expense to
tlie taxpayers of the State would be
only the Interest account and would let
them out in a very reasonable manner.
If the proposals for the investment
of private capital in the bridge are
sincere, and it must be supposed that
hey are. from tihe standing of the per
sons interested, it must be considered
Lhat the latter regard the investment
proposed as a promising one.
The outstanding features of the dis
cussion to our mind are that the bridge
is needed for the development of Sag
adahoc, Lincoln nnd Knox counties
and that the bridge, if built, should be
located at Bath.

East, West, Home's best. One by one
they left her. Tom became a great
lawyer in Wasnington; Kate went to
New York to raise a family; Frank
painted portraits in Paris; Jim the
1 lack sheep, disappeared without a
trace. And Emily, the youngest, eloped
with a handsome Easterner.
The
scenes of their,homecoming to the lit
tle lonely mother Is one of the finest
hits of heart-drama ever shown on the
screen and you will have the treat of
your life when you see it all in the
' Old Nest" at the Park today and Fri
day. It’s as good as a “Honeymoon in
Paris” so let’s go. The cast is a large
the Including Cullen Landis. Mary Al
den, Louise Lovely. Buddy Messenger,
Helene Chadwick and a score of others.
Rupert Hughes v.rote the story and it
is the finest, truest picture of real life
that the American theatre has ever
known. Saturday Tim Mix in all his
glory will be aeo. in “Arabia," his new
• st Fcx pietpre Just released. It is the
tide of an American plainsman and an
/-rablan conspiracy with all the ex
citement and adventure that can be
crowded into one wonderful picture. A
Sunshine comedy completes the Pro
liant.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
If ever there was a picture program
in which everybody expected to get
:hel- money’s worth, they are going to
find it at the New Empire Theatre to
qay (Thursday). The new series or
'Leather Pushers" that have had such
wcnderl'u] popularity in the Saturday
evgnlr.g Post starts today. Then there
Is America's sweetheart in "Little Lord
Fauntleroy." that is a Joy to see and a
story to talk about the remainder of
your life. And for good measure a
First National feature. "The Oath,” a
highly dramatic story of secret mar
riages, that will hold you until the final
flash. It's a Mg day at the popular
Empire in which the fans may enjoy
the very-best in’photoplay entertain
ment.
Coming Friday, dainty Marie Prevost
in 'Kissed” a picture Just as fascinat
ing as Us title tilltd with youth and ro
mance and just the kind of picture to
I-lease everybody. On the same pro
gram as the rempanionn feature is
"How Women Love," and we Just whis
per that the men will be able to get
many a “tip" from thia one. A comedy
is .also on the program.
Saturday Frank Mayo in a sizzling
westtrn. a comedy and "Sisters" will be
the program that will send everybody
homo happy. Children's prices at the
Empire are ten cents alt the time.—adv

WALDOBORO
Harry Haskell of Portland was In
town last week.
C. B. Stahl has returned from Bos
ton.
Miss M4bel Davis, who has been
acting as assistant in the postofflee,
has been quite ill the past week.
The library is indebted to Mrs
Henry Soule and Miss Helen Jones for
recent gifts of books.
The Freshmen Class. W. H. S. gave
a Valentine party In the school room
Friday night. The place was deco
rated for the occasion in an artistic
manner. About 75 were present and
the evening was passed in games and
dancing.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge is plan
ning to put on a play In the near future
under the leadership of the noble
grand, Mrs. Annie Waltz. The play se
lected is a stirring comedy-drama with
many fine situations. Mrs. Waltz has
secured a competent cast and the affair
promises to be a real success.
The Whist Club was entertained by
Mrs. C. B. Stahl at the last meeting
Three tables were filled. Mrs. Gay and
Mrs. Stahl secured the prizes which
were appropriate and pleasing. The
meeting of this week, which will be
preceded by a banquet, will be at the
home of Mrs. Albert Benner.
Mrs. Fred Winchenbaeh and Mrs
Herbert Witham were in Rockland Sat
urday.
T. I.. Richards attended the meeting
of the .Shriners in Portland last week.
Augusta Schwachter of New York is
In town.
Miss Dorothea Waltz is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Addie Waltz.
Miss Faye Keene is spending the
holiday vacation at her home here.
Charles Patten of Portland was in
town Satuday.
. Aldrn ‘Gleason has returned to
Framingham, Mass.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge held the
annual roll call Tuesday evening
About 65 were present. An oyster sup
per was served at seven o’clock.

NEW CHANNEL OPENED
Tl:e dredged channel across Bearse
Shoal at the entrance to Nantucket
S-nund was opened to bavigatlon Sati. ‘day. This -channel ts about five miles
long and a hou r 430 ynfds in width, the
seaward end Ijelng' marked by the relo
catedPollock Rip lightship and the oth
ft: end by Stone Horse lightship. The
new channel supersedes a channel
which-was rapidly thpaling and unsafe
for vessels of htavy'draft, and has been
discontinued witli removal of aids to
navigation.
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
AHKRTS IM5U 31, 1:122
Real Esia'e .........I.-ji...........
.Mor.goge Loans

Collateral Loans ...........

Hoicks amt Rands ......
(trail in Offlc: and Bask
Agetua' Balanovs
Inuroai and Rents

8671,2d9 78
Cross Ass«-a .......
Admitted Assets ■..........,
1671,299 71
IJABLfiiTIES DEC 31, 1922
Net Unpild Losses
l.’iiearoed Premiums .......
All o.her Lhabilill,-s ..........
Surplus over all Liabilities .
Toml-LMhUilltt and Surplus ...
8671.289
2:l-Tli-29 E. 1 CARTER. Atsat Racknart

NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY.
ASBETR*'pBCYMBER :U8T. 1922

...........
J
18,299
Mortgage Loans ....’........ 91.29* 21
M'rigage Loans .....................
2 689.909
Hioc.ka sod Bonds .....'............. 21,914,796
Stocks and Bonds Appreciation.
876,942
Cash In Office knd Bank...........
1.651.636
(Ti’.er Balonees C._____
3,391.739
b.lls Receivable .........................
49.396
b -treat and Rents
............
233 813
All other Asae’s ....................
1,414,29

Tn

99
61
8

41
28
49
21

Grass. Assets v...... 931,452,023 26
Deduct Items not admitted
769 676 83
Admitted Assets ....................... J30.682.346
LIABILITIES, DKC.UHBBR 318T. 1922
Net tnpaid Liases ..................... 8 4,616,393
luearned Premiums ...................
9.751.149
.1)1 outer Liabilities ...................
1.861.637
Cash Capital ....... ...................... 10,099.909
Surplus over a fi, Liabilities..... 4,432,164

HOPE
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of Farm Bu
reau are lo meet with Mrs. Alice True
Friday, when It Is expected Miss Claire
Herrick will demonstrate and give a
talk on cooking.
The pupils who attend Camden High
School are home this week enjoying a
vacation.
Friends are pleased to hear that
Mrs. Miller Hobbs is in Camden after
being released from Knox Hospital,
where she underwent an operation
few weeks ago.
The grippe victims are beginning to
gel out again and all agree it was no
joke.
Don't forget the day session at the
Grange Saturday, Feh. 24. also the
whist party and social ir. the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen were at
the Alden Allen home Sunday.
Helen Barton and Annie Baird were
at Fred Kimball's Monday.
Charles Taylor of South Hope was a
caller at A. F. Dunton’s Sunday.

NORTH HOPE

PitttfleM. M attach ui.tti

Rea! Rsiare

VINALHAVEN

BUILD IT AT BATH

ABOUT BOLSHEVISM

43
48
39
*7
99
58

Total Mobilities ar.d Surplus. 338.692.346 43
20-Th 26

Mrs. Ellen Conant who has been vis
(ting her daughter. Mrs. J. D. Pease,
has gone to Hope Corner where she i
caring for Mrs. E. N. Hobbs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry were in
Senrsmont Sunday, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Robbins.
Jimmie, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D
Pease is quite ill in Camden, where he
is nttendin-g school.
Alanson Wentworth is out again and
is gaining from his recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Allle Wellman were in
Appleton Tuesday.
Mrs. W. E. Hall, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Hall were in Camden Tuesday
William Brown, who has been spend
h-ig the past two weeks with his broth
er John Brow.t of Lincolnville, re
turned home Sunday.
We have Just received notice that
there will be an agricultural extension
service meeting held at the Hope
Grange hall Feb. 27. County Agent
R. E. Wentworth will give a talk on
poultry management to begin at 10
rf’clock. This should bring out a good
crowd as of course every one now is in
terested in this work. Let’s all go who
can, and show our interest.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With th* Main* Mutic Company

Page Five

An Educational Task for
the Entire Family
PRIEST3 COLD ft GRIPPE TABLE TS-fiflESTS Zl»H35

PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
O«

a»lleatloa we will nead ■ Plelare which la 2H time, as large.

CONTEST RULES
1. Anyone Is ellrlble to compete In this contest, except the em
ployees of the Priest Drug Company, and members of their families.
2. All word lists must be mailed and envelopes postmarked not
later than the night of June 1, 1V23.
8. Two or more people may co-operate In answering the puzxle,
but only one prise will be given to any one household or to any one
group.
4. Only English words will be counted.
Only the singular or
pural cf a word will be used, both the singular nnd plural will not
count. Each object or article can be given only one name, but any part
of an object can be named. Objects appearing several times can be
named but once.
Webster’s International Dictionary will be the final
authority. Where several synonyms are equally appliable to an object
shown in the picture, a person submitting any one of such synonyms
will be given credit for one word only.
5. The largest list of words which correctly name visible objects
beginning with the letter “P" will receive first prize, and so on down
the list of 45 cash prizes.
The winning list will be made up from
among the words submitted by the contestants, and not controlled by
any predetermined list of words selected by the judges as being the
“correct” or “master” list.
6. One point will be allowed for each correct word and one point
deducted for each incorrect word.
7. In case of ties for any prize offered, the full amount of prize
tied for will be awarded each tying contestant.
8. The final decision will be made by three judges entirely Inde
pendent of and having no connection whatever with the ITiest Drug
Company.
They will judge the answers submitted and award the
prizes at the end of the contest. Each participant entering the contest
agrees to accept the decision of the Judges as final and conclusive. All
answers will receive full consideration whether or not merchandise Is
purchased.
At the close of the contest, when all lists have been
graded, the list winning the first prize, and names of the prize win
ners will be published, and a copy of such list and prize winners'
names and addresses will be sent upon request to any participant who
■ends us a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
9. Write words on one side of paper only, numbering them con
secutively. 1. 2, 3. etc.
Typewritten lists are preferred; however, hand
written lists will not count against you, nor will neatness affect your
score.
10 You may make your purchase of Priest Drug Company Prep
arations immediately if you wish, but you will have until June 1, 1U23.
to mail in your list of words.

THIS OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1923

How Many Objects in this Picture Begin with the
Letter “P”?
This Is not only a game of skill, but is educational Effort will
help you to win.
"TRY” is a mighty good word if you will put force
behind it.
"CAN’T’ will never get you anywhere.

OPEN TO EVERYBODY—COST NOTHING TO TRY
Begin immediately to find objects which begin with the letter ”P .”
How many more can you find?
Everything is in plain sight; no need to turn the picture upside down;
nothing is hidden.
Get all the family interested.
Start writing the
names of objects today.
Send for special uniform blanks on which to write your answers.

There is PAPER, PAINT. PADDLE.

There are 45 FREE CASH PRIZES in AU. $1500 in Cash.
Table "A”

$1 50
Purchase
First Prise ......... . . SI50.00
Se«**ad Prise........ ... 125.00
. 100. SO
Third Prise..........
F»wrth Prise.........
75.00
Fifth Prise........... . . . 50.00
« < to) 45 Prises . . . 25.00

Table ”B”
$1.00
Purchase
$100.00
75.00
50.00
40.00

30.00
15.00

Table ‘V

50c
Purchase
SfiO.OO
■CUM)
30.00
20.00
104NI
5.00

Table ”D”
If no pur
chase is made
10.00
8.00
7.00
0.00
5.00
1.00

HOW YOU CAN WIN $150.00
There are 45 prizes in this contest.
If your list of words Is
awarded 1st prize and you have qualified under Table "A” bv purchas
ing from your merchant $1.50 worth of PRIEST’S PILE PA RATIONS,
you would win $150.00.* If your list of words ia awarded 1st prize and
you have qualified under Table ”B,” by purchasing $1.00 worth of
PRIEST’S PREPARATIONS, you would win $100.00. If your list of
words Is awarded 1st prize and you have purchased 50c worth of
PRIESTS PREPARATION’S, you would win $50.00
If your list of
words is awarded let prize, and you have purchased no Preparations,
you would win $10.
Should you fail to win one of “the five big”
prizes, you still have as good a chance as anyone else to win one of the
remaining 40 prizes.
If you local merchant does not handle our Preparations, order from
us direct.

IKE MORILIZES

CENTRAL RAILROAD
I MAINE
MAI

r-

Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for
1
Don't forget the town meeting dinner
On the
’
A|7.00 a. m. 17.30a.m., tl.10 p.m.
f Augusta.
Avigu
at the G. A. R. rooms, given under the
ingor. A {7.00 a m. 17.30 a.m., tl.10 p.m.
auspices of the Ladies' Auxiliary.
Bein’ Friends With Ole Eb. BBath
A|7.00a. m.( |7.30 a. m.. tl.10 p mMrs. Louis Burgess entertained the
15
p. m.
Bo'-ton. A {7.00 a. m., |7.30a.m., tl. 10p.m.
Pals Wednesday evening. Supper wasBrunswick A}7.(K) a. m., 17Jh) a. in.. |1.10
served.
p. in . t.'» 30 p. m..
Lewiston. A 57 00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., tl 10 p in.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanlsorn enter Editur Kurier (My Gentle Gazelle): —
New York II .10 p. ni.
tained the Silent Sisters and their
Tuther day I sez t' Eb Tanzy: “Eb."
Portland. A$ 7 .(Ml a.m, |7.30a. in., tl.10 p m.,
husbands Wednesday. A chicken din
30 p rr..
ez I "I gutta go an’ hev my wig flxt |5Waterville
A$7.00a m , *7.30a.m. 11.10p.m.
ner qw.s served and cards were the
Woolwich. $7.00 a.m., 17.30 a. in., ti-10 p.m.,
in' 1 hate like time t’ go bearheaded.”
feature of the evening.
|5.30 p. m.
"You don't hev t' go bearheaded,” sez
Undertaker W. Y. Fossett returned
J Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only.
from Matinicus Saturday with the
b, “kos yew kin take mine an' ware A Passengers provide own ferriage lietwe* n Wool
wich
and
Bath.
body of William H. Du-rang, which was t. I don’t min' goin' bearheaded er
D. C. DOUGI.ASS,
M.L. HARRIS,
1
carried to Rockland on Monday's boat
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
to lie forwarded to Middletown, Conn., mite."
Eb’s wot I kali er good ole skout.
for burial.
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
Mrs. Lottie Linnekin left Monday for Me'n Eb iz kind uv David an’ JonerOWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
than. 1 wuz horned in th' Tanzy homePortland.
A. U. Patterson is in Augusta this sted beeos my fokes wuz sojurnin’ thar
week on business pertaining to county it th' time it happened, an' me’n him Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
rowd up tergether. We went t’ skool
commission affairs.
John Carter returned to Rorklaml tergether, slept tergether. went swimBANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
Monday, having been the'guest of his min', fishin’, krawled throo th’ haymow,
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
druv th’ old boss, tuk th’ -k-af out on er
Ister. Mrs. Almond Miller.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursilays a:
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Young and soil rope, an' yaw’d most aillus find us ter-' f.M p M for Bifltsn
-Leave Boston Tuesdays ami Fridays
Norris of Matinicus, who have been gother. We gut man-id about th' same at Return5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolman, time and hev alius kep’ up th’ friend Saturdays ut 5 00 A M. ; ( atnden 5 45 A M.J
ship. Durln' awl these years we aint Belfast 7 15 A M.; Buclmport 9 00 A M ;
left Monday for Rockland.
Winterport ft.30 A M
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will never had wurds twixt us, no failin’ dueReturn
—Leave Winterport Mondays and
hold its regular meeting Tuesday even out ner nuthin' like rhet.
Thursdays at 10 Oft A M for Boston and way
Eh says t’ me wun day, "Ike, yew landings, due the following morning about
ing. Refreshments will be served.
Miss Doris Nichols left Monday for kin hev ennythlng 1 gut exceptin’ my 7.00 A. M
Rockland where she is the guest of her tin Lizzie, cos 1 no well ef yew ever MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
gut her out on th' rode she’d kum hum
sister, Mrs. Almond Young.
BAR HARBOR LINE
Owen Lermond, son John, and Foy er reck. Yure er good feller. Ike, an’
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for
d trust yew with munney, but yeiw
W. Brown of North Haven were in
North Haven Stonington. Southwest Harbor,
don’t no th’ fust dumb thing erbout er Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
town Monday enroute to Rockland.
mersheen, an' 'twud be th’ finnish uv bor 11 A. M.
The American Legion will give
Re.urn-Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
dance on the evening of Washington’s Lizzie."
A M for Rockland and way landings
Eb’s rite erbout thet. Father uster
Birthday in Memorial hall, music by
BLUE HILL LINE
the Knickerbocker Orchestra. There say I cudden't make er sled stake, an’
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
dew
’
it
rite.
Awl
uv
us
hez
a
piase
in
Dark Harbor, Bggemoggin. South Brooksville
will be a showing of pictures in the
Sargentrllle. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Blueftemoon, music by Mrs. M. P. Smith this wurld. Sum times yew think it’s hill, due Biuehill 11.45 A M
so
dern
kweer
that
th
’
other
feller
kant
and W. H. Ingerson.
Return—Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8 00 A.
Twins have been recently added to dew th’ tilings yew kin dew so eezy M. for Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection Is made via the Met
an’ he probly iz thlnkln’ th’ same thing
the stock-farm of Mr. and Mrs. Clin
ahaout yew. lxiokin’ hack t’ skool days, ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
ton Calderwood and liave been named
New York and points South aud West.
cant yew remember haow’ fh' fellers
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
espectivefy “Jack and Jill.”
wot w'ere hritp an’ smart in skool never
Portland-New York Frei|fct Servlet
Henry Jameson left Monday for
-'eemed t' mount ter nuthin’ wen they
Dlr.-ct Freight Service between Portland and
Rockland.
rut out in th' wurld? 1 knowed 1 fel New ^ork is resumed from tbe New Huts
At a recent installation in the Amer
Portland, Me.
ler thet, smart ez er steel trap, went t’ ’ler,
Through rates and direct track connexions
ican Legion Auxiliary, the following high skool, an’ throo kollij, an’ fur
with
Maine
Central and Grand Tnink Rail
officers were installed by Past presi veers an’ years fore he dide wuz er nite roads
dent Cora A. Peterson, assisted by
F.
S
SHERMAN,
Supt , Rockland, Maine.
R. S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maloe
Flor:| Brown, conductor: President waehman. It’s th’ fellers Wot plugs
erlong an’ sticks tew it thet most ginMargaret liirnie; vicce president. Flora rally finishes up in th’ front row.
Brown; secretary, Gwendolyn Green:
Vinaihaven & Rocklapd
Thank God every morning wdien you
reasurer. Nettie Knowlton; sergeant git up thet you hev suthin t’ doo thet
Steamboat Co.
it arms. Flora Brown; standard bearer day which must be dun, whether yew
Vela Johnson; chaplain.
Ida
W like it er not. Rein’ foist t’ work, and
The direct route between
Libby; historian, Arvllla Davis. This foist to do yer best, will breed in yew
eremony was followed by a social temperance and self-control, diligence ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
evening.
and strength of will, cheerfulness and
The Rainbow Club was entertained Content, and 100 vlrchews wich the idle
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Tuesday evening by Mrs. Dewey- -tever no.
(Subject to change without notice)
Brown. Refreshments were served.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY, JAN. 8. 1923
Wich endefh th’ fust lesson.
The following ladies are to have
Leaves Swan’s Island (Lilly except Sundays
Ike Jim.
charge of the town meeting dinner
it 5 30 A M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinaihaven and Rockland
given at the G. A. R. rooms by the
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Ladies' Auxiliary: Chairman, Mrs
Vim Ilia ven. North Haven, Stonington, and
Margaret Keay, Mrs. Florence Gross
Swan’s Island.
W 8 WHITE,
Mrs. Jennie Nichols and Mrs. Marga
General Manager.
ret Birnie.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923.
The subject of the lesson sermon at
the Christian Science service. Sunday
will be "Mind.”
Ervin Amiro, 21 years of age, died
Monday. He was the son of David
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
With more than a quarter of a mil
and Clara Ellen Meservey Amiro
James V. Calderwood died Tuesday l-ion workmen un< mployed, the United
of the
Feb. 20. aged CO years.
States does not need unrestricted im
* • «
migration to augment its labor supply,
407 MAIN STREET
Hiram S. Holbrook
Hourt. 9 to 12 A. M.; I lo S P. M.
Hiram S. Holbrook, died Saturday accord.ng to (l.trland W. Powell, di
Retidence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
after a long Illness. Mr. Holbrook was rector of the national Americanism
Office Telephone 493-W
67 years of age and was born in Vin Commission of the American Legion,
allhaven, the son of David- and Rosalie who spoke at a recent Legion meeting Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
(Bennett) Holbrook.
His business in Louisville. Mr. Powell stated t'nat
Osteopathic Physicians
was that of a fisherman. In early life his unemployment figures were based
he married Mrs. Abbie Carter, who on a census conducted by the Ameri
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
died several years ago. He is survived canism Commission through question
HOURS: 9:09 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
by a stepdaughter. Mrs.Almond Miller naires addressed to all state chambers EVENINGS 4. SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 138
and two step sons. William and John of commerce r.i.d to state officials of
Carter of Rockland. Tatter in life he tiie Legion. "The American Legion is
married Mrs. Jefinie Burgess of Rock, )r<»-American,” said Powell. “We are E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
isn't, who survives him. He also leaves absolutely neutral in economic dis
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
one brother, Chris Holbrook of this putes, because our membership is mode
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
town. Mr. Holbrook was a member of up from all sorts of occupations, em
Independent Order of Red Men, which ployers and labors alike. But we feel Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
order attended the funeral services in it our duty to warn the American peo
Teleohones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
body. Rev. C. H. 13. Selliger officiat ple, that the population of this country
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
ed at the services, held at the late is already one-third foreign by birth or
home Tuesday afternoon. There were extraction. Unrestricted immigration JOHNSTON’SPRUGSTORE
beautiful floral tributes from relatives would Europeanize this country in live
COMPLEE
DRUG AND SUNORY
and friends. Tile bearers were brother years more.' That is a condition we do
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
KODAKS.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
Red Men. Interment was made at not desire.”
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
• • • •
< )cean View cemetery.
LARGING.

Power an Virchew of

Tansey.

lEGIOS/ Professional & Business Cards
Diseases
Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

«

GREEN’S ISLAND

Captain Ralph Bickford nnd son
Maurice were recent callers at Heron
Neck Light Station.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins spent last
Sunday at the Bray home, guests of
Mr and Mrs. Bradford Bray.
U. S. S. Hibiscus with Captain C. E.
Sherman, Superintendent of Light
Houses, was at Heron Neck Light Sta
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY.
tion Monday, February 12. Captain
BANGOR. MAINE.
Shuman has had a strenuous time vis
Please send special uniform blanks on which to write •P"
it.ng the lights to the eastward. Ice
puzxle contest answers.
conditions made the landings very diffi
Name.
cult at some places.
Bradford Bray and Winfred Lord
Mail
•ere at Vinaihaven last Wednesday.
Address.
The Ice carried away two lobster cars
1 clf.nging to Bradford Bray recently.
Whea 7»a *ea< label (rem ladlg-eatloa Powder bottle, aead Cap alao.
February 15 the bay between Hurri
11 year dealer does aot carry oar Preparation., aeod direct
cane Isle and the main was full of thick
fields of ice, hardly any water visible
as far as the eye could see. Between
Vinaihaven and Isle au llaut there was
Bttle iee to be seen from Heron Neck
Light .Station.
Light Keeper Fred Bobbins says he
expects to read in The Courier-Gazette
ANCIENT ALMANACS
by the last of March where some one
Warren Lodge I. O. O. F. will confer
Quaintly phrased weather warnings, Las picked dandelion blossoms. "Hope
the third degree on five candidates interlarded with old-fashioned words ful hearts will find forever roses under
Friday, Feb. 23.
of wisdom, including a prediction of a neath the snow.”
The many friends of Mrs. S. Gay successful revolt in America, while the
Wooster, are glad to see her out once! colonists were still prayng for the
more.
J health of their English ruler, are conMiss Bernice Harding returned from tained in a collection of almanacs
Silsby Hospital. Feb. 19, where she has|OWned by M. E. Faniels, of Keene. X.
been receiving treatment for some time h. Some of the paper-bound booklets
Th* Reliabl* and Satisfactory
past.
i date back in 1754.
Clarence Joy of Rockland was in
The prophecy dealing with the Res
Psychic and
town on business Monday.
olution was printed in a copy issued
Quite a delegation of Warren citizens about that time that Washington was
attended the hearing concerning the following the peaceful pursuits of a
Kennebec Bridge in Augusta Tuesday, surveyor.
It was made by Lord Can be consulted every Tuesday and
among whom were O. E. Starrett, A. Kamos, a British nobleman, who said Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
T. Norwood, J. S. McDonald, S. B.
“Our North American Colonies are
29 PARK STREET
Watts, E. M. Cunningham ami 11. W. in ;i prosperous condition, increasing APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Starrett.
rapidly in population, in commerce and
IS6»tf
Miss Florence Eastman, who has in opulence, and they have the spirit
been teaching in Beverly, Mass., had of a free people and are enframed with
the misfortune to severely fracture her patriotism. Their population will equal
Watch for tha “Jack
that of Britain and Ireland in less th
arm the latter part of last week.
Rabbit" on the
A chimney fire at -the home of Benja a century, and they will be a match
road. They are
min Waiters was put out with but for the mother country df they choose
to be independent. A people animated
slight damage Tuesday afternoon.
increasing.
Dr. Keller of Thomaston was in with the new blessings of liberty will
not incline to a kingly form of gov
town Tuesday on business.
Mrs. Erastus Whitney and Mrs. Still ernment.”
Young men are urged to go west into
man Whitney were at the village Mon
tho wilds of Ohio anil purchase land at
day.
Joseph Robbins was called home by 20 cents an acre in Spanish money by
the Illness of his parents, Mr. and Mi’s an almanac editor who wore knee
A. C. JONES
breeches and ruffled shirt. In his mor
John Rohbins.
tuary
statictics,
based
bn
reports
re

Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Calderwood
5
Ave.
ceived in 1797. he asserted that half of
were guest® of John Robbins Sunday.
the
persons
in
the
United
States
died
Edward Whitney was at the village
before .reaching lhe age of seventeen
Monday.
John Burgess of Union and friend. years, smallpox, for instance, being
Miss Julia Calderwood, were guests of more fatal to girls than ltoys at that
SOLD eVERYWHERE
period. However, one in every 3.125 of
Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins Sunday.
the population attained or passed the
century mark in life.
A limited quantity of winter gar
ments are being sold at. reduced prices
POWDER
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
Telephone that Item of news to The
Main and Elm streets Rockland. Some Gourier-Gazette, where thousands of
use
| exceptional bargains in coats. 22-tf
----------------------------- --------------------- 1
readers will se* tt,

PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.
WARREN

DONSON
Spiritual

MEDIUM

Talbot
Rockland, Maine
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With the State bonus bill signed by
Gov. Davis, the American Legion of
Kansas is proffering the use of its or
ganization for the distribution, signing
and collection of application blanks for
all ex -service men. State Adjutant
Prank Samuel has sent work to sill Le
gion posts within Lhe borders of Kan
sas to stand ready to help the men and
women who wore the uniform. Subse
quenrt legislation will define the scope
of the bonus payments hut it is certain
now that every Kansas man, woman,
or boy w’ho served in the American or
any allied army will receive the gra
tuity.

• • ♦ ♦

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

A demand that Congress take some
ARTHUR L. ORNE
action on ‘the bill providing for ad
justed compensation to veterans of the
World War was made by A'lvin Owsley
national commander of the American
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Co.
Legion, in a recent address to members
of the Rotary Club and Legion post of 417 MAIN ST. . ■ ROCKLAND. ME.
Rochester. Congress, he said, sliouh
pass that bill or reject it, and not I<
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
it hang fire any longer. "The American
at La\
Legion stands squarely behind the
French in collecting reparations from SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
the Germans,” Commander Owsley said
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Insurance

Attorney

* * ♦ •

Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

The San Francisco board of super
visors hast announced that plans have
EDWARD K. GOULD
been completed f«r the creation of a
war memorial for which $2,000,000 has
been subscribed. The board author
at
ized acquisition hy the city or territory
adjoining the civic center on which th<» COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
memorial will be built. The memorial
will consist of an opera house, an art
L R. CAMPBELL
musician and an American Legion
building. The 1923 national convention
at Law
of the American Legion wiM he held in
Special Attention to Probata Matters
San Francisco next fall.
• • • •
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, prominent
member of the American Legion, plant
ed a tree to the memory of his brother,
Quentin, in the yard of the public
school in Washington, T). C., where
they were students as boys wiien his
MONUMENTAL
father was president. It was many
years since Col. Roosevebt had visited
WORKS
the school. He sat in his seat a mo
ment and told the class how he used to
Successor to A. F. Burton
pull the queue of the son of the Chinese
minister who sat ahead of him. The
GRANITE AND MARBLE
tree was planted hy the American Tree
Association.

Attorney

Law

Attorney

GILCHREST

* ♦ • •

Horse racing, the sport of kings, will
be revived in the Northwest by mem
bers of the American Legion of South
Dakota and Minnesota next summer.
• • ♦ •
The Ohio department of the Ameri
can Legion is supporting a bilj intro
duced in the State legislature which
provides for physical education for all
school children. Under the present law,
physical education is provided for the
city schools only. Legion men are ea
ger to obtain the same benefits for all
schools. They state the fact that from
25 to 30 per cent of those examined by
draft boards in Ohio were physically
disqualified proves that universal phys
ical education is necessary.

CEMETERY WORK
Main Strest

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf
Estate of Ellen F. Ayer
NOTICE
The snbecrilier hereby give.-t notice that on
the sixteenth day of January. 1923. he wits duly
ri>l>< iuted administrator, with the will annexed,
(»t tin estate of Ellen F Ayer, Ive of Rfwklaml
in the County of Knox, deceased, and on Jan
nary lGth. 1023. was qualified to fill said trust
by giving bond as the iaw directs
A i peisoiM having demands jgainat the es
tate are desired to present the same for sett.eimnt, and all Indebted thereto are required
I i make payment immediately to
RICHARD A RHODES,
Portland. Maine
February 5, 1923.
Feb 8-15-22

Mrs. Prank Watts will entertain the
Fortnightly Club Friday evening
Washington's
Birthday exercises
were held in the seventh grade Wednes
day afternoon. The program consisted
of original stories of Washington,
poems and patriotic songs. Several
visitors were present.
Mrs. Robert Adams of Rockland was
a recent guest of her mother. Mrs
Prank Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Andrews were
registered at the Congress Square
Hotel, Portland, last Saturday.
Capt-. Amos A. Dow was called to
Searsport, Tuesday hy the sudden
death of his sister, Mrs. C. M. Nichols.
Helen Jameson left for Bangor Tues
day, to attend the Edgecomb-Morris
wedding, which takes place Saturday
in the Methodist church.
The Beta Alpha will meet Monday
evening with Mrs. Florence Gardiner.
Owing to illness. Miss Edith Wilson
was unable to come front Malden to
rpend the mid-winter vacation with
her sister.
There is to be a Republican meeting
Friday' evening at the K. of I', hall nt
7.30. It is hoped there will be a large
attendance.
Mm. Blanche McDonald has been the
guest of friends in Boston, returning
home Tuesday.
Mrs. Edward Andrews has gone to
Portland to spend a few days with her
husband.
No doubt there will be a large gath
ering at Watts hall Saturday evening
where Thomaston A. A. ploys the "All
Collegiate Five of Brunswick.” with a
good preliminary game. Bresennan of
Camden will play for Thomaston. The
Collegiates are composed of Captain
Goldsmith. Wakely. Dumphy, George
Davis and Joke Alfred, all veterans and
all stars. Thomaston A A. will use
Soap
Rogers. McDonald,
Wotton.
Whitney and Bresenhan. The Col
legiates won the previous contest 32 to
29.
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee has returned from
Warren where she has Iteen spending
the past three weeks.
The D. A. R. gives a whist party at
the Knox Hotel at 8 o’clock this even
ing.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Wil
liams-Brazier Post will hold a cooked
food .sale Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock in the room over the Thomas
ton National Bank.
Major Hughes, Salvation Army di
visional officer for northern New Eng
land will be the speaker at the Baptist
church Sunday morning. In the serv
ice the major will he assisted by h.s
adjutant, who is an accomplished
musician, and hy Captain Smith of the
Rockland branch. This will l>e a real
Salvation Army service, conducted by
some of New England's strongest of
ficers, and we cordially invite you to be
present.

»•••

For the Schoolhouse Fund
This week's report of the School
Building Fund shows the goodly sunt
of $4,233.50. Acknowledgement is made
to the following list of out-of-town
and in-town contributions: Miss Emma
L. Vose, Miss Nida F. Vesper Robert A.
Vesper, Herbert B. Rider. Mrs. Ardelle
Benner Curling, Mrs. Ella Sampson
Gowell, Mrs. Maude Stone Silva, Alton
b. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E.
Mason, Mrs. Tillie Burkett Oxton, Mrs.
Viola Jones Parker. Mr. and Mrs. John
Jlewett, Clarence 8. Henry. Mrs. Clara
I.ermond Walts, Mrs. Alice I > Brien
Pales, Mrs. Estelle Hilt Merrill. Mrs
Augusta Watts Kellogg. Mrs. Eliza
Willey Walker. Mrs. Inez Johnson
Davis, Miss Vera A. Moore, Charles A
Creighton. Mrs. Lois M. Creighton.
Levi Seavey. Mrs. Effie J. Seavey. Mrs
Luther A. Clark. Mrs. Mabel H. Creigh
ton, John Creighton and Miss Clara M
Jordan.

A limited quantity of winter gar
ments are being sold at reduced prices
at. the Davis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf

EAST APPLETON
Mrs. Alice Halt received a telegram
stating that her mother. Mrs. George
Wentworth, who resides in Portland
is very ill.
The Golden Rod Chapter Rebekah
rircle will meet at the home of Mrs
Cassie Paul. Wednesday. The last
meeting Mrs. Carrie Cummings enter
tained them and served a chicken din
ner.
The Odd Fellow installation will he
next Friday evening, the installing off!
cers being well-known Warren men.
The friends of Mark Ames will he
pleased to know lhat, in addition to his
college work, he is one of the Y. M.
C. A. deputation workers who are do
ing such splendid Christian service in
towns and cities each Sunday, lie i
at present with the Colby Glee Club on
a trip to Portland and other places.
Kalle Salo won the first prize in a
skiing race at Rockport recently over
a tour mile track.
Many are filling their ice houses
now.
Walter Hill, husband of Lulie Ames
Hill, and an electrician in the larg.
jute mills of Ludlow, Mass., was
stabbed by-several drink crazed Portu
guese during a strike at the mill, hut
is reported as doing well, and will soon
be discharged from the Ludlow hos
pital.
Mrs. Roy Moody entertained the pu
pils and principal of the High Schor
Friday evening.

WANTED—All Thomaston and
vicinity to know that Pillsbury's
"Change of Management” Sale is
still on. Day by day in every way
the values are better and better.
You are cautioned not to wait too
long.
PILLSBURY DRY GOODS CO.
Thomaston, Me.
FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

Those small ads in The Courier
Gazette are read by every body. Tlta
is why (hey are so popular air
effective.

J

PLEASE REMEMBER

T

HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in

March and September of each year.

Deposits

made on or before the

FIRST DAY OF MARCH
Will draw interest from that date for the full

dividend period

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
Thomaston, Maine
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
20-25

EAST WASHINGTON

TURN ME OVER

Miss Esther Cargill of Augusta is in
i’ts place for a several weeks visit at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. Lottie
Prescott.
C. E. Overlook and W. W. Light had
heir year's supply of ice harvested last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herlbert Poland of
Washington were Sunday guests rently ut the home of Mr. and Mrs. I..
Morton.
W. M. Prescott and Elwin Fitch were
Sunday visitors of friends in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bowes visited Mr
and Mrs. I.eslie Morton last Sunday.
W. W. I.ight. w ho Jias been very ill
vith pneumonia, is slowly recovering
although not able to leave his room.
Miss F/anees Light, who has been I
stopping at the home of her grandpa- !
rents for the pasi week returned to her
home in Union last Monday.
Alfred Vannah of Razorville was a;
visitor Tuesday at the home of his
niece. Mrs. Lottie Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlook were
usiness callers in Liberty last week.
The sad news was received Tuesday
of the death of Mrs. Louie Johnston
Dawson of Bisbee Arizona, a former
resident of this place.

p^eUU. JUl
Vnl pvqi avU^pW W
pus

strike
a truthful manj

lYovt

SOUTH WARREN

Passage recently rtf a fleet of spec
ially constructed automobiles across
the Sahara Desert from the Mediter
ranean to the once mysterious city of
Timbuktu, in leas .than a month—onethird the lime required by camel cara
vans—serves to emphasize how little
is known of this vast region, whose
name is familiar to every school child.
In a bulletin from Its Washington. D.
C.. headquarters, the National Geograhpic Society points out some of the
Sahara fallacies. "
The trouble with popular kowledge
about the Sahara,* says t.he bulletin,
is. to paraphrase, that we know so
much that Isn’t so.
Not a "Sea of Sand”

'.I WALTER STROl'T. Treasurer

LEVI SEAVEY. ITestdent.

Showing How Little After All
We Know About the Re
gions of Sapd.

“Everyone 'knows' thnt it is a 'sea
of sand.' for example, when as a mat
ter of fact it is predominantly -a land
of rocky plateaus and mountains, with
sand plentiful enough, but playing a
minor role,
"We know that it is tremendously
hot; but we often forget that it is alsq
tremendously cold after the sun goes
down.
We know that the whole region is
bone dry.' when in reality the moun
tains of the interior receive consider ihle rain and are even said by some
travelers io he capped with snow durng a part of the year; and area after
area is being shown to have water
available from artesian reservoirs in
the earth below. When the soil is
given water it yields most sattstact>rily as the oases with their springs,
which are natural artesian wells, have
proved for ages.
"There are good reasons for the prea’.ent misconceptions and the general
lack of knowledge about the Sahara.
It was known first from its northeas
tern corner, where it stretches west
ward from tlie Nile: and there is in
truth a sea of sand
The vast bil
lowy. shifting dunes of the Libyun
Desert, then, inspired a striking word
picture, which came to be applied by
the world to the whole Sahara. The
fact that a band of sand dunes also
extends pretty much along the entire
northern edge of the great desert for
tundrerl or more miles inland from
the Mediterranean coast, furnished
further circumstantial evidence to con
vict the Sahara of being a 'sea of
sand.'

Origin of ‘'Doughboy.”

Master Georg' Bucklin who has been i
visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs [
L. ll. Bucklin, has returned to his home
in Thomaston.
C. E. Overlook has stopped opera - |
tions on his lumber lot and the men |
who have been living in the camps i
have returned to their homes here.
’
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Eales are at C Copeland's.
Fred Fernald of Thomaston was a ,
aller at O. A. Copeland's Friday.
J
Mrs. Lizzie Thompson of Friendship I
f at C. J. Copeland's.
Mrs. Herbert Newbert of Thomaston '
was a guest of her daughter, Mrs. Wai- j
ter Bucklin, Friday.
The news of the death of Mrs. Her- '
bert Thomas was heard here with i
much sorrow.
Mrs. Oliver Hyler of Thomaston was I
visitor at L. R. Bucklin's Wedhesday. 1
Fred Jordan and family were guests j
at M. P. Jordan’s for several days re- .
cently.
Mrs. Ruth Haupt has employment in i
the clothing factory in Thomaston.
,

The word “doughboy" is a slang
military term applieu to an infantry
man in t'.e United State.; army. The
word dates from the Civil war when
army wit was aroused by the large
globular brass buttons on infantry
uniforms. Someone—he must have
been a sailor—dubbed the buttons
•'doughboys” because they reminded
him of tlie boiled dumplings of raised
dotlfh that are so frequently served
in ships’ messes and are known to
all sailors as "doughboys.”
Record Long Word.

It has been reported that a word of
152 syllables has been found in the
Sanskrit. The report does not include
a translation of the word.

Explaining Obstinacy.
Obstinacy is the result of the will
forcing itself into the place of the in
tellect.—Sclioepenliauer.

Fanatics Discouraged Exploration.

CASH GROCERY
TELEPHONE 316
41 OCEAN STREET
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

AT HASKELL’S

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
Fancy Fresh Killed Chickens, 3 to 6 lb. average, per lb. . .38c
New lot of No. 1 Smoked Shoulders, pound........................ 13c
Pork Roast, small ribs, pound............. 20c. Chops............. 24c

VEAL
VEAL

VEAL

Fresh Pork

,43c

Steak, per lb.

Chops, per lb........... 30c
Roasting, per lb. . .25c
Boneless

Sliced Liver, lb. . . 10c
3 lbs....................... 25c

Stew, 15c; 2 lbs. 25c

Hamburg Steak
2 lbs. 25c
Stew Beef or Pot
Roasts, lb. 1 5c

Pure Lard
Lb. 15c
Compound Lard
Lb. 14c
Corned Beef
newly corned
Lb. 8c

Sliced Bacon
Pound package . ..38c

Salt Pork

Lb. 18c

Creamery Butter

Lb. 58c
Nut Oleo
Lb. 25c

Porterhouse or
Sirloin Roasts
Lb. 35c

Grape Fruit, each............ ,10c
Fancy Winesap Eating
Apples, 7 for............... ,25c
Lemons, 3 for....................
38c
Dozen...........................
Seeded or Seedless Raisins,
package . .18c; 3 for ,50c

JUDICIARY
In the Senate Tuesday Cram of Cum
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
berland introduced an aot ta amend the
ile hearing in its rooms at the Suite House, In
revised stunner wKh reference to'the Augusta, on
Tl'KSDAY, February 27, at 2 1- M , on lh»
sale of intoxicating liquors. The act
following:
provides that no person shall know
An Ac; to regukaie die practice of the system,
nelhod or science of healing known as Chiro
ingly transport into the State, or from practic, creating a hoard of examination and
•dace to place therein, any intoxicating refill ration for diose desiring io practice same
liquor or aid any parson in such trans anti providing penalties for violation of this
21-24
portation without being in possession act
TUESDAY, IMiruary 27. at 2 P M .. on the
of a permit conferred by the national foliowing :
prohibition act. The failure of any
Au Aci io establish a Superior Conn in the
person so transporting intoxicating Counties of Knox and Waldo
An Act to amend Section 14. Chapter 1.15. re
liquor co exhibit such permit when re used statutes, relating to sureties in criminal
quested to do so by any duly qualified cases.
An Act to amend Section 1 of Chapter 145,
officer shall be deemed to he prima
Statutes, relating to hospital trustees
facie evidence that no such permit ex Kewlted
An Act giving to Attorneys at l.aw all Pow
ists.
ers of Justices of the Peace and Votaries Pub
20-24
The penalty for violation is fixed at lic
TUESDAY. February 27. a: 2pm on the
a fine of not lees than
nor more
than $600 and costs nnd in addition
tn
Slate Board of Prelimin
thereto imprisonment for not less than 1 ary Examination ami prescribing its [lowers anti
dui
es.
23 24
three months nor more than six months
TUESDAY. February 27. at 2 p m on lhe
in jail, nnd in default of payment cf
.toving :
tine and costs imprisonment for six f< At.
act to authorize the storage of water iu
months additional in jail. The penalty Schoodic Lake.
23-24
for a second conviction is fixed at a fine
WEDNESDAY. February 2#. ... 2 P n« . on
thi
following
;
of not less than $500 nor more than
Ab Act to permit the hives;‘gallon of the
$1,000 nnfl costs nnd in addition thereto fituncial
affairs of the Portland Water District.
imprisonment for not less than six
23-2'.
months nor more than one year, and in
THURSDAY. March 1. at 2 pm. on the
default of payment six months addi fo’ low ing;
An Act to amend Section 16 of Chap er 12 of
tional.
the Revised Statutes relative to the records of
The act further provide.* lhat who t:f Register of Deeds regarding plans
An Act relating to Indexes in Registries of
ever aids in the sale of any intoxicating
eds.
liquor in this State hy acting as agent, D( An
Act to amend See.ion 35 of Chapter 48 of
broker, employe or messenger for either the Revised Statutes relating to Meridian Lines
;he buyer or the seller shall be pun and standnrds of lengths.
S 92. An Ac: to amend Paragraph 11 of Sec
ished by a fine of not less than $500 and tion
1 of Chapter 50, Revised S.atutes. as
costs and imprisonment for not less amended by Chapter 238, Public Laws of 1919.
than two nor more than six months, relating to compensation of employees
S 91 An Act io amend Section 64 of Chap
ar.d in default of payment imprison
let 80 of the Revised Statutes relating to prop
ment for not less than two nor more erty exempt from attachment
H 112 An Act to amend Section 7. Chap
than six months additional.

"The desolate sand dunes were
enough in themselves to discourage
most would-be travelers who might
have found the truth to the south.
Add to this that the people who came
out of the sands were fierce, fanatical
warriors who early established repu
tations for massacring strangers first
nd wondering about their errands af
terward, and it is small wonder thnt
the European world went on century
ifter century without knowing any
thing about the Sahara.
Behind the bulwarks of sand that
stretch in a semi-circle from the Nile
south of the Mediterranean, below the
Atlas Mountains and to the Atlantic,
lies the real, and until recently the un
known Sahara. Recent estimates are
that loose sands make up between only
one-,tenth and one-ninth the area of
Lhe Sahara. South of Algeria the
northern sands give way to rising,
rocky ground, which leads to an ex
tensive p.ateau of massive rock, peb
bles and boulders, and finally 900
miles from the coast are crags of the
Hnggat Mountains. 8000 to MM feet
high.

FRANK O. HASKELL

Five Rib Roasts
Lb. 20c

Good Cuts for
Roasts
Lb. I 5c
Dixie Bacon, lb. 25c
Oysters
Jar 40c

Fresh Eggs
Dozen 48c

Florida Oranges, sweet and
juicy, dozen................. 35c
Large C.alif. Oranges, doz. 60c
2 lb. box Ribbon Candy . .30c
Dates, package................. ,10c
3 packages .................... ,25c
New Walnuts, lb............... 30r

10,000 Foot Mountains.

"This rcof-peak of the Sahara is al
most exactly midway between the
Mi-diterrane.in and the Gulf of Guinea,
and not far from the half-way point
hetween the Nile and the Atlantic.
From it plateaus slope in every direc
tion; but to the southeast the descent
is only temporary, for farther in that
direction lie other ranges, culminating
in the Tibestis with a peak 10.600 feet
high, it is the highland portions of
the Sahara, regions strikingly different
from the sand June sections, that arc
the homes of ihe fierce, veiled Tuaregs,
believed to he descendants of the preArab peoples. They have constantly
preyed on the camel caravans that
Arabs and Jews have sent periodically
across the desert.
The French, sinoe their political en
tfy into northern Africa at Algiers in
1830, have extended their control far
ther and farther dnto the desert, es
tablishing posts in the principal oase;
They have never satisfactorily gotten
the central plateau region in hand
however. The recent successful au
tomobile expedition across sand, rocks
and mountains, is looked upon as an
important step in opening up this key
region to the great desert and to the
control of its important north-south
caravan routes”.

Oakes of Portland—Act providing
thut when a polite officer, sheriff or
deputy sheriff has reason to believe
that any structure place or building is
being occupied for an illegitimate pur
pose or that any person is residing in
this building for the purpose of prosti• ition. lewdness or assignation he may
omplain of oath to a competent mag
istrate. The magistrate may issue a
search warrant, enter such place by
ayor night and arrest such persons as
it tound committing any felony or
misdemeanor under the laws of this

Fancy Blue Rose Rice, 4
packages ...................... . 25c
Y. E. Beans, Kidney Beans,
quart............................. ,25c
Pea Beans, quart.......... ,20c
Fig Bars, lb....................... . 18c
3 lbs.................. .. ........... . 50c
Clothes Baskets, each . . . ,75c
Stove Shovels, each . . . . ,10c

SAME PRICES ON OTHER GOODS AS LAST WEEK

fate.

ter 95. Revised Statutes of Maine a.s amended
bv Chapter 47 of the Public Laws of 1921. rel
ative to mortgagor may redeem within one year
H
101. An Act to amend Section 76 of
Chapter 11, Revised Statutes as amended hy
Chapter 182 of the Public Laws of 1921. rela
tive to certificates of sale of tax deed, and pro
ceedings, if redeemed
S. 93. An Acr relating to persons convicted
of violating the motor vehicle laws.
H 113 An Act relating to Express Tnts.s
II
114. An Aci to amend Section 76 of
Chapter 16 of the Revised Statutes relating to
hi.spfetion of secondary schools
II 115 An Ad to amend Section 73. Chap
ter 211, Public Laws of 1621. relating to revotvfwi of licenses io operate motor vehicles.
23-25
W T GARDINER, Sec

In Everybody s Column
Adtenlipment* in tbM column not to nreaa
three lines inserted once tor 15 cents, 3 tiroes
for oit cents
Additional lines 5 cent* each
for cne time, 10 centa 3 times.. Six words make
. im*
y
j

t

Lost and Found

LOST Plain gold band ring. Inscription in
side E A B. to E. A. B ; loot Sunday after
noon. Reward if returned to CAPT E. A.'BVT1JCR. Beech Street.
________ 22»24
taji lipun
SFAVEL, 7 Crescerit

Wanted
WANTED—Man with double team to haul out
wood from woods Also two or three men to
siw and fit up hard wood and green stove
wood at 33 PaelAe St . F. G. CLEVKUAND
•
23 25
WANTED—Box Boards. round edge and
sipian edge, any thickness, atao Oliver lunibei
give kind, lengths, widths, thickness and prices
Reference, any rating agency.
SA'MT”E'L
CLARK, Kennebunk. Maine.
23 25
housi
Small family, work easy, FRED MDRSk Thom
28-83
aston. Telephone 156-2
WANTED—Nationally advertised concern will
hire three salesmen at once for nearby territory.
Address BOX 304. Rockland.
22*24
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe.
Limerock street.
8-tf
WANTED—<15 shaggy cats and kUtens, male

and female. Highest prices uald. JOHN tt.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Ttl 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 8chool
street, Gardner, Mass.
12*23

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of collage property, to
iei or for sale, or accommodations for hoarders,
announce the fartl under this heading, where U
will be read all over New England

For Saie
FOR SALE Maxwell Roadster $256 C. A
HAMILTON, 442 Main St.
23*25
FOR SALE—Parlor Stove; nice condition.
Tel 138 5 of call 6 < HEHTNUT ST
22-23
TOR SALE—Nice using black horse. Young
and sound; very gentle; stand anywhere, afraid
i»f nothing Weight 1156. Would make a good
horee 4or delivery business Will sell very reasoiahle
W W BUTLER. Ro.-kland
Tel.
i£9 11__________________
21-23
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove Hi .
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
of C M HARRINGTON
15-tf
FOR SALE—Farm in Warren three mil1*
front Thomaston. 93 acres, new ham, good
story house, farm all stocked, 3 cows, 1 heifer
ixiir horses. .56 hens. 1,600 cord wood and
some lumber KNOX RE.LL ESTATE CO.. 299
Main St Tel 376-M
15 tf

TOWNS
The Committee on Towns will give a jr.ihllc
Lobster Licenses
hearing in its rooms at rhe Siate House, in
Gamage of South Bristol—An act to Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY. February 28ih. 1923. 2 P M .
mend the laws relating to the issuing
on ihe following;
of lobster licenses. The amendment diAn Aci to reunite the towns <»f Owl’s Head
ects the commission of sea and shore and South Thomasion
,
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
An Act to divide and set off a certain part STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
fisheries to issue fishermen's licenses to
of the town of Owl’s Head and annex the same Street, Rockland
10-ff
employes of the State and the United vo the town of South Tliomaston
21-25
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
States and to summer residents.
10 to 60 It p. Horizontal aud upright. Suit
• • • •
WAYS AND BRIDGES
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
Uniform Law on Legitimacy
holsters,
etc, I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-r<The Committee on Ways and Bridges will give
Cram of Cumberland—An act relat a public hearing in its rooms at the State House,
FOR
SALE
—
1916
Apperson
Tounug;
excel
ing to children born out of wedlock, and in Augusta, on
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
TUESDAY. Feb. 27, at 2 p m
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Phone
make uniform the law relating
No 76 An Act io provide for an issue of 576 R
thereto.
j State Highway and Bridge Bonds,
Tills act conforms to the uniform 11- i No 129 An Aci to Au horize the Town of
Bridge <»v<*r the tide
egitimaey act drafted hy the national South Por: to Consirurt
To Let
water to Joe Island.
rnferenee of commissioners on uni
O K STORY. Sec.
TO
LET—
barge,
front room, sunny and well
form state laws and recommended for
heated Attractive home for young ladv. 25
enactment in all the states. The act
PENSIONS
PARK STREET
22*24
provides that the parents of a child
The Committee an Pensions will give a pub
TO
LET
—
Store
on
Limerock
street
formerly
ort. out of wedlock and not legitimated lic hearing in its rooms a* the State House, in o’ft’Phnl by Postal Telegraph Inquire of H. R
owe the child t eeessary maintenance Augusta, on
MULLEN or HASH* STINSON
22-tf
TUESDAY. February 27, 1923. at 2 p. m
ltd education and are also liable for
No 17 Resolve: Providing a State Pension
TO LET—Up stairs tenement of 6 rooms. In
the child's funeral expenses. The fa for Charles E Bradford of Hermon.
quire of MRS GOLDIE McAULlFFE 42 Fukoii
No 18 . Resolve : Providing a State Pension Street. Cjyv_______________ 22*24
ther is also liable to pay the expenses
to' Rudolph LeClarc of Jackman.
the mother's pregnancy and confine
TO LET—Blake Garage on Main street, 2
No. 19.
Resolve: In favor of Olive E.
floors; suitable for other business. BLAK-F,
ment and the obligation of the parent Brann of Augusta for State Pension.
WALE PAPER STORE Tel 466-M.
21 -tf
No
20
Resolve
:
Increasing
the
State
Pento support the child, under the laws for
of Meldon Nealley ot Brewer.
TO LET—Large.,front room, sunny and well
the support of poor relatives, applies to s’.or.
No 21 Resolve: In favor of Alonzo E. Pea heated Attractive home for young ladv. 15
kiltiren born out of wedlock.
body of Dixmont for State Pension
PARK STREET
21*23
•No 22. Resolve: ln favor oi Ira N Lovejoy
The Act further provides that the
TO LET— Four furnished room.,, ronrenirnt
of
Hallowell
tor
State
Pens.on
mother may recover from ihe father a
No. 23. Resolve: Providing a State Pension kitidum. at JT P-icifk' St. Inquire nf I.
reasrnable share for the necessary sup to llatiie C. Knowlton of Lther’y
ItkKWKH, XM Park Street
lj-«f
23 24
JOHN F. WOOD. Sec.
port of the ch'ild nnd that the obligation
TO LET—A little Kent of a live rotan rur
l' thp father where his paternity has
nlth'd apartment. Mum tie seen to be opSALARIES AND FEES
I.reri.ited Apply to K. U. COM.FNS, 375 Main
been Judicially established in his life
The Committee on Salaries and Fees will give Street, lloekland, .Maine.
J3-tf
time. or has been acknowledged hy him a i ublic hearing in Its roams at the State House,
TO LET—Furnished room at 111 PLEASANT
in writing or hy the past performance in Augusta, on
STREET
155*tf
Oi his obligations is enforceable against
TUESDAY, Feb. 27, at 2 p. tn
An Ac; to Amend Section 43 of Chapter 117
TO LET—Furnished house ou
Mechanic
his estate.
o: the Revised Statutes, as amended by Pub- street—on car t ne. R. K. SNOW, Tel 498 or
l.c Laws or 1919, Relating to Compensation of 9R.
IM-tf
th- Register of Deeds
Double Runners
TO LET—j room tenement: good location.
23
24
EDGARD
E
ROUNDS.
Bee.
L », CHASE, 43 Middle St. Tel 663-2.
Smith of Somerset—Act regulating
_______________ __________
146-tf
th. use of double runner sleds. The act

“Ye’re Nee Smith."

Tlie late Sir James T. Naesmyth ot
Posso, PeebleslUre, lies just been suc
ceeded in the title by liis nephew,
Mr. Douglas \aesm.vth. An interest
ing story is told of how this very old
family got its name. In the reign of
James Hi of Scotland an ancestor,
pursued hy ihe Douglas partisans,
sought refuge in a smithy, disguised
ns tt hammerman. The Douglas fol
lowers suspected the man. who In liis
agitation struck a false blow, when
one of the Douglas men rushed at him
calling out. "Ye're noe smith."
Built Defective for Luck.

In remote parts of England are still
to be seen cottages with sloping walls,
Tltey were built slightly out of the
true because of n curious superstition
that if it house was built exactly square
It was hound to collapse.

Eggs and Chicks

Log Cabin Maple Syrup, can.................................................... 50c
Snow Ball Pop Corn, package.............7c; 4 pkgs................. 25c
Best All Round Flour, bag............. 95c; 8 bags............. $7.50
Another lot of those Leather Shopping Bags, each............ 25c
Finnan Haddie, lb............... 22c
Cod Bits, 2 lbs........................ 25c
Bloaters, eac h.......................... 5c
Salt Mackerel, lb.................... 1 5c
Boneless Herring, lb............ 25c
Galvanized Foot Tubs, ea. 49c
Blue Ribbon Peaches, 2
pkgs...................................... 25c

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

MAINE LEGISLATURE

THE GREAT SAHARA

THOMASTON

\

Every-Other-Day
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provides that no double runner sleds
drawn by two or more horses or oxen
shall be used on any highway of this
state unless such sleds are 56 inches ini
width from center to cemer of the run-I
ner. The penalty lot a violation is j
Lxed at a fine not exceeding $25. The j
act shall take effect Oct. 1. 1925.
j
I

TO

Famous Roman Highway.

tion

LET—Nine-rood tenement; good

loca

L. F. CHASE, i5 Middle Street.

Tel.

The Appian way Is the oldost and 663-2
128 tf
moat famous of the Homan military
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
. , ,
115 ,"II-TS'

‘

/ri„

and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, dean room. Terms reasonable.
43tf

ClnudlHS Casus in 312 B. C. and orlg- J R. Flye 221 .Main St . Rockland
inally extended from Home to Capus,
obout 120 mlle«.

MisceDaneouE
NOTICE

This is to notify till concerned that after this
(bate I refuse <o pa.v all hills contracted hy ntv
nite. Mrs Earle D. RIsteen.
EARLE D RISTEEN
Feb 17. 1923.
•
PAFER HANGER—When you want paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-01,
Everything advertised in our adver- | Pea Beans, quart ...................................18c o’- send a card to C. C JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
23*23
tisement of Jan. 18 remains the same Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg.... 15c St.. Rockland.DRESSMAKING—At 19 Credent «l.. MRS
low prices except the articles below Largo Package Quaker Rolled Oats 25c
NINA YORK. Expert work making suits, coats,
which changed slightly in price:
Baker's Chocolate, cake..................... 15c and dresses.
21*23
Bulk Cocoa, 4 lbs................................... 25c
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
Pot Roast, lb.......................... 15c and 18c Finn«" Haddie, lb................................ 12c The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will con
Chuck Roast, lb...............................-.... 12c Cod B'»«. 3 lbs..........................................
venience many who want to get the paper reg
Five Rib Roast, lb. .................................18c New Bloaters, large size, fine quality,
ularly.
13-tf
Round Steak, lb........................................22c
7
25c
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models, 2
Top Round Steak, lb........................... 30c
Pn™ Cider Vinegar, gallon .35c
to 73 11. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Boneless Corned Beef, lb........... 12c, 15c Galvaniled )pon Wash Tubs, No. 1—55c Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts.
Send for catalogue.
Newly Corned Beef, 4 lbs. ....
_ 25c Galvanjle{| (ron Tubi No. Ai each. ..40c PALMER BROS., 39 Pomland Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37
Hamburg Steak, nice and lean, 2
5 ga||on Oj| Can> galvaniied iron> fu„
pounds ............
c
of oil, the whole thing only
$1.75
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Kockiand Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mali
c'9. ScL|.VDr’ *1?^ 3 bS.........................1 Galvanized Iron Coal Hod large site 50c
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES 18rf
150 ACRES FOR QUICK SALE—5 cattle,
Pork Roast, very lean, lb..................... 19c ■
Special Low Prices on Sunshine Bisfurniture, poultry, full implements in
Pork Chops, middle cuts, lb............... 21c cuj|g- We had a quantity left from the horse,
cluded; you will find ready cash in tvoodlot; es
Swift’s Prtmtum Ham, sliced to fry
pood Fair ,ast weeki a„ new goods
timated 1666 cords wood; R. R. market only 1J&
Smoked Shoulders; "lb;ZZ"ZZ.?3c A"0**
1 ,b' boxe»
??£ miles; 100.066 ft timber close saw mill; schools,
stores, churches; machine-worked fields, pas
ty,re. 300 sugar maples, 130 apple trees, 17
Smoked Hams, weighing frem 10 to
x 9l.............................
nears, 12 plums, etc.; 7-room house, barn, poul
14 pounds each, skinned, nice, lb.... 18c : ®utl.*r Tb'"s’3 pkfls.......... ',...................
try house; owner going abroad, $2300 takes all,
Cottage Hams, lb....................................18c ' ^etbaok, 2 pkgs..................................... 25c part cash. Details page 42 Big Ulus 160 pa.ge
Compound Lard, lb............................... nc j Vum-Yumt, pkg..................................... 5c Pargain Catalog Copy free. STRUCT FARM
AGENCY, 284 D G Water St, Augusta, Me.
Swift’s Jewel Compound Lard, none
A . °*en ................................................. c
23-V
........ 5c
better, lb.............................................. 16c Animals, pkg............................
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT.—Winter is d!»
.......
55c
appearing The Spring fever is approaching,
Swift's Jewel Compound, 8 lb. pails,
_ , 5zen
...........................
......... 5c that every woman in the universe looks for
each ................................................... $1.30 i™-!’0"”’ pkfl.......................
to once a year. House Cleaning, to be pre...... 55c ward
Swift’s Pure Lard, lb.......................... 16c I - 1 doz*n ■ - , u
..........
ivred for the emergency call. Buy your stock
....... 80c o! Washing Compounds, dirt destroyers and
Fresh Killed Chickens, lb.................. 30c ' ?r“mD Lu"ch’ « lb' c’rtons
> Soda Bread, 8 lb. cartons
....... 80c eradlcators today. The Crystal Washing Marvel,
the labor saver. It has no equal Once used
Big Chief Pop Corn, pkg. ..................... 5c Saltines, about 5 lb. cans, per lb........ 18e always used. In ’,2 pound pkgs., 20 washings
Pop Corn, every kernel pops, 4'/2
All kinds of other cookies by the to a pkg. 25c pkg It's not the size or the
package, but the quality inside. Try it out
pounds ................................................. 25c ! pound, from 16c to 30c per pound, for and
see. It not satisfied I will give it to yon
New Korn Kakes, 5 lb. box ........... 38cthe best.
The Worlds Wonder in powder form. On sale
a‘ stores and agents will call or deliver any
Candy of all kinds, 2 lbs...................... 35c
where Once more worthy of note. The Per
New Dates, 2 lbs...................................... 25c
We have bought an odd lot of For fect Clothes Whitentr and Bleacher. There’s
Anchor Dates, 3 pkgs.................
25c mosa Oolong Tea (we tried it and it is nothing on the market today can touch it-for all
Pink Salmon, 2 cans ...........................25c very good) while it lasts 4 lbs..........$1.00 washings and household purposes Absolutely
tree from anything injurious to clothing of any
Royal Baking Powder, large can ...,38c (Will refund money If not satisfactory) description. It is wonderlul hy name and na
medium can ....................................... 20c
ture Your clothes will be spotless white. In
New Seeded Raisins, pkg.................... 15c
Before you buy your weekly supply !i(iuid Tonn in qts , 25c Sufflcient for 20 or(.'Inary washings; gallon size. 75c. It will not
New Prunes, lb........................................ 15c of groceries bo sure and look over our disappoint Try It out ond be convinced. Free
advertisement of Jan. 18, and save samples furnished anywhere. It is the perfect
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, large
washing fluid of today. Once tried you'll
can ....................................................... 30c money by trading with us.
came hack for more. Guaranteed or money re
Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs........................ 25c
funded. ('HAS U. RUBS, M!fg . R(K-kland, Me
Granulated Meal, 8 lbs..........................25c
Box 310
23-24
Large Spanish Onions, 4 lbs.............. 25c
■CHRONIC'.E8 OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
handy 106 page hook compiled by R. B. Fill
more, gives tho offlciul history of rhe county
Large Grape Fruit, 3 for ................... 25c
aud a page or so is demoted to each at the
Extra Large Oranges, dozen ........... 60c
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
any address on receipt of 56c. Address B B.
Fancy Eating Apples, 8 for............... 25c
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street. Thomaston.
Capo Cod Cranberries, quart........... 15c
142-tf

The Store Where You Save Money

ABRS

ORDERS TAKEN FOR BAY-OLO CHICKS—

TvifcpkiiE,' (ttraiii. Krotn vlit-trists. Iil^li t'tfsl’s'
iiif stock. E H SEEKIXS. Bv.trnjiilk Lain-.
li.iclilttnil T.l tll-i?_____________
33»3f
(OR SALE White Hock tviiite Wyandotte
am! K 1 Red Cwkerels: prices right M F.
HALL WzMoboro, Me R F. 1). 1
22*44
FOR SALE—Pnlrle Stale lllrtlbator, capacity
li dozen eggs, ami brooder. I. A GRANT at W.
H. Glover tu‘a
21*23
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old rJticka
'lire bred S. (.' K, I. Reds; :td in Htate egg
laying contest 1920. Eggs for batching W A
8tr
RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel. 5M-W

Milk, fresh, sweet, per quart ............. 8c i
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmer Eggs,
dozen ................................................... 47c
Country Butter, lb..................................45c
Creamery Butter, new, fresh, made in ,
Maine, lb............................................... 58c ,
Nut Butter, lb............................................23c
5 lbs...................................................... $1.00

Yellow Eye Beans, very fancy, from
Vermont, just received, quart....20:

i. I. COVER'S. BookUnd.

THE INDEPENDENT tHkowhmrsni Reporter

is oc tale at

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call st UiIsiefRoe and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring It ln and let ue print you cards In latest
size
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

Fewer Babies Born fn Juno.

Fewer babies are born ln Jane than
In any other month.

1 1

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording

dertnrea and arrivals, the department especially
■lies Information of social happenings, par
tita, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be fladl; received.
TELEPHONE ................................................... 770

C

Those attending the Country Club
supper and card party tonight will be
in time for supper If they take the 6.10
ear. A special car wllll (be provided
after the party.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 22,
MICKIE SAYS

WOONSOCKET EASY

’sOdc’ -<VW\1?> A\JUJ6 1\DO ER.

Rockland Has Soft Victory On
a Waxed Surface—Crack
Bath Team Here Tonight.

-ntvEt WZLHSSVAUU 'WWO (atf
AiWL PCivmua DID OOfATOnUU
'’u -Gaeva moujbr. uue n
j
ueiux iu' edkor.
. AfiJT UASUU' -to BUU A eOGPUeC
OF etOFF WEE
NOEEK EANOUU' out EOUC6 '
BUN A uC ORDER. OF GOODS

V00W!9< IU A <UU\IE FROA A

vaaw order,

wcoee1.

Miss Daisy Bennett, who was oper
ated upon for appendicitis at Sllsby
Hospital, has returned to 32 School
street, where she makes her home W'ith
Judge and Mrs. Frank B. Miller.

Miss Helen Burns has entered Knox
Hospital for treatment.

Elmer B. Crockett left for New York,
Tuesday, where he Is attending the
merchandise nnd toy exhibition.

♦

t

l?TEAOW

The Camp Fire Girls of the Penob
scot group met Monday at the home of
i BEATS.the
the guardian. Dorothy Hilt, Camden
|0NeE-lM-4-j
street. All were present but Dorothy
Eaton and Mary Sylvester (Sahwah),
the latter being absent on account of
sickness. Ethel Crie, a Member in
Spirit of the Chlekawaukie Camp Fire
was a guest. The meeting opened with
"Wohelo for Aye," then the girls held
a prolonged race to see who could find I
ceitain Items in the manual, first. At
the previous mooting a Pantomime of!
Honors was held. Ask the giirls to talk
to you in sign language. Charlotte
Brown and Miss Myra Linekin formed Alden and Mrs. Agnes Shepherd being
an audience.
the winners. Mrs. Lothrop received a
nice gift from the club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis are
expected tome today or tomorrow from
The next meeting of the Rubinstein
their six weeks’ trip to Jacksonborough.
South Carolina. Stops were made in Club takes place at the ^Jniversalist
Washington and New York City on vestry Friday. March 2, with Miss Alice
C. Erskine, Mrs. Dora Bird and Mrs.
the homeward journey.
Annabel Day as committee of the day.
The Forget-me-not Club met with Miss Adelaide Cress and Miss Gertrude
Carrie Lothrop at her home. 708 Main Smith, ushers. Miscellaneous program
street. The literal}- program was en-. et 2.30. Cantata rehearsal at 3, Mrs.
Program for
joyed and a nice luncheon was served. Sanborn conducting.
The next meeting will be Feb. 24 at Child Guests at 4. There will be no
Mrs. Bessie Coombs’, 13 Cedar street. rehearsal of the cantata this week.
Because William W. Spear was on
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley tl.e opposite side of the continent it
have returned from a trip to Portland. seemed almost inevitable that the an
nual midwinter outing at Ii. N. Mc
Boston and New York.
Dougall’s Megunticook Lake cottage
Black hosiery is no longer the leader would have to be abandoned this year.
in the color scale when It comes to the’ Wily is -the chef, par excellence, on
these occasions, and the elan had no
department stores and specialty shops.
Black has slipped hack at least to sec action of going into the .wilderness al
ond place and gun metal or smoke has this season of the year not properly
An emergency generally
come Into the lead. The new long skirts victualed.
and printed crepe dresses are responsi finds a hero, however, and it was the
ble for this ehange of color front, say host himself who rose to this occa
leading hosiery buyers. "But this shade sion. Never more will there be mis
is not confined to sheer numbers at all," givings when he takes charge of the
said a buyer. "Some of the women Stew-pan. Getting to the scene of fes
have chosen it in a heavy-ribbed silk tivities was something of a problem,
(crocheted effect) for wear with street which some of the venturesome gentletr.en solved by "hoofing it.” Others
shoes and are finding it much prefera
ble to black. With the advance of chartered a horse-sled and drove over
spring days we may expect to sec black Iho drifted country roads in line style.
loom up again. But even then its reign From Saturday afternoon to Sunday
will be short for we are in for an all- night, you may remember, was a peri
white season, and hosiery will not be od when icicles would form on the rim
of a lighted oil stove, so nearly every
neglected. In fact the early buyers of
sports hosiery for southern wear se body stayed Indoors, taking -turns at
lected this in the sheerest of weaves feeding an insatiable open grate fire,
and in ribbed effects. Gray and sand and discussing national issues. The
solitary exception was the former may
are second choice after white, and
much of this is ln ribbed weave, The or, who hiked to the top of Mt. Battic
plain weavfcs, w-ith here and there a on snow-shoes, and gazed on the mag
lace clocking, are selected for evening nificent picture of ice and snow on land
wear. Although it is so late in the sea and sea, as far as the eye could reach.
son, there is a surprising amount of The Saturday night supper menu con
evening hosiery still selling.—Dry sisted of baked beaus, sauer kraut and
fixin’s. The noonday meal on Sunday
Goods Economist.
was built around a delicious steak, and
the air was scented With a we^ll known
Mrs. A. N. Glidden and Miss Lena
vegetable which is much more popular
l^uvrence loave on the noon train for
on such occasions than it is In polite
Portland to see "The Bat."
-ociety. The fortunate participants of
this delightful outing were H. N. Mc
Miss Ada B. Young, who has been Dougall, C. H. Duff. Linwood Rogers,
spending the past three weeks with B. B Snath. Glenn A. Lawrence. A. C.
relatives in Brookline, Mass., arrived McLoon, William A. Glover and George
home yesterday.
B. Wood of Rockland, and M. R. Pills
bury of Portland,
Miss Doris Nichols returned to Vinalliaven Wednesday with her two little
nieces. Frances and Stella Young, who
PICK OF THE PICTURES
will make a month’s visit with their
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Nichols.

Ilad the two best teams in tlie world
been playing on the Arcade surface
Tuesday night, the game would not
have been wholly satisfactory, for the
simple reason that the floor was still
very slippery as tho result of being
waxed for the Community hall on the
previous night, and the (players had the
utmost difficulty in keeping their feet.
This proved an especial handicap for
the veteran Fred Lincoln who hud not
been on skates before this season, and
v hc could not work with his accus
tomed activity. Wright was also in a
prayerful attitude much of the time.
The Rockland team was manifestly
superior, and caged the old Baldwin
seven times before Woonsocket was
aware that a game was in progress.
The visitors revived considerably in
Chapter 2, and had much -the better of
it in the last period, hut there was no
time w hen they looked danger ous.
Lincoln, the second rush, was the
same Fred Lincoln, who officiated in
that capacity for the Rockland team in
the State League, more than 2(1 years
ago. He called at The Courier-Gazette
office during the ufternoon, and was
much interested in looking over the old
files, in one of which he beheld his own
genial.countenance. Lincoln was in the
big league continuously -after leaving
Rockland until two years ago, and will
go down in history as one of roller
polo’s greatest stars. He came out of
winter quarters this wet!: partly to see
what Rockland looketl 1 ke after his
long absence, and partly because he
couid -not resist the lure of the game
He did not know how slippery, the floor
was to be. A good old scout is Fred
Lincoln.
"Mulligan" Mulvey starred for Woon
socket, while "Terrible Ted" Therrien
was the avenging Nemesis for Rock
land.
The score:
Lockland—St. Aubin lr, Skinner 2r,
Therrien c. Wright hb, Purcell g.
Woonsocket—Mulvey lr, Lincoln 2r.
Welch c, Arqda hb, Phrnney g.
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1923.

&he STRAND THEATRE
TODAY-Washington’s Birthday

MY WILD IRISH ROSE
Adapted from Dion Boucicault’s famous play—
"THE SHAUGRAUN”
Filled with typical Irish wit, humor and broflue.

Larry Semon Comedy

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

JACK HOXIE in “BACK EIRE”
“Educational” News Reel
COMING

FOR

Graphic Comedy

MONDAY

AND

TUESDAY

ALICE CALHOUN in “RAINBOW”

First Period

1 Rockland—Skinner................... , 2.51

MARSH'S

Rockland—St. Aubin....................... 19
Rockland—Therrien ................. 1.3S
Rockland—By accident........... 5.02
Rockland—Therrien ....................... 44
Rockland—Therrien ............... 1.13
Rockland—Skinnec........................... 36
Woonsocket—Welch ....................... 14

ORCHESTRA

EVENINGS

Second Period
Rockland—St. Aubin
Rockland—Therrien
Rockland—Therrien
Woonsocket—Mulvey
Woonsocket—Mulvey

............... 2.48
............... 4.08
....................... 22
............. 1.24
............. 2.36

Third Period
Woonsocket—Mulvey ............. 3.14
Woonsocket—Mulvey ............. 2.59
Rockland—Therrien ....................... 51
Rockland—Skinner ......................... 52
Woonsocket—Welch ............... 2.08
Woonsocket—Welch ............... 2.14
Woonsocket—Welch ....................... 18
Woonsocket—Lincoln ............. 1.15
Rockland—St. Aubin....................... 08
Score, Rockland 13, Woonsocket 9.
Rushes, St. Aubin 9. Mulvey 15. Stops,
Purcell 35, Phinncy 44.

DEFIED SHERIFF

John A. Burgess Found Tech
nically Guilty of Obstruct
ing An Officer.

Flanagan e, 5.................. Bryant <-, 5 (2)
(1. Record rg. 1 ............ McKinney g, 2
Ludwig, 1............................... Ausplpnd rg
Ferron rg
Time, four ten-minute periods.

»«<«*«« ♦ ♦ ♦*♦♦♦♦♦

4>

• This Week :
J TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO*

piid by Tillson IV. Benner as a |Kiiut
shop, was damaged hy lire.
| .lames Kinney, employe,I in the gran,ilc quarry at Long Cove, was killed by
the laHing of a Blonditi spear pole.
# » • *

The following births were recorded:
WILLIAM H. DURANG
Waldoboro, Jan. 27, to Capt. and Mrs.
I) W. Hoffsos, a son.
A review from the columns of this
In Municipal Court tii,
morning
Stonington, Feb. 12. to Mr. and Mrs.
Summer Resident Dies Sud paper of soiik; of the events which I (leorge
W. Colby, a son.
John A. Burgess, a blacksmith, was
denly At Matinicus—Was interested Kockiand and vicinity for Pnion, Feb. 14, to Rev. and Mrs. V.
foflnd technically guilty of obstructing
E. Hills, a son.
an officer and was fined $16 and costs.
Prominent In Middletown, two weeks ending Feb. 22, 1898.
Waldoboro, Feb. fi, to Mr. and Mrs.
Appeal was taken, and Judge Miller
II. Zeuas Reed, a daughter.
Conn.
expressed the hope that lhe matter
Tin* Maine Coast Steamship Co. was
Deer Isle, Feb. 4, tu ftMr. and Mrs.
would he threshed out in Supreme
red crick R. Gre< »nlaw, a
about to put the steamer Seaboard ou
AN APPEAL TO LOVE
William
11.
Du
rang
of
Middletown,
Court that officials and , attorneys
Deer laic, Feb. 1. to ftMr. and Mrs.
might know liow far lin y i an go in Conn., who had been a summer visitor tlie route between Kockiand .end Bos
erbert Conary. «a son.
By Maude Roydcn, formerly Associate serviiig replevin writs.
ton,
with
Capt.
Charles
E.
Hall
os
local
and Mrs.
Rockland, Feb. 14, to Mf.
J
at Mutinieirs tlie past 10 years, died
Pastor of City Temple, London
In this instance Arthur Sprawl had
rank E. Ulmer, a son- Harold Eu
suddenly at the lionic of Ernest Young .gent.
been hiring a horse and Harness from
•'Fhe house on Willow .street owned by gene.
The lirst verse in the Bilble runs like tile respondent for $2 a day, and ac un that island last Friday.
Thomaston, Feb. I I, tt> Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Lee was destroyed by lire,
this: “In the beginning God created cording to tlie latter, was owing $10 on
Because it was the slack season for liis whieh probably caught from a stove Myron Rollins, a sou.
Atlantic, Feb. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
the heaven ami the earth,” and in that that account. Burgess Look.vpossession J official duties as un assessor iu Middle- used by carpenters and masons.
town, Mr. Uurang had been in the cus
The Central Club elected these nlli- Hollis L. Blaisdell, a daughter.
part of the sacred writings whieh Is of Sprowl’s sled, on which an attach
Atlantic, Feb.
to Mr. aud Mrs. Ar
ment was subsequently placed—not, tom of spending six weeks or two cers: President, William T. Cobb; vice
often left out of our Bibles hut whieh
however, until lie had refused to un months at Matinicus while the winter president, Joseph B. Greenlialffh; sec thur N. Torrey* « son.
is called the Apocrypha, a collection of
Vinalhaven., Feb. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
lock his barn and allow Sheriff Thur was waning. lie arrived there last retary and treasurer, E. IX Kpoar;
writings which, roughly speaking, fills
ston possession on a writ of replevin. Friday, with such a sojourn in view, members of house commdttee, F. A. Charles Mbby. a. son*
tlie interval hetween the Old and the
and walkpd to the -home of Mr. Young,
Vinalhaven, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred L.
New Testament, you will find in the A warrant was issued, on which where he responded to cordial greet Winslow and William W. Graves.
Carver, a daughter.
Sheriff Thurston personally arrested
Among
those
lost
when
the
battle

Look of Wisdom this saying: "Never
ings, and seated himself. In a few ship Maine was blown up in Havana
Rockland, to Capt. and Mrs. Francis
wouldst Thou have created anything if Burgess.
moments the members of the family harbor was Edward H. Mero, a brother B. Fullerton, a daughter.
E.
C.
Payson
appeared
for
Burgess,
Thou hadst hated it,” and in almost
noted something peculiar about his ap
Cushing, Feb. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Elthe last hook of the whole Bible, the in behalf of M, A. Johnson. Charles pearance, but before help couid be of M. II. Mero of the Knox Gas & -Elec
tiruan Orff, a soil
T.
Smalley
for
the
prosecution.
tric
Co.
First Epistle of St. John, the fourth
*
summoned his soul had tied. The body
Zebcdee Simmons was given a sales
chapter and eighth serve: “God is love."
was taken witli a great deal of dif man’s territory for the Swift Beef Co.
The marriages for the two weeks
You have the whole Bible bound to
BASKETBALL BATTLES ficulty to Vinalhaven, whence it was along the line of the Grand Trunk Rail
gether in that argument: "In the be
Telephone 409
forwarded to Middletown by Undertaker way. 11«* was succeeded here by John
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 5, William
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c ginning God created the heaven and
Fossett.
J. B. Ma< kay and Lilia L. Fales.
Sullivan.
the earth. . . Never wouldst Tiiou have Rockland Girls Beat West
Evening 645, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
The deceased was <9- retired business
Rockbind, Feb. 15, Daniel Gillis and
('ongress passed a bill making Rock
treated anything If Thou hadst hated
Special Features and Prices
M alga ret Me Dona Id.
brook—Outlook For the man. As one of tho assessors in liis land a sub-pol l of entry.
I.
.
.
Gad
is
love."
Thursday and Friday
home town lie helped deal witli a grand
Rock hand, Feb. 9, Fred L. Snow and
Lincoln’s Birthday was celebrah’d at
All the great religions of tlie world
Portland Games—Rockland levy of $32,000,000, in addition to which Grand Army ball. Among the speakers Minnie M. Robinson.
have taught us something about God.
Camden. F’eb. 12. Frederick I1’. Thom
the (own exempts school and other were Gen. W. T. Eustis of Dixfield, Col.
Today and Friday
If they had not done so tile world would
Wins From Rockport.
property to the value of $12,000,000. A W. II. Eogler, Capt. IG. A. Butler, Gen. as of Rockland ami Annie C. Kiebards
“East, West, Home's Best”
never have received them. But all
year ago last fall he bought from Miss .1.
Gilley and (’barley D. Jones. of Camden.
great faiths have revealed to us some
Rupert Hughes' Heart Gripping
■‘IVe’ll du file same tiling over," car Addie Young tlie Lewis Burgess place Among -those who took part in the en
Camden, Feb. 16, Uilmn E. Loach
Story of Home, with the Greatest aspect of God—lhat lie is power of ded the Rockland girls’ basketball so called, which was his summer home
tertainment program were Miss Mabel and Bernice E. Maxcey, both of Koekbeauty
or
life
or
truth
or
law
or
spirit

Star Cast Ever Assembled.
at the time of his death. Hospitable, Lamb, ,1. S. Walter Burpee, Miss Caro porL.
ual power. All of these are true hut team last night in Spear hail, and do it
Vinalhaven, Feb. 19. John C. Mona
genial and generous, he was greatly Billings, Miss Lucy Peck and Miss
the greatest, and that which sums up they did. impaling the Westbrook sex
han and Georgie Leadbetter.
beloved by the residents of Matinicus, Aimee Marsh.
all the rest, is the revelation of Christ: tette 35 to 5. The contest, however,
Madison. Me.. Jfeb. 12, Herbert E.
not a few of whom he had delightfully
The blowing up of the battleship
It's just like strolling through the
Gou is love. And perhaps—no, cer was no such Joke as the figures might
entertained at his home in Middletown. I Maine in Havana harbor was being in- Newman of Warren and Della Withee,
old Family Album
tainly—the greatest of all the great indicate, for Westbrook fought fiercely
of Madison.
He is survived hy one brother. Charles, ! vestigated.
SEE IT!
ENJOY IT!!
faiths about God is the most difficult every inch of the way. The game
• ♦ ♦ •
who is with the General Electric Co. in I Sb’ighrides to Crescent Beach and
for us to believe. Yet “God is love" was fast, and very exciting, with fre
Prices—17o, 28c. Matinee and Night
’fhe explosion of cartridges wlwvb
meet!-, a great response from our hearts. quent phenomenal shots h.v tlie Flana Schenectady, N. Y. Ills remains will I South Hope were popular.
Herbert W. Healey was moving liis were being warmed in the pump house
Because it is so beautiful we hope it is gan sisters. “Snip" had Ihe better of rest beside those of his wife and
Saturday
ot the Sin pherd-Jacobs quarry, demol
i bowling alley to Belfast.
true. But in the presence of the hor Eileen by one point when tho final daughter.
OH BOY! He’s Here Again!
A. H. Whitford, formerly general sec ished the building, and R. E. B. Shibles
ror and misery and suffering and the scores were figured.
D. I.. McCarty went to Augusta Tues retary of the Kockiand Y. M. C. A., re was blown into the (|uarry, being ter
triumph of evil, it seems almost im
l’ortland beat Westbrook 36 to 8 and
signed at Rochester, N. Y., to .accept a ribly injured.
possible to believe it.
Ihe Rockland beat looks encouraging day and will return tomorrow.
An amateur pdo learn was organized
tall from the Buffalo association.
Between the countries of Europe on that score. Another feature pleas
In a fast stepping, rapid action pic
E. S. F.irwcll, Park street grocer, iu Warren. The members were C. Itobthere must a-t least (be love if there is ing to local funs is the great improve
ture of love and adventure.
formed a partnership witli Almon F. ii.son first rush. II. Robinson second
to be a new Europe. Between the ment of both Rockland guards, Griffin
lleald under the style of the Kockiand rush. E. W. Hinckley center, K. Robin
countries of the world there must he and Blethen. On one occasion this
son halfback, II. A. Oliver goal tend
Produce Co.
love if there is to be a new world. . . . Griffin had leaped two feet into the air
People
Town
JAUNTS A
SUNSHINE
Thf building at the corner of North ami captain, F. C. Fowles substitute.
It may be there are people who have hut failed to reach the hall, and, like
JOURNEYS
COMEDY
Main and Maun streets owned by the E. P. Stevens was manager. The games
suffered so hideously that they have a famous old-timer at the Northend,
THROUGH
estate of J. K. Richardson, and o'ccu- were played in Glover hall.
COMING—I). W. Griffith's
nothing in their hearts but hate. Who look another leap in the air and broke
Clarence Robinson of Tliomaston
shall condemn them? Not I. But I say lip the |Kias. The strong opposition
“THE TWO ORPHANS"
narrowly escaped drowning while haul
you can no more make a world out of showed the necessity for other good
ing his smelt house off the iee.
hate than you cun make a harvest out team's hoing scheduled before the cru
Henry S. Mathews, a Civil War vetof salt.
cial Portland games next month. The
uiaji ami for many years a sailrrviker
If you have any hate in your hearts summary:
in Tliomaston, died a-t the age of fifi.
at least refrain from poisoning the
Rockland: 15. Flanagan If. A. Flan
Hermione Assembly of Pythian Sis
• •
springs of that resurgent creative agan rf, Breen c. Perry sc, Blethen lg,
Telephone 60
ters lodd its first installation at Vinal
power by which the world must be Griffin rg. Wes ..brook: Emery rf, Ger
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30
haven. Mrs. Lewis Clark was chan
made new. Everywhere on the Helds of, ard If. Lucas c, Smith sc. Powers rg,
<D Well, now that the Food Fair is past and wc vc
cellor commander. Tin* lodge had 3‘J
Flanders new grass begins to grow' Robinson lg.
TODAY—THURSDAY
looked after the Kennebec River Bridge, let's get
members.
and the poppies bloom, there where the
Gouls: A. Flanagan 9, E. Flanagan 8.
Ro' kpoi t had the roller polo craze.
PICKFORD
hatred of man has seemed to hlaat the Gerard 2. Goal iron) foul. E. Flanagan.
down to business. Isn’t your stockings worn out or
One team known as the Meohanies
—IN—
world forever. . . . My appeal to you Score, Rockland 35, Westbrook 5. Ref
your underwear getting tiiin. Everything is cheaper
comprised C. Churchill, A. Richards, J.
here in America would be just this: ll eree, Wotton.
“Little Lord Fauntleroy"
Carb ton, L. Richards and Barter. Ansurely is easier for you to believe that
now than it will be later.
Sunshine and Happiness Smothered God is love than for some of us. II
<-ther team, known as the Merchants,
Rockland 34, Rockport 31
in Smiles
was made lip of Morrill. Andrews, Tibsurely Is not so Impossible for you to
Rockland llitli School boys added'
......................... 85c, 89c
bet ts. Bohndell and MiHer.
Mens Shirts and Drawers
COMPANION FEATURE
to l)<iild,a new world out of love. Do another scalp to their belt last night by
$1.50, $2.50
Men’s Union Suits
not.
I
beseech
you,
add
to
the
hatreds
defeating Rockport High 34-31 in the
"THE OATH"
..................................... 98c
Men’s Work Shirts
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
of the old world by -the weight of a Camden Y. M,. C. A$1.00, $1.75, $2.50, $3.98
Men's Flannel Shirts
1st Chapter of the New
feaUhcr. Believe me, we hate each
j making Income tax returns. 375 Main
Rockland got 16 points iu tlie first
$1.00.
$1.59.
$1.75.
$2.00
Men's Dress Shirts
LEATHER PUSHERS
othpc quite enough. There is hell let three minutes of play, then seemed to
Street.—20-tf
25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
Men’s Stockings—wool
Floor 28c. Balcony 17c. Cl ildren 10c, loose because the nations hate each forget all the basketball they ever
25c
Men’s Stockings—cotton
other and can not forget tiie wounds of knew. 'Rockport soon tied the score.
$3.00, $4.00, $5.00
FRIDAY
Men's Pants—w.ol
war................ A world is listening for At lhe end of lhe first half the tally
50c, 75c
Boys
’
Shills
and
Drawers
what
you
have
to
say
And
I
beseech
MARIE PROVOST
stood 20 lo 19 iu I.ivor of It" kland.
$1.00, $1 50
Boys'
Union
Suits
you. let your word to tlie world be some
The second half was fust and furious
$3.98
Boys' Army Pants »
word that will make love easier and hut not especially replete with sclctici
50c, $100, $125
“KI SSE D"
Boys' Golf Stcekings
hatred more impossible. . . . For iicfi .ee ISresnch in stal led calling
'
HEARTS
$7.50, $9.50
Boys’ Suits—two pant3
there are enough people in the world fouls, and Au-.ilund. link port's big
’’HOW WOMEN LOVE"
$4.50,
$5X0
you
i\i\cc<( of
Jtivcnilo
Suits,
ages
3
to
8
who believe in hate to destroy all l.^e guard, soon left the floor.
Comedy
.................................................
20c. 50c
Miltons and Gloves
world again.
Reed of Rockl.iud and Ausplund of
iV&WNG
If any article you purchase here is not iust what you want, just
SATURDAY
And yet, in the beginning, God | Rockport were the shining lights as
brirjg it back and got your money. If it don’t wear just right, let
created the heaven and -tiie earth, and they caused the most excitement.
oc j nvying
FRANK MAYO
us know and wo will make it good.
never would He have created anything
As Rockport's regular referee did not
if He had hated it. God is Love.
! show up Mr, Brcsnehan of Camden
IKE
lER-GAZt r.t
"ALTER
”
i High School gave his services as refnOCKU'Ktf
A limited quantity of winter gar- ! erec. He handled the game well. The
Companion Feature
meiits are being sold at reduced prices score:
«MNt
“SISTERS”
Rockland High
Rockport High
ROCKLAND, MAINE
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
TARZAN
COMEDY
Majn and.Elm streets, Rockland. Some C. Record rf. 3.......................Bartlett rf. 2
Reed It, 7.......................Tibbetts if, 5 tl)
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf

PARK $

Mrs. E. 8. Bird is spending the week
in Boston.

At the last regular meeting of the
Woman’s Educational Club the discus
sion of the Primary Law was conducted
by Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth and Mrs. Grace
Armstrong and will be continued. Mrs.
Fred Parsons. Miss Elia Mackay, Miss
Maybelle Holbrook, Miss Flora Ulmer,
Mrs. George L. Cate, Mrs. E. W. Web
ber and Mrs. Mabel Harding were
elected to membership. Miss Rosalie
Jewett of the University of Maine
spoke on Home Demonstration. The
refreshments were in charge of Mrs.
Raye Dane. Mrs. Jeanette Dunton. Miss
Dorothy Alperin. Mrs. Theresa Smith
und Mrs. Jennie.Dickey.

Elwin Knowles and William Beaton
are home from a trip to Germany.
Miss Marion Nelson of Portland will
install tho officers of the American Le
gion Auxiliary Monday evening.
Mrs. Cora Crockett will entertain
Miriam Sewing Circle at Mrs. Arthur
Brewster’s. Limerock street, Friday at
ternoon.

Tillson W. Benner is critically ill with
pneumonia.
Miss Lenore Benner entertained a
few friends last evening with a
luncheon, the occasion being her birth
day and a "farewell” to Walter L.
Johnson, who leaves Saturday for NewYork to learn engineering. The affair
resolved Itself into a theatre party at
the new Strand.

Miss Helen McBride. Miss Jessie
Weeks and Miss Burdcll Strout have
returned froiira delightful vacation trip
which included a most interesting
period of sightseeing in Washington,
D. C.
Mrs. Josephine Lothrop celebrated
tier birthday Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Annie Wade, Waldo avenue, in
helping make the occasion a pleasant
one. After, supper was served, music
and cards- were enjoyed. . Mrs; Annie

BEGIN TODAY
Do you read “Odd Items
from Everywhere’ on the
back page of the Boston Daily
Globe every day?—A collec
tion of the strangest items
from all parts of the country.
Have you read the Uncle
Dudley Editorial in today’s
Boston Globe?

“THE OLD NEST”

TOM MIX ,

“IN ARABIA”

EMPIRE Theatre

You Can Talk to Practically
All the
in the
THIS PAPER
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y k r*

MARY

7 evfiur
ire
SjAnONEHy

•Y ^ . E

STAIRS

WILLIS AYER

COUf’

Every-Other-Day
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fully existed between <the four brothers.
Ten years later our brother David died
George Warren and myself, in the full
ness of years blessed with good health,
And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided he at 96, I at 92, continue in the enjoy
ment of the estate, happy in the con
sciousness of lives well spent and In
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
the knowledge that the old-fashioned
attributes of thrift, industry and
square dealings are as potent in the af
(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
fairs of the world today as they ever
the summers of seven years to subdue were: and that the opportunities for
[Continued From Preceding Issue J
it to its present parklike state of culti young men to exercise them are far
BACK TO MAINE
vation, with several miles of driveway, more plentiful today than they were in
XIX
rolling fields, and trim-cut lawns, that far-off period when the four sons
When in theiniildi-e of the nineteenth handsome gardens of flowers set off .by <if "A Maine Family of Smiths” went
century the four brothers whose ca the natural growth of trees, of which out from home, alone and unaided, to
reer I have briefly sketched left the there is remarkable extent and variety seek their fortunes.
• • • •
both evergreen and deciduous. It was
home of tlivir boyhood to seek their their purpose not to carry out a formal
[Note.—At the time of the appear
fortunes in a wider field, they did not . plan of landscape gardening, but mere- j ance of this lwK»k my brother George
sever relations altogether with tho' ly to lxring to full expression the things: Warren was in the enjoyment of the
8CGM Of their birth. Maine, where oUrlwHh W.’rfch nature had so richly cn- health and mental activity that had
been usual to the later period of his
a ’ dowed this piece of ocean shore.
ancestors had established themselves |
This is a brief story of the happy i life. Shortly after that time he en
in the wilderness, and where our par chance through which the four broth- ; tered uiKin a swift decline of his
ents had inherited the rewards of their ers, associated together in such a re powers, the end of his remarkable life
labor and sacrifices, was always the markable degree, as has been narrated, coming on Dec. 31. 1922. at the age of
place to which our hearts returned. were led in the concluding years of 97 years and 3 months. He was buried

A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS

rny Cozen Peter Knap four Acres of
Land lying and being, where he hath
built his dwelling house and broken up
Some Land it being the West Side of
my house Lott. A- Joyning to Rlohd
Towsers Land only if the Sd Peter
Knap or his heires think lit.t to dispose
of the Sd Land, he or they Shall give
my Son James Smith the Refuse of the
Sd Land, and it Shall not lx? Sold or
given to any other Person or Persons
if the Sd- James Smith will buy it.
6thly.
I doc give and bequeath
unto my Loving wife, ail my Cattle,
horse. Sheep, and all my Movables for
the bringing up of my Children my
Sons unt.ill tjiey Come to the Age of
twenty One Yeares. & my Daughters
until’ they Conn* to the Age of eighteen
yeares, or be Married
Lastly* I doc hereby make. Nominate,
and Apjxjynt my Loving Wife Martha
Smith to be my whole and Sole Execu
trix of this my Last Will and Testa
ment, In W'itnes-'se whereof that this is
my Last Will & Testament I the Sd
James Smith have hereunto Sett my
hand and Seale this Tenth day of Au
gust. Anno Doins. 1687, & in ye third
Year of the Reign of our Soveraign
Iz>rd James the Second by the Grace
of God of England Scotland France
<nd Ireland King. Defender of the
fayth. &c
The marke of
James J. Smith (sigillm)
Signed Sealed and Delivered in the
presence of us
George Broughton lea bod Plaisted
John Broughton Benjamen Birdges
James Plaisted
Crystopher Grant

Invest for profit==
but be sure you get it
Which will profit you most:

1.

To invest some of your money in a Maine

power company, where your investment will help
to bring higher prosperity and lower taxes to your

home state, or

2.

To invest your money in the upbuilding of

some southern or western state, where it can perhaps
squeeze out for you an extra half of one per cent?

Think this question over before you invest.

Svorn to by two of the attesting witnesses
Sept 11. 1637: recorded Oct 10. 1687
In
ventory returned 14th Sep'... 1687 at £l'»8:63:00
by William Ardell, .lames Plaisted, Jno Plasted
iqjprateers

Don't invest in home power company securities for “patriotic

THE END.

reasons.” Don’t do it unless you yourself can see how you will benefit

I Began January 30; back numbers can
be supplied. 1

more and profit more by developing Maine than by developing the

South and West.
BELIEVES IN BIBLE
If you are in a position to share in Maine’s prosperity, then

Gov. Baxter Declares Every
Child in Maine Should Have

buy Central Maine Power Company 7'. Preferred Stock—and help

to develop Maine’s greatest resource—water power.

a Copy.

The price of

the stock is $107.50 a share, the yield 6^2*' net-

In connection with the celebration of
March 4 as State Sunday School Day,
Governor Baxter has addressed to the
general secretary of the Maine State
Sunday School .association, Edward II.
Brewster of Portland, a communica
tion that will b? read with general In
terrat. indicating as it does the Gov
ernor's attitude toward the importance
Augusta, Maine
■ f Sunday School work in our State.
The letter reads:
’•Clifford Lodge,” Warrenton Park, Built by Benjamin F. Smith in 1896, and in Which. Surrounded by His Family,
"My dear Mr. Brewster:—I am much
He Now Makes His Home
interested in the effort which the Maine
Sunday School Association is making
not alone because father and mother their strenuous activities to create an! in the family k t at Aohorn Cemetery to give to all the children and youth
were there, but because there was in estate in this beautiful region. Some in Rockland.—B. F. S.J
■ f Maine an adequate oppor(unity for
Central Maine Power Co..
tile history and the atmosphere of that two hundred and fifty years had pass
religious education.
Augusta, Me.
region something which drew us as no ed away since the immigrant James'
'The observance of Maine Sunday
Without any obligation on my part
A PPEN DI X —G BN E A LOGICA L
other spot on earth could. When op Smith, mentioned in the beginning of
School Day on Sunday. March fourth.
please tell me more about your 7%
portunity allowed, it was our joy to this arrative. sailed from Bristol to
James Smith, of Bristol, England, :s most desirable and will do much to
Preferred Stock.
come back to the old farm in the rural make a home in the new world across | married Martha Wills, of Exeter. Eng i l ing to the atlention of our citizens
town of Freedom, to mingle with the the sea. At almost the same time that i land, came to America, and in 1668 the importance of religious education
Name ...............................................................
members of the family, and to renew he arrived upon these shores, the* was living at Berwick. Maine, then a for children.
the wholesome associations of life on Council of Plymouth. England, were! wilderness (see old Church Records of
"Regardless of sect or ereed all chil
R. F. D. or
dren should r<' eive religious instruc
the old farm—as the Poet Kiley sings: recording acts for settling and govern-' Berwick). 11 is second son was
St. and No.......................................................
’’Back where we ust to be so happy and so ing Ne<* England, in which they made! John, who was the father of
tion and unless ithis is given in the
pore!”
early years of childhood it is seldom
a numlier of hasty grants. One of these 1 Joshua, who was the father of
City
or town ..................................................
But when I . the last of the four to
included this neighborhood* of Penob
Stephen, born at Berwick, 1751: died that it is taken up later on in life.
i'.-C.
remain, heard the call that came from scot Bay. through wiiich the Council]
I want to especially emphasize tie
at South Freedom, Maine, 1836. Mar
the business world into which my
‘on March 13, 1629,* old style, March 23. ried Mercy Andros. lx>m a>t Berwick great benefits to be derived from an in
three brothers had gone, and I too left 1629, new style, granted title to Beau-)
1758; died at South Freedom, 1S37 (mate knowledge of the Bible. The
home, there was nobody to help our
WANTS GRANITE USED
bodies remain intact after even fifty ;
Bible, of course, is the great textbook
ha nip and Leverett, which was called His son
S
father carry on the farm. So in 1H50
centuries, was (hat they expe-ctcd to | Charles S. Hichbom, president of
“the Lincolnshire or Muscongus Pat-! George was born at Nobleboro. of the Chrisiiati religion but apart from
he sold the Freedom property, and with
lulvc use for their earthly bodies in an- , tile First National Granite Bank of
its value in that respect it is the great
ent.” cr grant. The point of land at
<>ur mother and sisters removed to the Rockport stiil bears the name Beau-1 Maine. Augu?t 30. 179f : died at Rock est historical and literary document ill
other life. But how the actual fate of j Augusta has been in Washington in
With
To
land,
Maine.
September
4,
1875.
Mar

seaport town of Rockland, then in the
'hese precious ceremented relics mocks j conference with Senator Fernald anti
existence. I believe that ev>ry child
hamp. and at one time* the name of'
midst of the busy era of shipbuilding Leverett appeared on the maps in con-! ried. March 29. 1821. Mehitable Clifford. in the State should have a copy of the
Become
After the faith of the old Egyptians in the j government officials in the Interest of
Isirn at Candia. New Hampshire, July
and there he built two houses. The
resurrection: It is a solemn thought a movement to use granite* from thia
nection with the point adjacent to our 18. 1793; died at Rockland, January 23. Bible and should read it.
Centuries.
second one, built in 1853 at the corner
that their cherished remains should I Si ite in the construction of govern?
"1 hope that Sunday School Day
estate, now known as Bay Point end; 1893.
of Chestnut and Cedar Streets, was of
thus bectane matter for idle curiosity' ment buildings and asked the aid of
p oves of great benefit to tho rising
occupied by the famous Samoset Hotel., CHILDREN OF GEORGE SMITH
considerable size, and thenceforth
[Boston
Transcript]
for newsmongering gossip. Let them Senator Fernald because of his inflgeneration in our State. Faithfully
♦ » * «
served as the family home In this
I. AureUa. l»orn March 26.
1822; yours,
John Brown's famous remarks. "J enwrap themselves with miles and I ential position as chairman of bhe
Percival P. Baxter,
Subsequently this Muscongus Patent!
house our father died in 1875, and there
married Gorham Clough. April
Governor of Maine.
shall be of more value to my country miles tf costly silks, and perfume ■ Senate Committee on Public Buildings
our mother continued to live in the became the property of General i
21. 1845; died November 4, 190
themselves from all decay, to this I and Grounds.
men dead than living." might well have
happiness of a hale old age, dying in Samuel Waldo, the name changing to II. Francis, born August 16, 1823;
laughable complexion must they come |
Waldo
Patent.
It
was
acquired
by
•
I
ecu
prophetically
uttered
by
the
late
3 893 at the age of one hundred years
married Harriet Parmalce, March
it last. Alas, poor Tutankhamen!
Major
General
Henry
Knox
of
Thom-i
c»nd retaining her faculties in a mark
2. 1825: died January 28. 1908
King Tutankhamen of Egypt when he
iston,
and
is
the
origin
of
the
titles!
ed degree to the very end. This house
III. G»M»rge Warren, bom October 2
ti. If your stomach is but of order
folded the gorgeous drapery of his
passed into possession of our brother under which our ownership was ac-1
1852; died Dec. 31. 1922. •
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION.
Not king ago a woman on Lumaon golden couch about him and lay down or distressed, no matter from what
juired.
It
was
by
James
I
that
the'
David and remained his home until his
IV. David Clifford, bom August 30.
Tk» Famous Shsst M jtla you sm ai»«i I
cause. Mi-O-Na stomach tablets will
to
a
rest
Which
was
destined
not
to
be
original
grant
to
the
Plymouth
Council!
St.,
Ea.-t
Boston
(Mass.),
gave
out
tii»4 In all tkn Isarfiuf matulnoa. Osar 1
death in 1911.
1827: married Arianna Thompson.
give instant relief in case of indiges
2200 aalaetiana—aaad lor eatalo«ut
It was a source of satisfaction to th< was made, and it was his grandson,}
January 7. 1852: died September praiseworthy letter which appeared In disturbed for some 3200 years. This tion. acute or chronic, or money back.
reflection
is
inspired
by
the
announce

Charles
II.
who
in
1644.
for
the
pur-i
sajns that as prosperity came to us we
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Ma.
7. 1911.
newspapers.
She mentioned how ment that the explorations conducted Guaranteed by all druggists.—adv.
were able to surround our parents with pose of clearing up disputes, issued! V. Benjamin Franklin, born April 5 thankful she was for having been told
at Luxpr. with so skilful an organiza
every material comfort. Our fir^t visit another grant to New England* pos-: t
1830;
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